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T H E

P R E F A C E

*

| LAUDIUS PTOLEMY, whoſe name is

A famous throughout the world of Learning

beyond all others in Astrology, that be bathjust y

merited from the most ingenious the title of

Prince of that profeſion, in the fecord

Century after Christ, in the reign of Antonius

Adrian, &c. in Alexandria in Egypt, ze here he

was both born and educated; However origira :

of the Land of Sem, and the Province of i’ : „ .

ludia, or Penlufiam; and for Mathematical

Learning one of the most celebrated the world

ever produced: He was most curious in Astroze

my, but in Geometry and Astrology he excelleti.

He wrote feveral choice bcoks, on fèveral ſub

je is ; particularly of Geometry, Geography,

Mufic, Aſtronomy, and Astrology : of z ich

this Treatife is one. -

{ }
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His Geometry, Aſtrononny, and Geography

are ſo well known, that it is needle/s here to Jay

dny, thing of them. And as to his Harmony,

no meaner a man than the great Wallis, Prof. /

för of Geometry at Oxford, and one of the most

firofound Mathematicians, thought it worthy bis

labour and charges to tranſlate it from the Greek

into Latin.

As to his Perfon, 1 find in the Epistle to his

Almageft, that a certain Prince named Alba

guafe, in his book which he calls, The Choice

of Sciences, and Beauty of Words, faith,

“ Ptolemy, the Prince of Astrologers, was of

“ an ordinary stature, white complexion, a broad

“ gait, having fmall legs, and a red mark on his

“ right check ; his beard thick and black; his

“ fore teeth half covered and open; his fpeech

“ fweet and pleaſant ; in anger fevere, and hard

** to be pacified; he delighted and rid abroad

hiuch on horfe-back, eat little, and fasted

much ; tras ſpruce in apparel, but had a/link

ing breath. He died in the 78th year of his

“ age.” -

<

« 4

4 4

4. 4

IWith reſpesi to this Work, the Author’s name

and the zonderful Rea/onings of the matter it,

contains, is jifficient to recommend it ; ſo that

his iad p. per to that purpoſe, would

i ji, and rat er to hazara the

; : f : ' , : ')' ;; ; '' | z: rg. , ’
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, amended. For if I may without offence make a

comparifon, As the Bible is in Divinity the

, principal fountain whence all other books have

their original ; So all other Books, conforma

|- ble to the Divinity of Aſtrology, muſt derive

their Original from this of the Quadripartite ;

- for there is nothing in Aftrology but what is

, there comprehended; nothing there compre

. . hended, but the Quintefence and Divinity of

Aſtrology. -

In fome places at first fight, it must be confeffed

it may feem fomething cloudy to young Beginners

and weak understandings : but to reči fy that, Zoe

have in every chapter (where needful) added An

notations, as we hope may make the very darkest

Sentence throughout the whole fubjeći plainly in

telligible, even to the most unlearned, or meangst

pretender that way converfant.:

* If there be an Astrology, as undeniably there

is, it must be built upon a Foundation, Natural,

Certain, and always the fame, as the Doćirine

of the Quadripartite most truly is: And that

thefe Principles might be univerfälly known and

revived is the ar dent zviſh of

The Editors,

M. S.

*. B.
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B O O K THE F I R S T.

- asmus sama

C H A P. I,

7 N T R O D U C T I O N.

zg?º--os?' HERE are two properties which fit a

T ‘ș man for predisting the things of futu

rity. One, and the firſt in order and im

6 $ portance, is that by which we diſcover
ÈÉSo» -o?? poſitions of Sun, Moon, and

Stars ; how they aſpećt each other as well as the

Earth; the other is, that wherein we confider the

mutations of the fubjećted things, which the con

figurations produce according to their natural pro

priety. Of the firſt we have treated demonstra

tively to the utmoſt of our power in our following

treatife ; for this alone of itſelf is worthy and

needful, without a conjun&tion of the fecond. But

now we will treat of the latter, (which of itſelf

is not alike perfe&t) both as it becomes a lover

of
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of truth, and is agreeable to profound philoſophy,

and fo leaft a comparifon ſhould be made by any

that have regard to truth between the and

immutable certainty, when he underſtands matters

and the imbecility of its habit, and the difficulty

of making conjećtures ; and leaft any one fhould

recede from their contemplations, when they are

able to perceive that the manifeſt, and the more

general events, flow from that which doth encom

paſs us, even heaven, and feeing many are uſed to

condemn whatſoever cannot be eaſily apprehended.

But we fay they who reprehend the first of thefe

two fpeculations, are altogether blind, but they

who blame the fecond, have fome cauſe. Some

have thought that what they could not comprehend

themſelves, others could not attain to ; or becaufe

they often learned it, and yet kept it not in memo

ry, (for 'tis eafily forgot) they deemed it unprofi

table. Therefore feeing thefe things are fo, I will

undertake to furvey the reafon of each, viz : The

poffibility and uſefulnefs of the prefcience of fu

turity : and then we will ſpeak particularly of

the doćtrine.

CHAP,
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C H A P. II.

That a knowledge by AstRoNoMY is attainable, and

- how far.

IT is manifeſt to all, that a certain power is dif

tributed and paffeth through all things that are

near the earth, from the nature of the firmament ;

firſt it is diſtributed on the elements under the

Moon ; viz. thoſe of fire and air, which are en -

compaffed by, and changed with the motion of the

firmament ; and theſe again encompaſs the reſt,

viz. the earth and water, which are varied accord

ing to the mutations of the others; as alſo the

plants, and the living creatures in them ; for the

Sun, with that which doth environ, (viz. the

heavens and Stars therein) governs all things that

are about the earth, not only by changing the

feaſons, and bringing to perfećtion the feed of

animals, the fruitfulneſs of plants, the flux and

reflux of waters, and the mutations of bodies;

but alſo paffing by all things every day, caufeth

changes of the day, of heat and moiſture, drynefs

and cold ; as it hath reſpećt to our midheaven :

and the Moon, who is the neareſt the earth, diſtils

down much influence, by which things animate

and inanimate are affe&ed and changed : accord-

ing to her light, rivers are augmented and changed;

the tides vary, as ſhe rifes and fets; plants and

animals, in whole or in part, increafe and decreaſe

with her. In the fame manner, the stars, both

fixed and erratic, as they keep on their courſe, cauſe

* 2 matay
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many appearances about us ; for they are produ

cers of heat and winds, as alſo ſtorms; and by

which likewife, the things on earth are fuitably

governed : and their influences being commixed

by their mutual configurations, produce various .

mutations, both in the macrocoſm and microcofm.

But the glorious luminary the Sun, hath the great

eft effećt in influencing, inafmuch as he is more

univerfal, and more noble than the reſt: the reſt

in a meaſure co-operating or oppofing, according

to the variety of their aſpećts to Sol. The next

in force is the Moon, whoſe manifeſt influences

more frequently appear, eſpecially at the new

Moon, the quarters, and full. The influences of

the other ſtars affećt in longer time, and more ob

fcurely, as they either appear or diſappear, or de

cline. Since thefe things are fo, not only con

joined bodies are ſubjećt to the motion of the stars,

but alſo the buddings and perfećtions of feeds, are

framed and formed, according to the quality with

which the furrounding heavens are endued. Now

the more obſervant huſbandmen and ſhepherds, by

conjećturing from the winds which happen at the

feaſons of feed-fowing and copulation of animals,

foreknow the quality of ſucceeding accidents : and

in a word, the more univerſal, and whatſoever comes

to paſs by the more apparent configurations of the

Sun, Moon, and Stars; even they who are not

ſkilled in nature, foreknow by obſervation alone.

Thus we fee, that they who are very ignorant,

from obſervation alone, gueſs at thoſe things which

are produced by a higher power; fuch as that of

the Sun, and more uncompounded order, and

which have not a variation by the configuration
tile
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the Stars and the Moon to the Sun. Yea, ome

irrational animals have a forcknowledge ; as may

be feen in the mutations of the feaſons of the year,

as of the Spring, Summer, and the other quarters:

and moreover in the change of the winds. Now

in general, the Sun is the caufe of theſe ; but are

not poſitively alike fimple, and have fome ſmall

mixture ; theſe, the men, who accustom themſelves

to obferve them, do foreknow ; as mariners d'o

ftorms to come, and blaſts of wind, which are cauf

ed by the rays of the Moon, or the fixed ſtars in

their circular courſe. S But they are often de

ceived ; for by reafon of their want of experience,

they neither know the times, nor the places, nor

the courſes of the wandering Stars : all which if

exaćtly known, conduce to a certain preſcience of

things: What therefore hinders, but that he who

exquiſitely knows the motion of the Stars, and of

the Sun and Moon, and is not ignorant of the

times, nor the place, nor any of the aſpećts, and is

further well ſkilled in their natures (though not in

their effence, but what efficient power they have,

as that the nature of Sol is heat, and that of Luna

moiſt, and fo of the reſt). What, I ſay, hinders

any man, thus furniſhed, from knowing both na

turally and fuitably, the effects of all theſe mixed

together ? fo that he may be able to foretell in

every ſeaſon, the proper ſtate of the air; as that

it will be hotter or moiſter ; which he may fore

know by a manifeſt reſpect or ray of the Stars and

Moon to the Sun. And, as it is poſſible for him

that is very well ſkilled in theſe matters before

mentioned, to foretell the qualities of the feafonº,

B 3 wli. t
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what hinders but that he may likewife predićt con

cerning every man ? For from the ſtate of the

AMB I ENT, at the time of the constitution of each,

it is eaſy to know in general, the qualities and

temperament of each perſon born ; that SUCH he

fhall be in Body, and SUCH in Mind ; and the

future events advantageous or difadvantageous, are

alſo foreknown by the ſtate of the Ambient. So,

becauſe fuch is the ſtate of the heaven, it will be

proper and agreeable for fuch a temper; or becauſe

the Ambient is fuch, it will be difagrecable and

hurtful. Therefore it is apparent, that a prefage

is pofiible to be deduced from thefe and fuch like

confiderations. But becauſe they who flander the

Art, do it with fome pretence (though not deſerv

edly) we will thus expoſe them.

IRsT. The errors of thoſe who do not accurate

ly underſtand this learning which is of amazing and

manifold contemplation ; is the cauſe that what is

are truly foretold feem to be faid by chance; but this

is not the weakneſs of this ſcience, but of thoſe who

are unable to manage it exaćtly. Moreover many fet

themfelves forth under the name of this ſcience, be

caufe it is worthy of credit, for the fake of vending

fome other art; deceiving the ignorant, and ſeem

ing to foretel many things, which naturally cannot

be foreknown ; and therefore give occafion to the

more prudent to condemn thote things which can

be predićted : but neither is this defervedly ; for

philoſophy ought not to be rejc&ted, becauſe fome

who afiume the names of Philoſophers are vicious.

Nevertheleſs it is manifeſt, that he who hath

ightly attained this fcience, often mistakes, be
- cauſe
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cauie of the nature of the things, and his weak

nefs, in reſpećt of the greatneſs of what he pro

feffeth : for the fpeculation which is about the

quaiity of the matter is conjećtural, and not cer

tail.; and eſpecially becaufe of mixtures made of

many different things. Further, the ancient con

figurations of the Planets, from which obſervations

were adapted bythem in their predićtions, are more

or leſs like the configurations of theſe times; and

this becauſe of the long intervals, for they are not

at all immutable; for a reſtitution of all things in

heaven and earth will, cither never happen exaćt

ly, or not in that time which man can compre

hend, fince the examples laid down are unlike ;

on this account predićtions fometimes are not true.

The confideration therefore of events cauſed by the

Ambient hath only this difficulty; for no other cauſe

can be affigned than the motions of the heavenly be

dies. But the confideration of Nativities, and that

which is wholly about the particular temper of each

perfon, hath cauſes neither light nor common in re

fpećt of the proper qualities of thoſe begotten : for

the diverfity of the feeds, very much confers to

wards the propriety of the kind. Since that though

the Ambient is fame, and the Horizon , the

fame, yet each feed prevails for the formation of

its own kind : out of man’s feed, nan ; from the

horfe, an horfe ;. and fo of others, Moreover, the

places of the birth of each may cauſe no finall dif

ference in thoſe that are born ; and though the

feed be the fame, as of men or horfes, and the

conſtitution of heaven the fame ; the diverſities of

countries in which they are born, cauſe a differ

B 4 CI)CC
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ence in their bodies and minds. Furthermore,

different education and cuſtom cauſeth a different

manner of life in each. Therefore, he that doth

not jointly confider each of thefe differences, with

the cauſes which proceed from the Ambient, w^ll

meet with much difficulty ; and, although the

power of heaven is greateſt, and with thefe all the

others are conceived as adjuvant caufes ; yet theſe

do not all affume the Ambient as a con-caufe ; fo

that he who attempts to prognoſticate from the

motion of the heavenly bodies alone, except he

join theſe therewith, will meet with great diffi

culty. , Since theſe things are fo, it is not meet

(though it might be admitted) that becauſe fuch

prognoſtications fometimes deceive, on this fcore

we ſhould wholly rejećt prognostication, nor again

fo to fearch out all things by prognoſtication, as

though the prefager was not man, or what he

prefages not conječtural : but as we de not rejećt

the art of governing, though it often errs, fo we

ought not to lay afide this, becauſe feveral errors

haj pen in it ; but receive, as it promifeth, great

and wonderful things ; and refpe&t, as much as

may be, the prognostic art. And as we do not re

prehend phyſicians when they enquire about the

difeafe, or proper temper of the fick; fo here when

we join the kind, education, and countries, with the

motions of heaven, it ought not to offend ; for phy

ficians do nothing aniis, when they confider not

dnly the difeafe, but the proper temper of the dif

eated ; fo do we with the heavenly motions ; and

in thofe matters we cannot have wholly from
ther ce
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thence, we from elſewhere conjoin and adapt thoſe

things wich co-operate. -

ANNοTAT 1oNs.

To comment fully upon this chapter would

require confiderable more room than the matter

itſelf; and therefore I ſhall for the fake of brevity

only, obferve, Firſt, that the word Ambient, here

and elſewhere uſed by our author, in the Greek,

(which was the language in which he wrote) fig

nifies (that which contains or encompaffeth) viz.

the heavens, or air, or both. Secondly, that of all

the Stars, the influence of the Sun is most powerful.

Thirdly. That the influences of the other Stars

are the moſt powerful, when the beams of the Sun

moſt conveniently correſpond with them. Fourthly,

That by reaſon of the ſwiftneſs of the Moon, and

her nearnefs to the earth, ſhe beyond all others,

mediates and conveys to the earth, the influences

of the other Stars. Fifthly. That when the Moon

by her frequent mediatorſhip, conveys the influ

ence of the other Stars to the Sun, or of the Sun

to the other Stars, and from thence to the earth,

their influences are more powerfully (than at other

times) poured down upon fublunary bodies. Sixth

ly, That Ptolemy had a ſpecial regard to the

latitude, declination, rifing, and fetting of the

Stars, both fixed and erratick ; eſpecially thoſe

near the ecliptick : the neglećt of which due con

fideration in many, has brought no ſmall fcandal

upon this art.

C H A P.
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C H A P. III.

That AstroLoGY is Profitable.

OW far aſtronomic predićtions are poſſible,

and that it only appertains to the accidents

of the Ambient, and thoſe things which happen to

men from the influence thereof. (Thefe are, the

powers implanted in the mind and body from the

beginning : „ Affećtions which happen at certain

feaſons, the ſhortneſs and length of theſe affećtiens;

and alſo thoſe things which properly and naturally

have a complication of externals, fuch as are pof

festions to the body, and a conjugal ſtate of life to

the mind, offspring, and dignity ; to fortune and

thoſe things which occur in their feafons, we fay,

that a prognoſtick of thefe things is poſſible) is

already made manifeſt. It remains that we ſpeak

of the advantages of fuch a prognoſtick ; but let us

firſt fay after what manner, and to what intent we

allow the power of advantage. For if a fore

knowledge is uſeful in reſpećt of the goods of the

foul, what can be more advantageous either in ref

pećt of delight, happinefs, or pleaſure, than fuch

a foreknowledge, by which we underſtand things

both divine and human ? And if it be uſeful in

reſpect of the body, and to this utility be referred

to other things that are fit for life, it is more

profitable and advantageous to temporal happineſs

than any other confideration whatever. But if

this pre-ſcience be deſpifed, becauſe it avails not

in gaining riches and honors, this takes place in

all
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all other diſciplines ; for neith r do other diſci

plines in themſelves, conduce cither to riches or

honor, nor are they on this account esteemed un

profitable ; nor is it meet to condemn this pre

fcience, which contains an acceſs and fitnefs for

greater matters. They who accuſe prognoſtication

and judge it of no u fe, have not a regard to a thing

neceſſary ; but thinking that a fore-knowledge of

theſe things which ſhall certainly happen, is ſuper

fluous ; therefore they condemn it as ufeiefs.

But they apprehend this fimply, and unlearnedly,

and not right : for it ought firſt to be confidered,

that thoſe things which happen altogether neceſſa

rily, whether they caufe fear, or produce joy ;

if they come unexpt ćtedly, they confound with

fear, and tranſport with joy ; but if they are fore

known, they accuſtom the mind by the fore-know

ledge, and prepare it by meditating on them though

abſent, as though they were preſent; and when

the time is accompliſhed, cauſe them to receive it

with calmneſs and constancy. Moreover, ought

we to think, that all things befall men, fo as though

a law were fet over every thing by fome divine

command, and indiffoluble caufe from above, and

that all things are brought to paſs by neceſity, no

other cauſe being able to oppoſe it? We must

not thus imagine, but know, that the motion of

the celeſtial bodies, is always immutable by divine

law and perfect order; and the mutation of earthly

things, is diſpoſed and revealed by a natural gene

ration and order, which followeth the fuperior caufe

by accident. And this alſo is to be obſerved,

that many things happen to man, by reaſon of

- fome
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fome more univerſal cauſes, and not only by reafon

of the natural and proper quality of each thing.

Becauſe of the grcat mutations of the Ambient,

there happens plagues, flocds, and conflagrations,

by which multitudes perifh. For the greater cauſe

always overcomes the lester, and the stronger the

weaker : the ſtronger therefore in the great muta

tions prevailing, the more general effećts which

have been ſpoken of, happen ; and other things

happen to every one, bccaufe the natural property

of each is overcome by the contrariety of the

Ambient, whether the antipathy of the Ambient be

little or fortuitous. Now feeing this is fo, it is

apparent, that of thoſe things which happen gene -

rally and particularly, even whatſoever accident,

whoſe firſt caufe is strong and irrefiſtable, and no

other caufe hath power to withſtand ; theſe come

to paſs wholly by neceffity. But the accidents

which have a weaker cauſe, are overthrown, if

another caufe able to withſtand it is found ; but if

fuch a refiſting cauſe appears not, theſe things fuc

ceed, following their firſt cauſe, and they happen

not through the ſtrength of the cauſe, nor of ne

ceffity ; but becauſe the antipathy by which it can

be deſtroyed is not known. And thus it happens

to all things that have a natural caufe and begin

ning, for ftones, plants, animals, wounds, affec

tions, ficknefs ; fome of them work neceſſarily,

others not, when fomething is found that oppoſeth

their efficient power. Therefore the praćtifers of

fuch prognostication, ought to know, that they

predićt futurities after a natural way, and by fuch

preſcience, and not by any other vain opinion ;
aS
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as that this thus fhall happen, becaufe it hath many

great and efficient caufes, and that 'tis impoſſible

to refiſt them ; and that this ſhall not happen be

cauſe it hath refifting converſions : As phyſicians

who can diſtinguiſh diftempers, and foretel whether

they are altogether mortal, or curable. When,

therefore, calculators of Nativities fpeak about

thoſe things which may come to pafs, we fuppofe

they fay nothing elfe but that by the proper qua

lity of the Ambient, the ſubjećt proportion being

more or lefs changed to fuch a temperature, pro

duceth fuch an affeƐtion : as when a phyfician

fays an ulcer will eat away or putrify; or one

fkilled in metals, that the loadstone draws iron :

not becauſe it is neceſſary that the ulcer ſhould eat

or putrify, or the loadstone draw iron ; but if the

containers are not known, the ulcer will produce

putrefa&tion, and the loadſtone will draw iron,

according to the cauſes and confequences of things,

as they have been from the beginning; but if thoſe .

things are applied which naturally diſagree, neither

will happen : and fo ought we to fay of the calcu

lators of Nativities; for if the loadítone be rubbed

with garlick, the iron will not be drawn by it;

nor will the ulcer eat or putrify if contraries be

applied : and therefore thoſe things which do hap

pen to men, do fo befal according to the fucceſſion

of natural order, either becauſe things which may

oppòſe, are not found, or becauſe they are not

known ; and-again, events known naturally, and

according to order ; and thoſe things which difa

gree being found, either they wholly come not to

pafs, or elfe will be more moderate. But fome may

- - WOn=
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wonder, that feeing there is both in generals and

particulars fuch a confequence; for what cauſe

they believe in generals, that it is poffible to prog

noſticate, and think it advantageous towards pre

fervation ; but in particulars they do not allow it;

for many confeſs they know the feaſons, and the

fignifications of the fixed Stars, and the afpe&ts of

the Moon, and they obſerve them for their own

prefervation, and to reduce their conſtitutions to

a good temper ; in fummer bv cooling things, and

in winter by heating : they alfo obſerve the figni

fication of the fixed Stars, to be certain of the ſea

fon in which they apply themſelves to navigation ;

and they caufe their animals to copulate, and fet

plants, obſerving the afpećts of the Moon at the

full; and no one judgeth thefe generals either im

poffible or ufeleſs. But of particulars, as of cold

or heat, which increafe and decreaſe in their proper

temper, and by the property and mixture of others,

they think it neither poſſible to foretel or concede

that we may be preferved from any thing ; and yet

if it is manifeſt, that we do the lefs perceive thoſe

general heats, being prepared by coolers, why may

not a like preparation do the fame in a particular

and proper temperament; labouring under a dif

proportion of heat ? but the cauſe of this opinion

is, the difficulty of knowing particulars, and the

management of them with diligence and truth ;

and becauſe that one is feldom found of fo perfećt

a difpofition, that none of the contraries be hid

from him ; the oppofing power, for the moſt part,

not being joined with a foreknowledge in the ef

fećt produced by firſt cauſes without impediment,

and
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and feeing it doth not cohere with it, he judgeth

of all things fimply, as though immutable, and im

poſſible to be prevenced. But, as in prognoſtica

tion its poſſibility appears worthy of confideration,

although it is not altogether infallible; fo this pre

fervative part is worthy of regard ; and though

this brings a cure, not to all, but to fone ; yet this

is not worthy to be embraced and eſteemed as no

ordinary gain. | 1

The Egyptians feem to have understood this,

who chiefly finding the efficacy of this art, every

where joined Phyfick to Prognoſtick Aſtronomy ;

for, if they thought futurities would not be re

moved, or diverted, they could never have made

certain atonements, remedies, and prefervations,

againſt the cauſe of the Ambient, prefent or to

come, whether general or particular. But now,

they fetting the produćtion and order of the cauſe,

in the fecond place, and the cauſe which oppoſeth

according to other natures ; they joined to the fa

culty of prognoſtication, that which is called by

them Jathro-Mathematics; a method out of theſe

advantageous and profitable : that by Aſtronomy

the quality of the fubjacent temperaments, and the

accidents which came to paſs by the Ambient, and

the proper cauſes of them might be known ; but

by the medical art, to diſtinguiſh the fympathies

and antipathies of each, and to underſtand the

cures of preſent difeafes, and the preſervatives

from future; for without astronomic knowledge,

for the moſt part, medical help is apt to fail : nor

indeed are there remedies for all bodies and dif

eafes. But fo much for thefe, which are briefly

explained. Henceforth we will ſpeak as in an in
trO
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troduction, beginning with the efficient properties

of the heavenly bodies, following the ancients in

that natural manner wherein they made their ob

fervations : and firſt, of the influence of the wan

dering Stars, and the Sun and Moon.

ANNoTAT 1oNs.

The ſcope of the Author in this chapter is of

none of the leaft confequence in astro-logical con

fiderations, and therefore well worthy the most

deliberate meditation of fuch as are that way

curious ; but being in itſelf ſuficiently evident,

needs no explanation. Therefore what I ſhall re

mark ſhall be, firſt, that however much later it

was that the loadſtone became known in Europe,

what is mentioned of it in this chapter makes it

evident that it was known in Egypt, where Pto

lomy lived : in his time, which was in the fecond

century after Chrift; for I find clſewhere, that in

the year of Chrift 138. Dec. 22, 8 Hor. P. M. this

eur author,in an obſervation made ațAlexandria, in

Egypt, found Saturn half a degree in confequence

from the Moon. Secondly, that though caufes

fimple, have natural properties to themfelves pe

culiar; that yet, by other cauſcs, in themſelvcs

alike ſimple, happening in community with Hofe

of the former, fuch the bare fimple nature of each

is changed into a third, different from either of the

former, and accordingly fuch fimple natural pro

perties are either wholly, or in part changed ; or
other
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otherwife frustrated or diverted. Example in the

weather, the Sun, in his own fimple nature, is the

fountain of light and heat; yet being joined with

Saturn, never fails, if not prevented by fome other

apparent cauſe, either in winter or fummer, to

produce cold and cloudy weather; but if Mars ạt

the time happens to join with them, the cafe is

altered, and inſtead of cold, &c. the weather will

not fail in fummer to prove fultry ; yet cloudy,

corufcuous; or otherwife diforderly ; and in win

ter more warm, but ruffling; but more eſpecially

if attended with a new or full Moon. Thirdly,

that of all other nations, this doĉtrine of Aſtro

logy was perfectly known to the Egyptians ; and

therefore it cannot be unreaſonable to believe this

our author, who was not only the moſt famous of

that nation (but even of the whole world, in re

fpe&t to the time in which he lived) would impoſe

any thing he-knew to be fallacies upon the world,

fôr the credit both of himſelf and nation, or omit

any thing poffible to be colleếted, which he could

offer as truth, relating to an art which he took fo

much pains as he did to commit to poſterity: and if

Ptolomy’s be the only true ſyſtem of Astrology (as

moſt affuredly it is) whatever elfe we have paffable

under that title, is, in the main, not only fallible,

but wholly groundlefs; this being purely natural,

and that on the contrary chiefly mere chance, and

bottomlefs uncertainty. Fourthly, that as in

Aſtrology, fo in all other the moft abstrufe learn -

ing and knowledge of things natural, none were fo

eminent as the Egyptians; and however difeſteen:

ºd by the phyſicians of theſe days and nations, our

a uho;

C
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author here aſſures us, that thoſe ofhis country well

knew the deficiency of the art of Phyfick without

the union of Astrology; and all the world cannot

induce me to believe the Stars are now any more

fallible, than they were fifteen or fixteen hundred

years fince, in the days of Ptolomy, -

C H A P. - IV.

of the Power of the Wandering Stars.

H E Sun is found by nature to cauſe heat

and drynefs moderately; his power we

are made more fenfible of than the reſt, by reaſon

of his greatneſs, and the manifeſt mutations of the

feaſons; for, by how much the nearer he ap

proacheth our verticał point, by fo much the more

he ſtirs up heat in us, and ſubjećts us to his nature ;

but the nature of the Moon is chiefly moiſtening ;

for being nearer the earth, ſhe draws the vapour of

moist things, and fo evidently maketh bodies moist,

and putrifies them; but becaufe cf her illustra

tions from the Sun, ſhe moderately participates of

heat. Saturn cools and dries, becauſe he is far

diſtant from the heat of the Sun, and vapours of

the earth; but he cooleth more abundantly, and

drieth more moderately ; and the reſt receive vir

tue according to the configurations they make with

1he Sun and Moon ; for they feem fome one way,

and fome another, to alter the conſtitution of the

Ambient. Mars drieth much, and burns, becau’e

of his fiery nature, as he ſhows by his colour, and
- nearnefs
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nearneſs to the Sun ; for the ſphere of the Sun

lies under him. The virtue of Jupiter is tempe

rate, becaufe he moves between the coldneſs of

Saturn, and the heat of Mars; thereforç, he heats

and moiſtens, but he heateth more by reaſon of the

fpheres which lie under him ; hence he raiſeth

fruitful winds. Venus hath the fame temper, but

in a different meaſure ; ſhe warmeth, but lefs, be

cauſe of her vicinity to the Sun; but ſhe moiſteneth

more, as doth the Moon, through the greatnefs of

their lights ; ſhe alfo affuming to herfelf the mòif

ture of the vapour of the earth. The Star Mer.

cury fometimes dries, and fometimes moistens v

and it dries when it fucks up the moiſture, for it:

is never by longituđe far distant from the Sun ;

but it mõiſtens becauſe it is placed over the ſphere

of the Moon, which is near the earth ; therefore,

it fwiftly caufeth mutations to each, being ſwiftly

carried about by its motion with the Sun. |

*

C H A P. V.

o/ the Beneficks and Maleſeks.

"F the four Humours, two are generative and

O two a&tive, the hot and the moiſt; for by thefe

all things join together and increaſe: and two are

corruptive and hurtful, the dry and the cold ; for

by thefe all things are diffolved and periſh. Where

fore two of the Planets are eſteemed Beneficks, viz.

Jupiter and Venus, becauſe of their temperature,

and becaufe heat and molfture abounds in them :

and likewife the Moon, for the fame reafons. But

- C 2 Saturn
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Saturn and Mars are judged of a different nature;

1 he one becauſe of much cold, and the other becauſe

of much heat. But Sol and Mercury of a common

nature, as able to caufe both, and convertible to

the nature of thoſe with whom they are.

C H A P. VI.

Of tle Mafculine and Feminine.

S there are two Primary Sexes, the maf

culine and the Fminine, and the feminine fex

partakes most of moiſture, therefore they call the

Moon and Venus Feminines, becauſe much moif--

ture abounds in them; but Sol, Saturn, Jupiter

and Mars, maſculines : Mercury indifferent,

becauſe he fometimes equally dryeth, and fome

times , moiſteneth. Moreover, they fay, the

Stars are maſculine and feminine, according to

their reſpect to the Sun. When they are Oriental,

and going before the Sun, they become maſculine;

when they are Occidental and follow it, they are

feminine ; and likewife from the horizon ; for from

the eaſt to the mid-heaven, and from the weſt to

the fourth, they are esteemed maſculine, inafmuch

as they are Oriental ; in other two quadrants fe

minine inafmuch as they are Occidental.

A N N o T A T I o N s.

In the Vulgar Astrology, a Star or a Planet is

-eſteemed Oriental from the Fourth-houſe to theAf

cendant, and from the Aſcendant to the Mid-hea

ven: but by Ptolomy, only fuch as proceed from the

horizon to the meridian are faid to be Oriental ;
'; O
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fò ſuch as are between the Aſcendant and Mid-hea

ven, obtain the firſt place of ſtrength : and are

faid to be in their Oriental Orientality ; but be

tween the Weſtern Horizon or Seventh and the

Fourth, in their Occidental Orientality, and is the

fecond place of ſtrength: and a Star between the

Fourth and Aſcendant, in its Oriental Occiden

tality, and in the firſt degree of weakneſs : and be

tween the Tenth and Seventh houſe, in its Occi

dental Occidentality, and the weakest of all.

C H A P. VII.

Of Diurnal, and Nočiurnals.

·. Hereas there are two apparent diſtin&tions

of Times, the Day and Night; and the

day, becauſe of its heat and aćtivity, is maſculine;

and the night, becauſe of its moiſture, and conve -

niency of reſt, feminine: therefore they teach that

Luna and Venus are noćturnal ; Sol and Jupiter

diurnal ; but Mercury indifferent : diurnal when in

an Oriental fituation, noćturnal when Occidental :

but the other two malevolents, Saturn and Mars,

they attribute to diurnal and noćturnal, but not ac

cording to their quality and nature, as heat to heat,

but contrary': for a good temperament taking its

like, maketh the good greater ; and unlike mixed

with evil, diffolveth much of the evil : therefore

they have joined Saturn as cold to the heat of the

day ; and Mars, as dry to the moiſture of the

night : fo each of them becoming moderate in

temper, will appear agreeable to the conditions

which give the temperature.
v • C 3 A NNo
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A N N o T A T I o N s.

To this chapter may be properly added, That a

Planet is faid to be Diurnal, when in a Diurnal

Nativity above the earth, and in a Noćturnal Na

tivity under the earth. But No&urnal when in a

Noćturnal Nativity above the earth, or in a Diur

nal Nativity under the earth.

- C H A P. VII [.

Of the Power of Coi: gurations to the Sun.

O W the Moon, and the three Planets, viz.

Saturn, Jupiter, and Mars, have a letler or .

greater force, according to their configurations

with the Sun : for the Moon along Her increafe,

from her first appearance to her 1ſt quarter, is more

moiſtening; from the first quarter to the full ſhe

warms; from the full to the lait quarter ſhe drieth ;

from the laſt quarter till ſhe is hid, ſhe is cold.

And the Planets Matutine, to the firſt ſtation are

more moiſt ; from the firſt ſtation till they rife at

night, they are more heating; from their rifing at

night, to the fecond ſtation, they dry more; and

from the fecond station till they are abſconded they

cool more. And it is manifeſt that being mixed

ainong themſelves, they caufe many differences of

qualities in that which doth encompaſs us; the

proper power of each for the moſt part prevailing;

which is changed more or lefs by the power of

other configurations.
-

A N N o T A T I o N s.

The first station, in this chapter mentioned, is

when a Planet begins to be retrogade: and the fecond

4tation when from retrogradation, a planet
- - direċt.

:

|
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dire&t. They begin to rife at night, when in op

pofition to the Sun, Moreover the rifing and fet

ting of the Stars, are three-fold; Coſmical, Achro

nical, and Heliacal. - |

First. Coſmical rifing is, when a Star or Planet

aſcends the horizon with the fame degree and mi

nute of the ecliptick in which the Sun is : and

Coſmical fetting is, when a Star or Planet fets ex

aćtly when the Sun rifeth. . . .

Secondly. Achronical rifing is, when a Star

rifeth above the horiſon at fun fetting : and Achro

nical fetting is, when a Star fets with the Sun.

Thirdly. Heliacal rifing is, when a Star, which

before was hid by the Sun, begins to appear in the

Eaſt : and Heliacal fetting is, when a Star which

before was feen, is hid under the Sun's beams, and

diſappears.

c H A P IX.

Of the Influences of the fixed Stars.

T follows, that we furvey the natures of the

Fixed Stars; and the power and properties each

have, as we did about the Planets : and firſt, we

will ſpeak of thoſe that are formed in the middle

circle, viz. the Zodiack.

Aries. The Stars in the Head of the Ram,

have the fame efficient power as Saturn and Mars. .

They in the mouth are endued with the virtue of

Mercury, and fomething of Saturn. They in the

hinder foot of Mars. And they in the tail of
Venus.

C 4 Taurus.
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Taurus. The Stars of Taurus, which are in

the abſciſion, are of the fame temper as Venus,

and moderately of Saturn. The Pleiades, of the

Moon and Mars. Of thoſe in the head, the bright

and reddiſh Star of the Hyades, called a fmall

Torch ; hath the Nature of Mars. The rest have

Saturn's, and moderately Mercury's. They in
the top of the horns, Martial.

Geinini. Of the Stars of Gemini, they in the

feet have the fame power as Mercury, and mode

rately of Venus. The bright ones in the thighs arg ,

Saturnine. Of the two bright ones in the heads,

that in the foremoſt which is called Apollo, is like

Mercury ; that which follows, which is called

Hercules, agrees with Mars. - -

Cancer. Of the Stars of Cancer, the two which

are in the eyes, are Venereal and moderately Mar-,

tial. They in the claws, Satúrnine and Mercu

rial. That cloud-like circle in the breaft, which is

called Præfepe, hath a like efficacy with Mars and

the Moon. The two placed on each fide the Præ

fepe, called the Affes, are Martial and Solar.

Leo. Of the Stars about the Lion, the two in

the head have the virtue of Saturn, and mode

rately of Mars. The three in the neck agree with

Saturn, and moderately with Mercury. The bright

one in the heart, called Regulus, is Martial and

Jovial. They on the loins, and the bright ones.

on the tail, are Saturnine and Venereal. They in

the thighs partake of the nature of Venus and part-

ly of Mercury.

• Virgo. The Stars in the head of Virgo, and

that at the extremity of the ſouth wing operate like

, , Mercury,
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Mercury, and partly * Saturn. The other bright

Stars in the wing girdle, Mercurial and moderately

Venereal.The brightStar in the North wing,which

is termed Vindernatrix, hath the influence of Sa

turn and Mercury. That which is called Spiça

is like Venus, and moderately like Mars. They in

, the tops of the feet, and the edge of the garment,

are agreeable to Mercury, and partly to Mars.

Libra. They in the tops of thc claws of Scor

pio, affećt like Mercury and Jupiter. They in

the middle of the claws, like Saturn, and moderate

ly like Mars, , ’ -

Scorpio. Of thoſe which are in the body of

Scorpio, the bright ones in the Forehead, do the

fame thing in power that Saturn and Mars doth,

but moderately. . The three in the body, of which

the which is ruddy and brighteſt, is

called Arćturus, in nature agrees with Mars, and

in part with Jupiter. They in the joints are Sa

turnine, and moderately Venereal. They in the

sting, Mercurial and Martial, The cloudy circles

Martial and Lunar.

Sagittarius. They in the point of the arrow

agree in power with Mars and Luna. They in the

and holding of the hand, are like Jupiter and

Mars: . The cloudy circle in the face is Solar and

Martial. They in the faſh and back, obtain the

efficacy of Jupiter and of Mercury moderately.

They in the feet, of Jupiter and Saturn.

Capricorn. They in the horns influence like

Venus, and moderately like Mars. They in the

- - s moutki.

|

* The Greek makes it Saturn, but the Latin makes ir

*Mars.
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mouth are Saturnine, and partly Venereal. They

in the feet and belly are Martial and Mercurial.

They in the tail Saturnine and Jovial. -

Aquarius. They in the ſhoulders, operate like

Saturn and Mercury; as do they which are in the

right hand and forehead. They in the thighs, are

more agreeable to the Stars of Mercury, but leſs to

Saturn. They in the ſtream of water, operate like

Saturn, and moderately like Jupiter. - -

Piſces. The Stars in the head of the fouth fiſh,

operate like Mercury, and partly like Saturn.

They in the body, are Jovial and They

in the taíl and fouth cord, áre Saturnine, and partly

Mercurial. They in the body and back-bone of

the northern fiſh, are Jovial, and fomewhat Ve

nereal. They in the north cord are like Saturn

and Jupiter. The one in the knot is Mar

tial, and moderately Mercurial.

C H A P. X.

of the Stars northward of the Zodiack.

F thoſe Stars, which are found on the north

fide of the Zodiack, the bright ones which

are about the little bear, have a power like that of

Saturn, and partly like Venüs, They about the

great bear, are Martial ; but the collection under

its tail is Lunar and Venereal. The bright ſtars

in the dragon, are Saturnine and Martial. They

of Cephas, Šaturnine and Jovial. They of the

Bootes Mercurial and Saturnine. The bright ruddy

Star which is called Arĉturus, is Martial and

W lala
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vial. They in the North Crown Venereal and

Mercurial. They in Eugovatis [or the Kneeling

Constellation) Mercurial. They in the Harp,

Venereal and Mercurial. And fo are thoſe in the

Birl. They in Cafopeia, Saturnine, and Vene

real. They in Perfeus, Jovial and Saturnine. The

colle&tion in the handle of the ſword, is Martial

and Mercurial. The bright Stars in the waggoner,

are Martial and Mercurial. They in Ophiculus,

are Saturnine, and moderately Venereal. They in .

the ferpent, Saturnine and Martial. They in the

Arrow are Saturnine, and partly Venereal. They

in the Eagle are Martial and Jovial. They in the

Dolphin, Saturnine and Martial. The bright Stars

in the Horſe, are Martial and Mercurial. They

in Andromeda,Venereal. And they in thę triangle,
Mercurial. - -

C H A P. XI. . .

Of the Gyilatins of the South Sik file zdiaci.

O the conſtellation of the fouth fide of the

* Zodiack. The bright Star in the mouth of

the ſouth fiſh, is of influence with Venus and Mer

çury. They in the whale are like Saturn in power.

Of the conſtellation of Oriọn, they which are in

his ſhoulders are Martial and Mercurial ; and the

other bright Stars Jovial and Saturnine. Of thoſe

which form the river; that which is laſt and ſhin

ing, is Jovial, and the reſt Saturnine. They in

the hare are Saturnine and Mercurial. Of thoſe

which form the dog, the bright one in his mouth,
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is Jovial, and moderately Martial, but the rest Vc

nereal. The bright Stars in Procyon, are Mercu
rial, and moderately Martial. The bright Star of

Hydrus, Saturnine and Venereal. They in the

Cup, Venereal, and moderately Mercurial. They

in the Crow are Martial and Saturnine. The bright

Stars of Argus, are Saturnine and Jovial. Of thoſe

which form the Centaur, they which are in the

human fhape, are like Venus and Mercury; and

the bright Stars in the Horſe, are like Venus and

Jupiter. The bright ones in the wild beasts, are

Saturnine, and moderately Martial. They in the

Altar Venereal, and partly Mercurial. The bright

ones of the fouth crown, are Saturnine and Mer

curial. : '

. Thus did the Ancients feverally obſerve the

influences of the Stars. -

- A N N o T A T I o N s. -

Of the Fixed Stars in generál, thoſe of the

greateſt magnitude, are the moſt efficacious ; and

thofe in or near the ecliptick, more powerful than

thoſe more remote from it; the bright ones, than

the dull; the reddiſh like Mars; the lead colour

like Saturn, and fo of the rest. They with north

latitude and declination, affećt us moſt ; and with

fouth latitude, the more fouthern. They in the

Zenith, qualified as before, influence more than

others more remote. Likewife fuch as are in

partile conjun&tion or antifcians of any Planet, or

they which rife and fet, or culminate with any

Planet, or when they are beheld with any Planet,

- have a power extraordinary ; but of themſelves, the

Fixed Stars emit no rays.
C H A P.
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Of the Four Seaſons of the Kar.

F the Four Seaſons of the year, Spring,Sum--

- mer, Autumn, and Winter : the Spring

much abounds with moisture, becauſe the cold be-,

ing gone, and the heat now beginning, there is a

diffuſion of heat in the air. But the Summer is

hot, becauſe the Sun approacheth our zenith.,

Autumn is cold, becauſe the heat hath con

fumed the moisture. And the Winter is very cold,

becauſe the Sun is much diſtant from our vertex.

Therefore of the circle of the Zodíack, which as a

circle naturally hath no beginning, the beginning.

of all, is the twelfth part, which is Aries, begin

ning at the Vernal Equinox, the moiſture of thc

air being the primary original in thc Zodiack, as

in living creatures; for the firſt ages of all animals

abound with moiſture ; and the Spring, agreeable

to the firſt age of animals, is foft and tender.

Therefore fuppofing the Spring the beginning, we

will annex the reſt of the Seafons of the year in

order; and the next ſhall be that of the Summer,

becauſe it is hot; for the fecond age of animals»,

and its vigor abounds with heat. Again, that age,

which decays, and begins to corrupt, abounds with

drynefs, as doth the Äutumn: The last, which is

of old age, tends to a diſſolution, abounds with,

coldneſs, as doth the Winter. · · · · -*

- * - - - - -

- ** - k}

c H A P. :
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C H A P. XIII.

Of the Power of the Angles.

T Here be four places of the Horizon and An

E gles, from whence the General Winds take

their beginning. The Oriental hath much dry

nefs; for when Sol comes thither, thoſe things

which were moistened by night, begin to dry. And

the winds which blow from that place, commonly

called Eaſt-Winds, are drying, and without moif

ture. The Angle of the fouth is moſt hot, becaufe

the Sun being culminate, burns and heats much ;

and becaufe our mid-heaven (as our habitation is

fituated) declines more to the fouth ; and the

winds proceeding from thence, vulgarly called

South-Winds, are hot and filling. But the Occi

dental part is moist, beeaufe when the Sun comes

thither, thoſe things which were dried by the day,

begin to be moiſt ; and the winds blowing thence,e

commonly called West-Winds, are void of thick

nefs and moiſture. , But the place which lies to

wards the Bear, that is to fay the North, is most

cold, becauſe the culminating Sun, in reſpect to

the part of the earth we inhabit, declines much

from it: and the winds blowing thence, common

ly called North-Winds, are cold and freezing.

The knowledge of theſe things is profitable, to

rhake one able to judge of the mixture of particu

lars. For it is apparent, that according to the

conſtitution of the Seaſons, and of Ages, and of the

Angles; the efficient power of the Stars varieth :

and when there is no contrary conſtitution, the

Stars.
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Stars have a stronger influence, becauſe it is not
mixed : as in heạting, they that are hot, are more

powerful; and they that are of a moistening na

ture, are more powerful in moiſt constitutions

But when the conſtitution is contrary, they are

weaker; by reafon of the temperament and mix

ture of contrariety; as the heating Stars in col

constitutions, and the moiſt in dry. And after the

fame manner each of the other conſtitutions, haves

a power according to the proportion of their mix

tures. To theſe we will join the mutual proper

ties of the twelve Signs of the Zodiack; for their

general temperatures, are agreeable to the feaſons,

fubject to each Sign : and they obtain fome proper.

qualities, from their reſpeƐt to the Sun, Moon,,

and Stars. Of theſe we ſhall ſpeak hereafter; but

now we will explain the virtues which the Signs

alone have unmixed, confidered in reſpect of them

felves and each other.

-- ,* * * .
*, *

A N N o T A T I o N s.

The last four chapters are fo plain that they

need no explanation. , And in this chapter the

author by the Angles, means the Firſt, Tenth,

Seventh, and Fourth Houſes: and indeed what he

obſerves both concerning them and the agreement.

or difagreement of the natures and mixture of the

influence of the Stars, Signs, and Parts of Heaven,

is not of the least concern in Aſtrological con

fiderations. j . '

c H A P. . .
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C H A P. XlV.

{}f 7:4pica, Ezuinoxial, Fixed, and Bicorporeal

- * Signs.-- -

O' the Twelve Signs, fome are termedTropical,

" fome Equinoxial, fome Fixed, others Bicorpo

real. The Tropicks are two; the firſt from the Sum

mer Solitice, the go parts of g;; the other from the

Winter Solstice, the go parts of yy.Theſe are called

Tropicks, becauſe when G is in the beginning of

thefe Signs, he tarneth back out of the courſes of

latitude, to the contraries; making Summer by his

entering into gs,and Winter by his paffage into vf.

There are two Equinoxial ; one from the Ver

nal Equinox, the firſt Sign which is r, the other

from the Autumnal ~. Fhefe are fo termed, be

caufe when O is in the beginning of them, he

makes the days and nights equal.

Of the other eight, four are Fixed, and four

Bicorporeal. The Fixed are thoſe which follow

the Tropical and Equinoxial : becauſe when G is

in theſe, the cold or heat, drynefs or moiſture of

the ſeafons, which began while o was fin the Tro

picks or Equinoxials, more ſtrongly affe&t us ;

and the conſtitution of the times more forcibly

affećt us; not becauſe their condition is naturally

fuch, but becauſe we being longer under fuch a

conſtitution, become more fenſible of its power

- The Bicorporeal follow the Fixed; and, becaufe

they are between the Fixed and the Tropicks, they

partake of the nature of both conſtitutions, both

as to their begiňning and ending. -

ANNO«
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A N N o T A T 1 o N s. *

By the courſe of latitude, in this chapter men

tioned,our author means the Declination: and by the

words, parts of g5, and parts of v?, he means De

grees of thoſe Signs; and fo he is to be underſtood

throughout the following fubjećt. . -

C H A P. xv.

of Mostuline and Feminine Signs.

GAIN of the Twelve Signs, fix are named

Mafculine and Diurnal, and fix Feminine

and Noćturnal. And becauſe the night is always

next to the day, and the Feminine is joined with the

Mafculine, they are ordered cne after another by

turns : but the beginning, as it is faid, is taken

from r, becauſe the moisture of the fpring is the

beginning of the feaſons ; and becauſe the Maſcu

line virtue is predominant, and the active power is

before the paffive. Therefore the Signs r and z

are eſteemed Mafculine and Diurnal; for thefe de

fcribe the Equinoxial circle ; and the prime muta

tion and strongest motion of all, is cauſed by thefe.

The other Signs are alternately placed one after

another. But ſome do otherwiſe difpofe of Male and

Female Signs; for they conſtitute the Signs arifing

which they call the Horoſcope, the firſt of the Maf

culine, as fome take the beginning of the Tropicks

From the Sign of the Moon ; becauſe ) is turned

about more ſwiftly than the rest : and fo, becaufe

of its being more to the east, they take the begin

ning of Maſculine sig ºm the Horoſcope

» tl: C : C
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tliefe alio diſpoſe them one after another. But

others again do not order them one after another,

but divide the whole Zodiack, according to the .

four quarters i and call them Matutine and Maf

culine, which are from the Horofcope to the Mid

heaven, and from the Weſt to the Fourth ; but the

other two quarters of the four, Veſpertine and:

Feminine : they alſo attribute other names to,

Signs, from the form which appears in them ; ass

1ome Four-fọoted, others Terrestrial, fome Com

manding, others Fruitful, which names (to num--

ber here) we think ſuperfluous, feeing the caufe is.

apparent; neither is fuch an expoſition neceſſary
for the judging of events. , •

A N N o r A r 1 o N s. , - '

Cardan upon this chapter, instead of the Sign,

of the Moon, hath the Lunar Circles : but by the

Greek, whence this tranflation is taken, it is the

Sign of the Moon : that is, the Sigh the Moon is

in But the opinion of Ptolomy is more rational;

and fo the Signs r, II, R, =, t, and z, are

Mafculine and Commanding, 8, E, M, m, vf ,,

and »é, Feminine and Obeying, r, ö, R, ! and

vf, Four footed. B, M, v?, Terreſtrial. gs,

m, 3é, Fruitful. Again, Yº, gē, =, and vf, are:

termed Moveable. ð, Q, m, and ::, Fixed..

II, nr, t, and »é, Common. Y, Ö, II, Ver

nal. GP, Q, ur. Eſtival. =, m, t, Autumnal.

vy, z, x, Hyemal. Hot, dry, and fiery, r, Q,

f , Cold, dry, and earthly, č, M, vf. Hot,

moist, and airy, II, =, z. Cold, moist, and

Watry, G5, B, ?{• - -y, E5, IV, C H A P,
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C H A P. XVI.

· f)f the Configuration of the Signs.

MHE parts of the Zodiac, have a familiarity

: with each other ; and firſt, as they form cer

tain figures. And they are fo, who are diametri

cally distant from each other, having two Right

Angles, fix Signs, and 18o Parts : and whatſoever

makes a Triangle, containeth one Right Angle,

and a third, and four Signs, and 12o parts: and

whatſoever formeth a Öyadrangle, having one

Right Angle, or three Signs, or 9o parts: and

whatſoever deſcribeth a Sexangle, containeth two

parts of the Right Angle, two Signs, and 6o parts ;

and theſe diſtances alone, are rečeived for this

cauſe. That which is made diametrically, is made

from hence, for the concourſe is made upon the

Right Line, then let two of the greateſt harmoniz

ing parts, and * fuper parts be taken, viz. of the

parts at the diameter, two Right Angles, the half

and the third part : that which hath proportion to

two, constitutes the distance of a Quadrangle; that

to three, a Sexangle and Triangle. But the ſuper

parts the Quadrangle of a Right Angle, being taken

at the middle, the whole and a half, and the whole

and a third part, from the whole and a half, they

form the figure of a Quadrangle to a Sexangie ;

and from the whole and a third, of a Triangle to a

Quadrangle. Of theſe configurations the Trian

gles and Sexangles are faid to agree, becauſe the

are made from Signs of a like nature ; for they are

compoſed of all Feminines, or all Maſculines. But
- - D 2 the
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they difagree which are made diametrically oppo

fite, or in Quadrangle, becauſe they behold each

other, not from Signs of the fame kind, but from

thoſe that differ.

A N N O T A T I o N s.

* The Super-parts, in this chapter mention

ed, are fuch as being conferred with another, doth

exceed the other ; for example, ſuppoſe the cafe, a

Square and Sextile, the firſt an Angle of 9o de

grees, and the latter 6o degrees ; fo much as go

exceeds 6o, are what the author here calls Super

Parts. But to make this chapter yet fomething

more intelligible, to the more ignorant; though .

Ptolomy here takes notice only of four configura

tions, and thoſe too fuch as happen in the Zodi

ac : yet in my thoughts, it would be no fmall af

front to the memory of a man of fuch profound

learning and pårts, to conclude he either was igno

rant of, or flighted fuch others as experience daily

confirms to pour their powerful effećts upon all

fublunary. beings. , But the reafon, as I ſuppoſe,

why he here takes notice of no other Familiarities,

either Zodiacal or Mundane, was either becaufe he

believed thoſe here mentioned, as indeed they are,

of all others the moſt powerful ; or for that having

elſewhere faid fomething to the matter, was unwill

ing to ſpend paper with them here again. And

though Ptolomy had not known or taken notice of

any others, yet that ought not to hinder others

from doing what experience fays conſtant Amento.

But though Ptolomy hath not in this chapter taken

1 otice of any other afpe&s, but the X, G, A, and

8 in the Zodíack; yet if the 5th chapter of the

Second Book of his Treatife, concerning pit :
a T --

-
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Particulars be but compared with the preceding

part of this book, and what our own eyes are hour

ly witneſs of, relating to the ó of the o and ) ;

we have no reaſon to doubt, but Ptolomy was as

well acquainted with that, as he was with any other

Familiarities beforenamed ; and yet he takes as

little notice of it here, as of any other Familiarity

he hath omitted here to mention : and if we ſhould

therefore conclude, he thought the ó not to be of

any efficacy, I know not which wc fhould wrong

moſt, the profound Ptolomy, or our own much

more doubtful judgment. But to put the matter

much further out of doubt, in his Almageft, Lib.

8. cap. 4. fpeaking of the Stars, “ It remains, fays he

“ that we write of their afpe&ts. Of theſe–foine

“ are confidered in reſpećt of the Planets alone, and

“ the Go and D or parts of the Zodiac: fome only

“ in reſpećt of the earth ; fome in rcfpe&t of the

“ earth and alſo óf the Planets the Go, ) and parts

“ or the Zodiack.” Which, if I mifunderſtand

not the text, plainly proves Ptolomy had regard

to other afpe&ts befides thoſe of the Zodiačk in

this chapter beforenamed : yea and thoſe too,

fuch as we call Mundane Afpe&ts ; for fuch, and

no other, fuch as reſpećt the earth only, are : .

which I the rather here note, becauſe fome noi:ý

pretenders to Astrology, have had the ignorai ce

to ſuppoſe them innovations of no greater age thal;

fince the days of the learned Placidus. Nay to

confirm this yet farther, Lib. 3. cap. 12, of this.

work, Ptolomy tells us, that the Aſcendant and

11th are in X., and the Aſcendant and Mid-heaven

in E, the Afcendant and 9th in a , and the Aſcen

dant and 7th in 3 : and if fo, all Inen allow cer

- - * 3 tainly
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tainly Planets upon the cust: of houfs with a like

distance, muſt have afpe&ts conformable. And to

fhew I am not fingular, Haley, upon the Third

Book, and 12th chapter of this Treatife, and Ro

zodious in his Introdu&tion to Nativities, were of

the fame opinion. And Almanfor, Propefit. 146.

faith, when two climates are diverſifyed, the Pla

nets rays are likewife altered : which cannot be

meant of any other, but fuch as relate to the

world; for thoſe of fome Planets in the Zodiack,

fometimes continue with little or no material al

teration for many days together. And this being

fo, it is odd, that fuch as for feveral years past have

boasted more than a little, of their vaſt acquire

ments in Aſtrology, and ability beyond others of

the profeſſion to teach it in all its parts, ſhould be

fo ignorant of fo great and material a ſhare of

what they have profeſſed. - *

Well then, the cafe stands thus ; Aſpects are of

two forts at least, viz. Zodiacal and Mundane ;

and tho' the d cannot properly be called an Aſpect :

yet it may fall under the more general name of Fa

miliarity, common to all the Aſpects. -

First, Then in the Zodiacal Aſpećts, a conjunc

tion is when two Planets or Stars are bodily join

ed; the x when 2 Signs or 6o degrees afunder;

the El when 3 Signs, or 9o degrees afunder; the

A, when 4 Signs, or 12o degrees afunder; the 8,

when 6 Signs, or i8o degrees afunder. Of this

fort thefe are the principal : thoſe of leffer note

and power, are the Semiquadrate, confiſting of 45

degrees; a Quintile of 72 degrees; a Seſquiquad

rate of 135 degrees ; and a Biquintile, confiſting

of 144 degrees. Thefe again are either Partile or
Platick
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:

Platick :–Partile when the ó or aſpećt is made at

or to the fame degree and minūte. Platick when

not configurated to the fame degree and minute,

yet within the Orbs of the Aſpecting Planet. The

orbs of h are 1o degrees, of 2ſ i 2 degrees, of 3, 7

degrees go minutes of 6, 17 degrees, of R 8 de

grees, of , 7 degrees go minutes, of D 12. 3o.

Moreover, theſe Afpe&ts are either Dexter or

Sinifter. Dexter when contrary to the ſucceſſion

of Signs; as a Planet in Q, casts a x Dexter to

another in 5. Sinister Alpećts are according to

the ſucceffion of Signs; and fo a Planet in r, casts

his A, Siniſter, to another in Q ; or one in R,

casts a a Sinister, to another in t. " :

Secondly, Of Mundane Aſpects, we take notice

only of thế x, ti, a, and 8 ; tho' there are other

Familiarities we have a regard to, which we call

- Parallels, both Zodiacal and Mundane; but be

cauſe they are not properly Aſpeếts, we refer to a

more proper part of the following difcourſe. . . .

| Thirdly. Öf the Familiarities, the 8 is on all

hands owned to be good, with good Stars; but

with the malevolents båd. But in the common

Astrology, the Quintile, Biquintile, Sextife, and

Trine, are faid to be good : the Semiquadrate,

Seſquiquadrate, Square, and Oppoſitioh bad. Ali !

indeed the former being compoſed of more har -

monious parts, like the concords in múſick, riiu't

undoubtedly produce leſs jarring, and more ſweet

nefs in their effećts, than the latter; which are

compoſed of more diſagreeablc and difcordaat Pro

portions: But when all that is faid, the good or

bad , influences proceed much more powerfully
- - from

> ` D 4 -
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from the nature of the Sars themſelves, than from

the nature of the Signs they poſſefs. And that

even good Afpećts of bad Planets, will produce

mifehief, though not fo violently as the bad : and

the moſt ingenious Partridge, in his Opus Refor

matuin, and Defećtio Geniturarum, hath amply

demonſtrated, that even in crowds of malevolent

direćtions to the giver of life, which otherwife fails

not to give Death : whenever but one D or 8 of 2

or 24, have intervened, they have never failed to

preferve Life ; but more eſpecially the latter, viz.

21, which well confirms what Ptolomy fays, chap

ter the 7th before-going, that a good temperament

taking its like, maketh one good greater ; and un

like mixed with evıl, diffolveth much of the evil.

"; *
-

-

C H A P. xvII.

- Of Signs Commanding and Obeying.
|- -

- ?

T'Hofe are termed Commanding and Obeying

, Signs, which are configurated by an equal

diſtance from the fame or any other Equinoxial

Sign, becaufe they rife and fet in equal ſpace of

time, and are in equal parallels. Thoſe which are

in the Summer Circle, Command ; and thoſe in

the Winter Circle, Obey ; o being in thoſe, the

ay is longer than the night, but in theſe con

rary.

c H A P.
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- C H A P. XVIII.

O/ Signs Beholding each other, and of Equal Power.

T are of Equal Power that have an Equal

Diſtance from the fame, or any Tropical

Sign, becauſe in which foever of thoſe G) is, he

makes days equal to days, and nights to nights;

and the fpạce of their times are equal. And thefe

are faid to Behold each other, for what we ſpoke of

before : and becaufe each of thoſe rife from the

fame parts of the horizon, and fet in the fame.

- A N N o T A T I o N s. - -

To make theſe two fhort chapters a little more

plain, Signs Commanding are, r, ö, II, g5,

Q » and mp. Signs Obeying are a-, m, f, vº,

, and >ë. Signs Beholding each other are vf,

:, »é, r, ð, LI.– ? , nl, z-, M, ? . gs Of

otherwife in reference to the 17th chapter, 1o de

grees of Y and 2o degrees of Be, are Equal Dif

tance to the beginning of Y' or 2-. And in refer

ence to the 18th chapter, the O in 1o of II, and

2o of g5, inakes days of Equal length, nights of

Equal length; and Horary times of Equal length.

Moreover, in theſe two chapters, our author ex

hibits the Antifcians of the Planets. Which An

tifcians are no more, but two points at Equal dif

tance, froin the beginning of any of the Tropicks

or Equinoxial Points ; and the very fame we call

Zodiacal Parallels, or Parallels of Declination.

So in the former example, one Planet in 1o de

grees of Y', and another in 2o degrees of »é, are
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in a Zodiacal Parallel, to each other: or one Pia

net in 2o degrees of Bé, cafts its Antifcian or one

Parallel to 1o degrees of y', and its Contra-Antif

cian or another Parallel, to 1o of ~. And in this

we agree with the common Aſtrology; but in the

manner of computing thefe Parallels or Antifcians,

we vaſtly differ. In the cominon way there is not

any regard had to the Planet’s latitude; and we

fay, that without regard had to the latitude, nei

ther the - Ecliptical longitude, Declination, nor

Parallels, or a bé truly had.

For example, fuppoſe the D in 22 of 5, with .

5 degrees of north latitude, her Antifcians, or

Zodiacal Parallels, taken according to the common

Way, falls in 8 of Q , and her Contra-Antifcian,

as they called it, in 8 of : : but the true Antifci

an is in io of gs, viz. no leſs than 28 degrees from

that obtained in the common way; for no leſs than

that difference there is, between the Ecliptical lon

tude of 22 of ð, without latitude ; and 22 degrees

of 8, with 5 degrees of north latitude. And when

the true Ecliptical longitude is fo found, then the

true Antifcians or Parallels, may be readily com

the common way. Or otherwiſe found

by the tables of Declination. - - * -

A Planet thus confidered, as having latitude,hath

i four Zodiacal Parallels, viz. one at its Body, one

at its Antifcional, and the other two at their

- oppoſite points. And fo in the former. Example,

the Moon's Parallels at her Body, fall into 2o de

grees of II, and at the point Antifcional, which is

really the true Parallel, in jo degrees of g5 ; and

their Oppoſite points, 2o of t, and I o of vf. And

the two latter are what by the generis :
: : . A1t TQ -

|
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Astrological authors, are called Contra-Antifcians ;

*and of theſe they fay, the Antifciansaie always good;

and the Contra-Antifcians always evil, let them be

of what Planet they will : but we ſay, that all Pa

rallels of the fame Planets, whether called Antif-

*bians or Contra-Antifcians are all and always, of

the fame nature, as well in reſpećt of poſition as

directions, viz. of the Benevolent Planets friendly,

and of the Malevolent Planets inimical : of which

fee more in : Mr. Partridge's Defećtio Genitura

rum, chap. 5. -

And though in the common Aſtrology, its au

thor takes no notice of any other Párallels, but

thofe before-mentioned; and that too, as deficient

ly as you have heard : yet ſince it hath here fallen

in my way to diſcourfe of Parallels, I take leave to

acquaint you, that however ignorant the profeſfors

of cemmon Astrology have hitherto been there

of there are notwithſtanding other Parallels in the

following Books taken notice of by this prince of

Astrologers, Ptolomy, in reafon and influence no

'whit inferior to the foriner; and thoſe are what

we call Mundane Parallels, or Parallels in the

world. And as the Zodiacal Parallels are only

Equal Distances from the Tropical and Equinoxi

at Circles : fo theſe Mundane Parallels, by a like

reaſon, are nothing unore or leſs, than a like Equal

Distance from the horizontal or meridional Points

or Circles. For example, foppoſe a Planet on the

cuſp of the 12th Houſe as being exactly at the fame

diſtance from the Aſcendant or Horizon that the

12th is ; and likewife to the 8th, as being exa&tly

the fame distance from the 1oth Houſe or Meridian,

that the 12th is. And as the Zodiacal Parallels, are

- meaſured
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meaſured by the Zodiacal circle: fo thefe Mundane

Parallels, are meaſured by the diurnal or noćtur

nal Arches : and fo in the caſe preſent, just fo long .

as the G) or any other Planet, is proceeding from

the cuſp of the 12th Houfe, to the cuſp of the 1 oth;

the fame Sun, or other Planet upon the fame day,

will be proceeding from the cuſp of the 1oth, to the

cuſp of the 8th Houfe : for fo many hours , and

minutes of time, as there are between fun-rifing

and noon ; just fo many hours and minutes there

are in time, between noon (the fame day) and fun

fetting; and the distance between fun-rifing and

fetting, is nothing but the diurnal Arch which the

meridian cuts in two equal parts : and he that is

not capable of feeing the reafon of this, will make

but a very indifferent Aſtrologer ; and in truth

knows but little ofreaſon, or of celeſtial or natural

motions. - -

In Direćtions, theſe Mundane Parallels have a

two-fold confideration. Firſt, Simple, and fe

condly according to the Rapt Motion of either the

Earth, or the Primun Mobile, which you pleaſe :

all which have been largely explained by the learn

cd Monk Placidus de Titus, in his Ccleftial Philo

fophy, and his Primum Mobile ; and by my wor

thy and ingenious friend Mr. John Partridge in his

Opus Reformatum, and his Defećtio Genitura

rum : in which the errors of the common Astro

logy, particularly relating to the Nativities of the

famous Morinus, Argol, Gadbury, and others,

are fairly and plainly detećted and expoſed.

And to back thoſe authorities, no meaner an

author, than the admired old Haly, in the 7th

chapter of his Treatife, ſpeaking of Eclipſes and
- the

:
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the dignities of the Planets, “ They are, (faith lic)

“ Eflential and Accidental : the Łflential are

“ theſe, Houſe, Exaltation, Trigon, and Term.

“ The Accidental are Application, Separation,

“ Orientality, Occidentality, Mafculine, Femi

“ nine, or Apparition ; or having Familiarity

“ with G and ) in the figure : or that it be with

“ the Eclipſe upon one circle, or upon two

Equidistant circles ; or that it hath fuch a fitu

atien as the Eclipſe hath, and this is to be with

the Eclipſe in circles, which are equidiſtant

4 (

««

6 4.

“ from the horizon. For example, the altitude

“ of a Planet in the Oriental horizon 7 degrees,
4 %

and the altitude of the Eclipſe in the Occidental

“ horizon 7 degrees, &c.” Which laft words here

quoted are plainly ſpoke of our Mundane Parallels.

And Alınanfor, Prop. 14o, ſpeaks fully to the fame

purpoſe : fo that however ſo much omitted, or neg

lećted by our common Astrological authors, they

are not, either a new invention, as fome willing

to fhew their parts have lately infinuated; nor do

they want the most ancient, beſt, and learned au

thority; which I have dwelt the longer upon to

make the more plain and evident. For it is no.

finall wrong to this moſt Divine Art, that the true

knowledge of fo important a part of it, ſhould be

lost or forgotten; while mere chimæras and imagi

nary whims; wholly incongruous and inconfiſtent

either with nature, or truly natural motion, are

introduced and advanced in its ſtead and place.

CHAP.
*
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»

C H A P. XIX.

Of thoſe SIGNS which er: na jintä. - , v r:

F T which are Diſſociate and Separate; are

thoſe which have no familiarity by any of

the fore-named ways : as which neither Command.

nor Obey, nor mutually Behold each other, nor,

are of Equal power ; and they which are configura--

ted by one or five Signs, and they that do not at ali

partake of the four rehearfed Aſpeċts, . 8, A, D,

* : theſe are inconjun&t; for they which are con

figurated by one Sign diſtance, are as it were dif

törted from each other; and whereas they are two,

they poflets the angle of one, but they which Be

hold, by five Signs, divide the whole circle into Un

equal parts : but the other Aſpects, as the 8, A,

x, do not make the diviſion fo, but by Equality. ,

« , -, A N N o T A T I o N s. - , :

The Signs which in this chapter are meant t

want Familiarity or Afpećt, are; Firſt, r, II, a,

and t, have no Familiarity with t5 or ml. Second

ly, gs, w, vr, and x, have no Familiarity with

SR or ::::.

C H A P. xx.

Of the Houfes of each of the Stars.

r TNHOSE which are called Planets, have

Jl. Familiarity with thoſe parts of the Zo

diac called Houſes, Trigons, Exaltations, and

Terms ; and fuch like. And fuch is the an
' ’ .: " " - - - O
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of thoſe termed Houſes; for feeing that of

the Twelve Signs g5 and Q, approach nearer to

our vertical point than the reſt, and therefore cauf

ed Heat, and are more warm, they determine that

theſe two fhould be the Houfes of the great

and primary Two Lights. Leo they attribute to.

Ø as maſculine, and Caneer to the D as feminine:

and thence forward the fernicircle from Q to vf,

they constituted as Solar ; and from z to ga Lu

ngr; that fo each of the Planets ſhould pofiets one

Sign in each Semicircle ; the one conveniently

beåring configuration to G), the other to ), ac

cording to the motion of the ſphers of each, and

their matural qualities. Saturn therefore, feeing

he is cold, and contrary to heat, and hath the

higheſt orb, and greateſt distance from the Lights,

takes the Signs that are oppoſite to E and Q, that

is : and vf ; becauſe theſe Signs are cold and win

terly ; and the Aſpećts which are made by 8, do

not combine to do good. Jupiter, becaufe he is

near the ſphere of h, affùmeth the two next, t

and >$, which are windy and fruitful, becaufe

of their Trigonal reſpect to the Luminaries; and

this fituation is fit for the production of good.

Next Mars being dry by nature, and under the

fphere of 2ț, hath the next Signs, which is endued

with a like nature, r and m ; which have a hurt

ful and difagreeing radiation with the Luminaries.

Venus being temperate, and under the ſphere of 3,

takes the two next Signs B and 2s, which are fruit

ful; and agree with the Luminaries by a * ray ;

and this Plänet never is above two Signs distant

from the G). And # is never above one Sign dif

tant from the Sun : he is under the others, and is

? . : IlCarCr
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.* nearer the Iights. Therefore to ķ are given the

other two Signs II and M. - -

: ' A N N O T A T I o N s.

Of the ſigns thus affigned the Planets as Houſes,

each of then, excepting the Luminaries, are faid

to be more powerful in one by day, and in the

other by night. . And thus, The

| Houſe of I2 is { } of 24 { {ofs {

f i N., «, ' (

The | } Houſe of ? { } and of ğ :

C H A P. XXI.

Of the Triplicities.

r *HE Familiarity by Triplicity is after this

mânner : for whereas a Triplicity and Fi

gure of Equal Sides, obtain an agreement ; and

the circle of the Zodiac is circnmfcribed by three

circles, the Equinoxial, the two Tropicks, and

twelve parts of the Zodiac, viz. the Twelve Signs,

are divided into four Equilateral Triangles.

The firſt Triangle is formed by r, R. and ! ;

for it is compoſed of theſe three Mafculine Signs,

and hath for its Lords Go, 24, 3. But 3 being

contrary to the folar condition, is excluded ; and

the G and 24 therefore rules this Trigon ; the

Go therefore hath the dominion by day, and 2 by

night. . r is in the Equinoxial circle, g in the

ZEſtival, and ! in the Winter. This Trigon is

- chiefly
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chiefly northern, becauſe of the dominion of 2ț,

It is fruitful and windy, and is familiar to the

winds that corne from the north. It is alſo north

weſt, taking forne mixture of the fouthweft winds,

becauſe of Mars his houfe : for 3 ſtirreth up fharp

winds, by reafort of the Moon’s condition, and

the Occident, which is Feminine.

The fecond Triplicity, which contains ð, my, and

wf, belongs to ) and ? ; for it confifts of three

Feminine Signs. The ) governs by night, and

? by day. Ở is in the Æstival circle, mr in the

Equinoxial, and vf in the Winter. This Tri

plicity becaufe of the dominion of P is fouth; for

this Star being endued with a warming and moiſt

ening power, produceth fuch winds; and becaufe

of h, it receives a mixture of the eaſt wind; for he

hath his Houfe in vy, which is easterły ; in which

h raving his Houfe, as fuch is a caufer of winds,

and mixeth the east wind, he himſelf being fami

liar to the Oriental parts, becauſe of the eondition

of the Sun. |- . . . -

The third Trigon is made up of II, 2., and :,

three maſculine Signs; and feeing it hath no re

fpećt to 3, but to b and ặ, becaufe of their

Houſes, it is attributed to them ; h having the

dominion by day, becauſe of his condition, and ;

by night : and fi is fituate in the Summer circle,

z in the Equinoxial, z in theWinter. This Trian

gleis chiefly eafterły, becauſe of h, and it becomes

north-eaſt, affuming a mixture, becauſe of Jupi

ter’s condition, fuited : to ķ on the diurnal ac

ÉÓunt. .. : .

The fourth Trigon, confifting of B, m and x,

is left to d yet remaining, who hath a power there
* E becaufe
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becauſe of m his Houſe : but becauſe thefe Signs

are Feminine ; , the ) , by night, and 2 by day,

Tule together with 3, becauſe it is Feminine; and

becaufe of its condition. g5 is in the AEftival

circle, m in the Winter, 3e in the Equinoxial.

This Trigon is weſterly, becauſe of the dominion

of 3 and ) ; but affuming a mixture, becauſe of

the rule of ?, it becomes fouth-weſt.

C H A P. XXII,

Of the P L A N E TA’ Exaltations.

H E Exaltations of the Planets, fo called, are

thus occafioned : fince O while he is in Yr

maketh his tranſit into the high and northern Semi:

circle, but when in a-, he paffeth to the low and

fouthern Semicircle, they have affigned r for his

Exaltation ; in which the days begin to lengthen ;

and the heating nature of G increafing : but they

have placed his fall in a.,- for the contrary reafons.

Again, h that he might have an oppoſite ſtation

to G), as in the Houſes, oppofitely takes a for

his Exaltation, and Y for his Fall : for where

foever heat is increafed, cold is diminiſhed; and

where there is ; augmentation of cold, there

heat is leffened. Again, whereas the D making

her d with the O in r firſt appears, and makes

the beginning of the increaſe of her light, in the

firſt Sign of her Triplicity; that is in ö, which is

named her Exaltation ; and her fall in the oppo

fite Sign m. Moreover, 24 the cauſer of northern

and fruitful winds, when in E becomes more nº
erly
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erly, and acquires an increaſe of his proper power;

, he takes this for his Exaltation, and vf for his fall.

i s And fince 3 is of a burning nature,and becomes moſt

| heatingin yf, becauſe he is then moſt fouthern, he

hath his Exaltation in v?, oppofite to 24, 2nd his

fall in g5. Further, ? is naturally móistening ;

and chiefly when in 3e is moſt moiſt, in which the

beginning of a moiſt air is perceived, and ſhe in

creaſeth her proper virtue in Bé ; ſhe affumes that

Sign for her Exaltation, and hath her fall in nr.

And feeing ğ hath a contrary nature, being rather

fomewhat dry, he hath my the oppofite Sign for his

Exaltation ; for then drynefs, that is Autumn,

appears; and 26 is his fall. -

C H A. P. XXIII.

Of the Diſpoſitions of the Terms.

T H E rule of the Terms accommodated to the

dominion of the Triangles, is two-fold. The

one Egyptian, and the other Chaldean : the Egyp

tians obſerve not the confequence of order or

quantity. Not of order, becauſe it attributes the

the firſt degree fometimes to the Lords of the

Houfes, fometimes to the Lords of the Triplici-

ties, and fometimes to the Lords of the Exalta

tions. In one example let us fee the fault in order.

. If it reſpećts the Lords of the Houſes, wherefore

doth z poífefs the firſt in a-, for example, and 2

is fo qualified ? and why ?ț in r, and 3 is fo qua

lified ? If it regards the Triplicities wherefore

doth # affumethe firſt in vr and ?{fo dignified. And
- E 2 1f
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if it followeth the Exaltations, 3 in g5, and 2 fe

If it reſpećts the most of thefe, why

fhould y take the first parts in z where he only

hath Triplicity ? and not h, who ruleth it by

'Houfe and Triplicity ? or why doth ķ at all af

fume the firſt of v°, having no manner of powerin

that Sign? one may obſerve the like conſequence ap

pearingin the remaining orders. Nor hath the quan

tity of the Terms confequence : for the number of

each Star collected out of all the Signs, according

to which number as it is collećted from each of

the Sars, (as it is indeed afferted by the Egyptians)

the number to collećted will be otherwife found, if

the quantity of the Signs be changed divers

ways. And becauſe fome perſuade and teach, that

in every climate the formed times, according to

| the reaſon of Aſcenfions, make up this quantity of

; each Star ; this is Falfe : firſt it followeth a vulgar

i praćtice, built on the equal rifings of Aſcenfions,

} which doth not in the least approach the truth.

! And according to which in the parallel which paſ

feth through the lower parts of Egypt, y and a :

arife each in 38 times and a third, and Q and m

in 35. But it can be demonstrated by lines, that :

thefe arife în more times than 38, but my and as in

lefs. Moreover, it appears that they who endeavour

to build up this opinion, do mot follow the quan

tity ofTerms embraced by many, and have broach

ed many Falfelloods, and being forced to defend

their opinion; they ufe parts of parts; and never

theleſs they mifs the true point. Therefore the

Terms which aretalked of by many, becaufe of the

credit of its ancient tradition, are as followeth.

the

|

i
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4

The Terms according to the Egyptians,

Aries $ | Taurus į Gemini } Cancer

u TÕTSİTETETĚTETET TFT7TÀ

& | 6 | H H H TETITI HITETTETETETTE

İ-|– LEIL: I "L-IL LI LIL LSL

ĝ | 5 | #5 || ? | 5 | 27 || 3 | 7 | 24 || 2 | 7 | ?

El T33 I 5 i T35 TE T5 T55TH TTT3c

Leo } Virgo i Libra † Scorpio

I | 6 I STI E I 7 I 7TH TETSII FT7T;

? | 5 | 1 I || ? | 1o | 17 || ? | 8 | 14 || ? | 4 | 11

b | 7 | 18 || 24 | 4 | 21 || 24 | 7 | 21 || & | 8 | 19\,

ğ | b | 24 || 3 | 7 | 28 || # | 7 | 28 || 24 | 5 | 24

3 | 6 | 3o || h z | 3o || 3 | 2 | 3o || ? | 6 | 30

Sagittary # Capricorn * Aquary Ý Pistes.

i 2 | 12 || ? | 7 | 7 || ? | 7 | 7 || ? | 12
1 22{

EI ETT7IITT 7 TITTI E I 6 TT3|| I | Tif

* T4 l z I ll ? | 8 | 22 || 2 | 7 | 2oll & l_3 | 19

ETTE I ESITE I 4 I 76 || 3 | 5 | 25 || 3 | 9 | 28

Â LLL L-I-L-L-liLi ------

The
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The number of each of them is thus called, h

57, 24 79, 3 66, ? 82, § 76, altogether makes

up 36o. But the manner of the Chaldeans, hath a

more fimple order and quantity ; and a more pro- - .

bable conſequence in reſpect to the dominion of the

Trigon: nevertheleſs it is not fo abſolute, that one

may receive it without obſervation. For as the

firſt Trigon Y , Q and 1, having the fame divifi

on of the Signs according to the Chaldeans, 24 the

Lord of the Triplicity, poffeffeth the firſt; after

wards the rule of the next Trigon, that is ? ; and

fo afterwards that of II, then H and ğ , and laft

ly 3 Lord of the remaining Triplicity. In the

fecond Triplicity , ð, my and v?, having alſo the

fame diviſion of the Sign, the firſt is ? , then H

and ặ ; after thoſe 3, and 24 laſt. And in the

other two Trigons almoſt the fame order is ob- ,
-

-

* -

ferved. But where there are two Lords of the farne

Trigon, I fay_h and ; ; Saturn affumes the first

in order, by Day, and Mercury by night. An

the quantity of each is fimple; for there is de

fcenſion of the order of the first degrecs, and the

quantity of each Term, leffeneth and leaveth a

part of that which precedeth ; and fo the firſt has

always 8, the fecond 7, the third 6, the fearth 5,

the fifth 4 ; from thefe are gathered the parts of i,

by day 78, by night 66, of 24 72, of á 69, of ?

75, of : by day 66, by night 78; and the Sum is

36o ; of theſe Terms the Egyptians ar : moſt wor

thy of belief; both becauſe the collection of them

is written down by Egyptian authors as uſeful, and

becauſe for the moſt part, the parts of the Terms

in exemplary Nativities, reduced into order by the

Egyptians, agree with them. But of the Chaldean

- manner

*

|

#;

|
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manner, neither the order, nor the number being

any where made plain by their writers ; rendered

the method fufpicious, and the incoherence of their

order, blame-worthy. But we did light upon ań

old writing, containing the natural reaſon and con

gruity of the order and quantity of them. “ in

“ many places, (fays Cardan) worn out by age :

“ but the difcourfe was expofititious, and full of

“ words, and contained many a needlefs argument:

“ but the book itſelf was torn, that we could

“ ſcarcely understand the deſign of what was ge

“ nerally faid ; although the deſcription of the

“ Terms (which remained whole at the end,) did . .

“ affiſt more than a little.” - , *

- ANNοTAT 1oNs. ' . ,,

Note, that the copy whence this tranſlation is .

taken, is that of Leo Allatius, and for the reafons -

in the epistle at the beginning of this book given, 1

preſume the beſt of the Greek copies; and yet hath

neither in the Greek nor Latin, the laft feven lines

of this chapter, noted by Cardan ; and here for i

that reafon inferted as quotations thus ( “ ) ; nor

does Cardan fhew whence he had it.

C H A P. XXIV.

Of the Terms according to Ptolemy.

IN order then of every Sign, the Exaltations,

Triplicities, and Houfes are taken ; and in Ge-

neral, that Star which hath two Prerogatives in the

fame Sign hath the firſt place, though it be a

Malefick
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Malefick. But when it doth not happen to have

two Prerogatives, the Maleficks are always placed

laſt; the Lords of the Exaltation are firſt, then

thoſe of the Triplicity, then conſequently the Lords

of the Houſes, according to the order of the Signs.

Again, when Stars have two Prerogatives in the

fame Sign, as is faid, they are preferred to thoſe .

that have but one. Cancer and Leo, which are the

Houſes of Sol and Luna, fince the Luminaries

have no Terms, the Maleficks posteſs them; be

cauſe they are more powerful in order. Therefore

Cancer is attributed to Mars, and Leo to Saturn ;

where alſo a convenient order is obſerved. But

concerning the quantity of the Terms when there

is found no ruler by two testimonies in one Sign,

or thoſe following to the quadrant, each of the

Beneficks, that is Jupiter and Venus take feven

parts ; the Maleficks, that is Saturn and Mars,

each five parts : but Mercury, who is common, 6,

to make up 3o. And becauſe fome have a double rat

tion always, for Venus alone is a Lady of as and

À5 ; feeing that D hath no Terms, every one that

hath a double Prerogative, eitherin the fame Sign,

or in thoſe which follow to the Quadrant, affumeth

one part, to which points were joined : but the

parts which thoſe that have a double teſtimony do

affume, take away from thoſe who have a fingle

Prerogative : for the moſt part from Saturn and

Jupiter becauſe their motion is flower.

|

| And

~
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*

And thefe 7erms are thus, accordine to Ptolomy,

P 8 | 8

ił - - # 7 I 5

| 7 | 22

: *z

!

|

I.
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C H A P. XXV, :
v , ' '

* * *

Of the Places and Parts of every one. ,

« ! -

! O M E have divided theſe into feveral parts,

calling them Places and Parts of Dominion : .

t

* . . . .

and Place they name the Twelfth part of a Sign,

and they attribute its dominion to the following

Sign. And fome again following other difpofi

tions, attribute Parts to each of the Stars from the

ií.

beginning, according to the order of the Terms of ,

the Chaldeans : but we paſs by this which hath

neither probable nor natural reaſon, but is vain

glorious. Yet we will not omit that which is

worthy of obſervation : that the beginning of the

Signs and of the Terms alſo, ought to be made

from the beginning of the Equinoxial and Tro

pical Signs, and this is manifeſt from authors;

and chiefly becauſe we fee their natures, their ,

powers, and familiarities, which have not any

other caufe, but from the Tropicks and Equi-

noxes, as is apparent from what was faid before :

for if other beginnings are appointed, either we

fhall be neceſſitated to ufe the nature of the Signs

no longer in the theory of judgments, or elfe re

ceiving and ufing them, we err, corrupting the

distances, and dividing thoſe from which influences

are offered them. -

C H A P. XXVI.

Of the Planets Faces, Thrones, and fuch like.

U C H are the Familiarities of the Stars and

Signs. They are alſo faid to posteſs their

proper

A
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proper Face, when each Star keeps the fame Fi

gure with the G and D which its Houſe has to

to their Houſes. As for example, when Venus

makes a Sexangular Figure to the Lights; to

the Sun when ſhe is Occidental, and to the Moon

when Oriental, and according to the fucceſſion of

Houſes from the beginning. Moreover, they are

faid to be in their proper Chariots, Thrones, and

fuch like, when they have a power in the place

which they poffefs, according to the fore-men

tioned Prerogatives, by two or more testimonies :

for thea their influences and energy is increaſed,

becauſe the Familiarity of the Ämbient twelve

Signs is made agreeable and co-operates. And it is

faid they are in theirjoy, when although there is no

Familiarity of the Ämbient Signs with them, yet

there is with others of the fame condition with

them : and although it be far off, yet there is

found a fympathy of communication by fuch like

neſs. As again, when they are found of a contrary

and unlike condition, much of their power is di

miniſhed; a new and mixed virtue arifing from the

different temper of the Ambient Signs.

ANNoTAT 1oNs.

For the better explaining of this chapter, it is

to be understood, that when Mercury is one Sign ·

diſtant from the Sun, he is faid to be in his face.

Venus, if two Signs; Mars, if three Signs; Ju

piter,- if four Signs; and Saturn, if five Signs

after the Sun. And fo in 1 eſpećt of the Moon ;

but then they ought to be in Signs antecedent to

1

her; as if ſhe were in Virgo, then Mercury would
* a; SS-’3 be
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be lodignified in Leo. Venus in Cancer. Mars in

The Thrones of the Planets are thus ; Saturn

hath his in Aquarius. Jupiter his in Sagittary,

Mars his in Scorpio, Sol his in Leo. Venus

hers in Taurus. Mercury his in Virgo. And

Luna hers in Cancer.

C H A P. XXVII.

Of Applications, Sparations, and other Fami
liarities.

' [ Ngeneral, they which preceed, are faid to ap

ply to thoſe which Follow; and they which

ollow to Separate from them which preceed ;

when there is no great diſtance between them. ''

And this is to be understood of bodily Congrestes,

or any other configuration of thoſe before related.

But that in the Applications and Separations which

happen between bodies, it is fit to obſerve the la

titudes themſelves, and admit only thoſe Tranfits

which are made in the middle, viz. the Zodiac:

butin thoſe which are made by Afpe&t, that obfer

vation is ſuperfluous, for all the Rays are carried

to the fame ; that is to the centre of the earth :

and fo do meet together on every fide. -

From all theſe it is evident, that the efficient

power of the Stars is confidered from their peculiar

and natural properties ; and alfo from the quality

of the Ambient Signs, and from their reſpect to

the Sun, and the Ängles as hath been faid of all

theſe. And their virtue is strong ; firſt 3 being

- . riental,
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Oriental, and when they hasten their motion;

for then they are much ſtronger ; or they are

weak, when Occidental, and facken their mo

tion, for then they operate more weakly.

, Moreover, their influence is more powerful or

weak, frơm their reſpect to the horizon : for when

they are in the Mid-haven, or pafs in the place

ſuccedant to the Mid-haven, they are very strong,

and alſo in the horizon itſelf, or in the fuccedant;

for then they are powerful, and chiefly when in the

Oriental parts. ut if they are under the earth

in the Imum Coeli. or otherwife configurated with

the Oriental place, they are more weak ; and when

they are not to, they are altogether weak.

A N N o T A T I o N s,

And here note, Firſt, that Application is much
more ſtrong than Separation. d.

Secondly, that the diſtances here-mentioned, are

neither more aor leis than the Orbs of the Planets,

which is hercin before fhewed, Chap. XVI.

* Thirdly, that the leffer the latitude of the Pla

nets in conjun&tion is, the more powerful will its

influence be : for if two Planets in conjun&tion

have confiderable latitude of different denomina

tions, the influence thereof, will be much the

more leffened. And this is to be confidered not

only in but in dire&tions alfo; for the

nearer any Planet is to the Ecliptick, the more

powerful will his influence be.

Fourthly, by haftening of motion, is to be un

derſtood, when a Planet is ſwifter than his mean

Motion : and by flackening of motion, when

flower in motion than his mean motion.

Now
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Now the mean motion of Saturn is two minutes;

of Jupiter four minutes, fifty-nine feconds ; of

Mars thirty-three minutes, twenty-eight ſeconds;

of Sol fifty-nine minutes, eight feconds ; of Venus

fifty-nine minutes eight feconds; of Mercury fifty

nine minutes, eight feconds; and of Luna thirteen

degrees, ten minutes. -

Fifthly. By the place ſuccedant to the tenth

Houfe, you are to underſtand the eleventh Houfe,

and by the place ſuccedant to the first Houſe, is

meant the fecond Houfe, and fo of the reſt.

E N D o r r h e F1 R s T B o o K.

'.
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B O O K THE S E C O N D.
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C H A P. I.

Of the Diviſion of the General Conſideration.

}4\º°-osiº H O S E things which are more chief

È in the Confideration of particular Pre
T dićtions, we have particularly deſcrib

ed as on a table; we will now la
ă:So>«oA34 down in order the reſt of the

that is to fay, whatſoever may conduce, as may

be poſſible, to fuch a Predićtion, ordering our

Institutions every way according to natural reafon.

, Prognoſtication by Aſtronomy, is divided into .

two great and moſt principal parts; the firſt, which

is called General, reſpećts whole nations, coun

tries, and cities ; the other, which is termed Par

ticular and Genethliacal, regards every man ſingly;

therefore»
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therefore, ſeeing there are two parts, it is fit we ſpeak

firſt of the more Univerſal : for the more General

events have cauſes more neceſſary and greater than

the particular; and therefore the ſtronger nature rules

over the weaker, and Particulars are comprehend

ed under Generals. And again, Univerfals being

đivided into whole countries, cities, &c. the onc

refpećts whole Regions, the other Cities ; the one

hath a greater cauſe, and fuch as is periodical, as

of Wars, Peſtilence, and Famine ; or Earthquakes,

Inundations, and fuch like ; but the other hath a

lighter cauſe produced in certain times, as in mu

tations of Seafons, or their alteration more or leſs :

in Winter; Heats or Winds more vehement or re

miſs, and of Pterity, Searciry, &c. but that ought

here to precede which regards whole nations, and

is produced by greater cauſes, becauſe it is more

General than that which confiders cities, &c. and

is brought to paſs by a leſs caufe. . . :

In this_Confideration two things are required.

viz. the Familiarity of the twelve Signs of the

Zodiac, and the Stars rø the Climate, and the fig

nífications produced in certain Seafons in proper

places, according to the Ecliptical conjunctions of

o and ) ; and according to the tranfits of the Pla

nets, their rifings and ſtations; therefore we will

propoſe the natural reaſon of the fynpathy of

theſe; ſpeaking alſo in ſhort about the properties,

when only obſerved in whole Regions, as to their

manners and bodies, according to the eongruity

of the Stars, and of thoſe things which have pro

perly a natural cauſe there.

* - A N-NG
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(*

A N N o T A T I o N.

By Ecliptical conjun&tions ofthe Sun and Moon,

the author intends Eclipſes of the Sun only; which

are worthy of obſervation. -

C H A P. II.

Of the Properties obſerved through the whole Climate.

T H E properties which are under the whole

. . Parallels and Angles are divided by their

repeết to the Go, and the circle paffing through the

middle of the Signs. For of the earth, inhabited

by us, lying under the north Quadrant, they who

are under the more fouthern Parallels. I fay thofe

Parallels from the Equinoxial to the SummerTro

pick, feeing they have the G in the centre, being

fcorched by it are black, and have hair thick and

curled; of a grim countenance, thick ſtature, hot

by nature, and favage manners, becauſe of the

continual heat. They are commonly called Ethi

opians ; and the heat of the countries appears not

only by them, but alſo by the state of the air about

them, and by other living things.

They which are under the more northern Paral

lels. I fay under them ſubjećt to the Bears, feeing

their vertical place is far distant from the Zodiac

and heat of the Go ; they are for this cauſe cold,

and of much moiſture, which nourifheth exceed

ingly, and is exhaufted by no heat : they are

white of colour, have long hair, and great bodies

and ſtature, fat, cold of temper; and their man

ners wild, becauſe of the continual cold. The
CC) fl
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conſtitution of the air about them, animals and

plants agree with the men : they are called for the

moſt part Scythians. - . :

They which are between the Summer Tropick

and the Bears, feeing they have not o in their

Vertex, nor far remote towards the fouth parts ;

thefe have a well tempered air : but this good

temper hath fome difference and diverſity of heats

and coldneſs ; and yet the difference is neither

great nor vehement. They therefore who live

with in this temperature, are of a mild colour and

ftature, of a well tempered conſtitution, not wan

dering up and down, but living together, and of

courteous manners; of thefe they who live towards

the ſouth are more ingenious, crafty, and readier

to learn, becauſe the Zodiac and the wandering

Stars in the Zodiac being near their Vertex, join

themſelves with them, and render their minds

briſk, and inclined to Diſciplines.

Moreover, of thefe, they which are towards the

Faſt, are more couragious, and becauſe of their

courage, they aćt all things openly : for fuch is

the nature of G), Oriental, Diurnal, Mafculine,

and on the right-hand. And we fee in animals,

that the right parts are ſtronger. Therefore they
which are in the Eaft are more couragious : but

they in the Weſt are more tender, effeminate, and

clofe ; for the portion of the West is Lunar; for

Luna always appears firſt after the conjun&tion

arifing from the Weſt, and maketh the Climate

effeminate, noĉturnal, and finiſter. Since thefe

things are fo, there follows in every one, certain

properties of manners and laws : and fome differ

particularly on account of kind; even as we fec

- fome
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fome differences in conditions; as in places hot

and cold and temperate, there are found countries

and places which have their proper temper, and are

more or leſs hot or cold, as they lie higher or lower.

And as there are fome Navigators, becauſe the fea is

near ; others Horſe-men, becaufe of the evenneſs of

the country ; others again are of a gentle nature,

becauſe of the goodneſs of the Region : fo by a

natural Familiarity with the Stars and Signs made

from particular Climates, fome proper qualities

are found i., each. And this for the moſt part :
but not fo as that each one ſhould have fuch a

property. , And feeing this is requifite in parti
cular Confideration, it is neceſſary we ſpeak COI) -

ciſely concerning it, A

C H A P III.

Of the Familiarities of [the Countries, Tiriplicities,

and Stars.

N the Zodiac are feen four Triplicities, as was

faid before : one conſtituted of r, Q, and ? ,

is north-weſt; 2{ rules over it principally, becaute

of the north ; and 3 is co-ruler, becauſe of the

Weſt. That which arifeth from ð, my and vy, is

fouth-eaſt, and Venus rules chiefly there, becauſe

of the fouth ; and Saturn is co-ruler becauſe, of

the east. That which is compoſed of II, a. and

::: is north-eaſt ; Saturn governs it becauſe of the

caſt ; Jupiter is Co-Lord, becaufe of the north.

That which is conſtituted of G5, m and »é, is

fouth-west ; 3 chiefly governs here becauſe of the

Weſt; and Venus is co-ruler becauſe of the fouth.

- l' . 2 s - Seeing
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. Seeing theſe things are fo, and that the earth

we inhabit, is divided into four parts, accơrding

to the Triplicities, in latitude from the fea that is

by us, that is the Mediterranean, which is from

the Herculian Straight, to the Afian Bay, and

thence along the Mountainy Part, towards the east,

under which latitude is cómprehended the fouth

and north part of the inhabited Earth. According

to its longitude, it is divided by the Arabian-Bay,

the Ægean Sea, and Pontus, and the Lake Mæotis,

by which the eaſt and weſt parts are disided. ^

Our earth, being divided into four quarters after

manner, according to the number of the four

Trigons : one is fituate in the north-west of the

world, towards Celto-Gallia, and is commonly

called Europe. Oppofite to this Quadrant, lieth

towards the Eastern Ethiopia, the fouth-eaſt Quar

ter, which is called the South part of Afia the

Great. Again, another part of the Earth is the

north eaſt Quarter, towards Scythia, which is

named the North part of Afia the Great. Oppo

fite to this, is fituate towards the fouth-west, the

Quarter, or the Occidental Ethiopia, and this is.

vulgarly called Lybia.

Ĝfeách of thếſe Quadrants the parts which are

rather towards the midſt of the whole Earth, lie

oppofite to the Quadrant adjacent to them, as that

is fituate in reſpećt of the whole Earth. For the

parts of the European Quadrant, lying towards

the nosth-weſt of the inhabited World, they which

are in the midſt thereof, and they in the Angles

are feen to be fituate towards the fouth-eaſt of that

Quarter; and fo it is in the other Quadrants.

From hence therefore it is manifeſt, that each

thic
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the Quadrants have Familiarity with the two op

pofite Triangles ; all parts being adapted to the

Quadrant Incumbent : but the particular oppoſit

places, are accommodated to the

oppoſite in the middle. - * -

According to this Familiarity, the Stars are to

be chofen, which have dominion in their proper

Trigons, but in other Habitations, only they that

bear rule. And in thoſe Habitations in the Middle

of the Earth; Mercury is affumed together with

them, becauſe he is of a middle nature, common

to each of the conditions. »

From the diſtribution of the firſt Quadrant,

which containeth Europe, the parts of the whole

Earth, which lieth towards the north-west, are

joined to the north-west Trigon ; which is com

poſed of r, Q, and t ; and are certainly ruled

by the Lords of the Trigon 2{ and 3 Occidentals.

And theſe parts, as they are poſſeſſed by whole

nations, are thus, Britain, Galatia, Germanv,

Apulia, Sicilia, Tyrenia, Celtica, and Spain. But

feeing this Trigon is Imperious, and fit for do

minion ; for this reafon theſe nations are rebel

lious and lovers of liberty, and delight in war ;

patient in labour, aſpiring to government, cleanly,

and high minded. But becauſe of the Occidental

Familiarity of 24 and 3, and likewife becauſe the

firſt part of the Trigon are Mafculine, and the

latter part Feminine: therefore theſe nations aredef

pifers of women, and without emulation ; but much

moved towards Mafculine Congreffes and Jealou

fies; deeming this neither ſhameful nor unbečom -

ing man. For this reaſon they are not weakened,

inafmuch as they are not fubject to this; but they
. . . - retain
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retain their man-likecourage,friendſhip, faith, love;

their own, doers of good. But of theſe countries Bri

tany, Galatia, Germany, and Barfania agree more

with Yr and 3, therefore the inhabitants are more

favage, bold, and cruel. But Italia, Apulia, Si

cilia and Gallia are ſubjećt to Q and Go. There

fore they are more imperious, doers of good, and

affećters of community. And Tyrrenia, Celtica,

and Spain are united with ! and 2{, hence they

that are in them are lovers of liberty, fimple, lovers

of neatnefs.

. But the parts of this Quadrant which are fituate

in the middle of the inhabited Earth. Thrace,

Macedonia, Illyrium, Greece, Achaia and Creet:

and alſo the Cyclades of the fea coasts of the Leffer

Afia, and of Cyprus, extended towards the fouth--

east part ofthe whole Quadrant; theſe affume the Fa

miliarity of the ſouth-eaſt Trigon of 8, nr, and vf,

whoſe rulers are Venus and Saturn, and alſo Mer

cury. Hence they that inhabit thoſe conformed to

theſe Rulers and Triangles are temperate both in

body and mind ; and they are affećtors of domi

nion, ftout, impatient of ſubjećtion, becauſe of

Mars; but becauſe of Jupiter, they are lovers of

liberty; their own maſters ; orderers of publick

affairs, and lawgivers ; lovers of learning and mu

fick; champions, neat in their way of living, be

cauſe of Venus; becauſe of Mercury, hoſpitable,

iociable, lovers of juſtice and learning, and elo

quent. But chiefly they are inſtitutors of miste

ries, becauſe of the Occidental conſtitution ef

Venus. -

Again, among the Regions, they who dwell in

‘he Cyclades, and the fea coaſts of Afia the Lefs,

F 3 and
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and Cyprus, are conformed more to Taurus and

Venus; hence they are given to pleaſures and neat

neſs, and felicitous about the things which con

cern their bodies; but they which are in Greece

and Achaia, and Creet, have Familiarity with Virgo

and Mercury ; for which reafon they are more elo

quent and lovers of learning, and careful about the

things of the mind, rather than thoſe of the body.

And they in Macedonia, and Thrace, and Illyri

um, are under Capricorn and Saturn ; therefore

they are lovers of wealth, nor are they of a gentle

temperas others, nor governed by laws.

Of the fecond Quadrant, which is on the fouth

part of the Greater Afia, the parts which contain

India, Arriana, Gedrofia, Parthia, Media, Perfia,

Babilon, Meſopotamia, and Aſſyria, as lying to

wards the fouth-eaſt of the Earth : properly re

fpect the fouth-eaſt Trigon of Taurus, Virgo,

and Capricorn : and alſo have Familiarity with

Venus, and Mercury, and Saturn, in the Orien

tal state. Therefore they have qualities agreeable

to the virtue of the rulers, and worſhip Venus,

calling her Ifis. They alſo worſhip Saturn, nam

ing him Mitheranbelios; and many foretel future

events; and confecrate their genital parts to the

Gods, becauſe the Familiarity of the fore-named

Stars, is naturally fpermatic. Moreover they are

hot, and encited to luft ; given to dancing, and

lovers of Venereal Congreffes openly, becauſe of

the Oriental ſtate. But they have Mafculine

Congreffes ; and many of them beget children by

their own mothers. They do reverence with their

breafts, by reafon oftheir Oriental Configurations,

becauſe of the heat in the principal part, hath a

a folar power. They
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They are for the moſt part neat and effeminate,

about the cloathing of their bodies : as robes and

other adornments, becauſe of Venus. But they

are great in mind and councils, courageous and

warlike, becauſe of the agreement with Saturn,

which he hath with the Oriental diſpoſition. Again,

particularly, Parthia, Media, and Perſia, are rul

ed by Venus and Taurus: wherefore, they who

dwell there have ſplendid garments, and cover their

whole bodies, the breaft excepted ; and are loveis

of pleaſure and neatneſs.

· Moreover, the parts about Babylon, Mefopo

tamia, and Aſſyria, have Familiarity with Virgo

and Mercury, whence the inhabitants are mathe

matical, and very great lovers of the Five Stars.

Again, India, Arriana, and Gedrofia, are go

verned by Capricorn and Saturn, whence they in

thoſe places are ill formed, unclean, and favage. :

The other parts of the Quadrangle lying about

the middle of the whole earth, Idumæa, Coelofyria,

Judea, Phoenicia, Chaldea, Orchinia, and Ara

bia-Felix : theſe are fituate towards the north-weſt

of the whole Quadrangle, and have for their go

vernors Jupiter and Mars, and likewife Mercury:

wherefore the inhabitants are dealers in merchan

dizes, makers of bargains, deſpifers of danger ;

treacherous, of fervile mind, and altogether change

able, through the configuration of the mentioned

Stars. -

Again, they of thoſe which inhabit Coeleſtine,

Idumæa, and Judea, have rather Familiarity with

Jupiter and Mars : wherefore for the moſt part

they are bold, Atheiſts, and treacherous; but the

Phoenicians, Chaldeans, and Orchinians are under
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* Leo and Sol; wherefore they are plain, humane,

and lovers of Astrology, and worſhip 9 more than

any. Again, they which are in Arabia Felix, are

ruled by t and 24 : the country is fertile and full

of ſpices, and the men thereof well compoſed; of

a free fpirit in their contracts and dealings.

Of thc third Quadrant, which is in the north

part of Afia the Great, the parts which lie towards

the north east of the Earth, containing Hyrcania,

Armenia, Mantiana, Baćtriana, Caſperia, Serica,

Sauromatica, Oxiana, Sogdiana ; theſe have Fa

miliarity with the north-eaſt Trigon, attributed to

II, ze, and z. It hath for its rulers in Oriental

figures Saturn and Jupiter. Therefore they in thoſe

countries worſhip Jupiter and Sol. are very

rich, have much gold, cleanly in their diet, eaſy,

fkilled in divine matters ; Magicians, juſt and

free in their manners, magnanimous, haters of

evil, lovers of friendſhip, and willingly dying for

their relations in a good caufe : in their mar

riages they are honeſt and pure ; and in their gar

ments ſumptuous ; free-hearted and high-minded ;

for the moſt part Saturn and Jupiter doth theſe be

cauſe of the Oriental Figures.
-

Again, of thefe, they of Hyrrania, Armenia,

and Mantiana have rather Familiarity with Ge

mini and Mercury. Therefore theſe are more

fharp and evil.,
-

They of Bactriana, Caſperi and Serica, are un

der Libra and Venus. Hence they in thoſe Re

gions are very rich, neat, and lovers of fongs.

The parts about Saomatæ, Oxiana, and Sog

diana have Familiarity with Aquarius and Saturn ;

whence;
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whence theſe nations are more ungenteel, austere,

and favage.

The other parts of this Quadrant which lie in the

middle of the whole Earth, contain Bythinia,

Phrygia, Colchis, Lexia, Syria, Commagene, Cap

padocia, Lydia, Lycia, Colicia, and Pamphilia :

theſe lying in the fouth-west of the Quadrant, have

Familiarity with the fouth-weſt Trigon, confiſt

ing of gs, m, and »é, and have for their rulers

· Mars, Venus, and Mercury. Wherefore they in

theſe countries for the moſt part worſhip Venus

as mother of the Gods; calling her by different

names agreeable to their country language; and

likewife Mars, calling him Adonium, and fome

other names : and they perform their ceremonies

with lamentations. They are of a fervile mind,

laborious, crafty, fraudulent, rapacious ; in war

mercenary, taking each other prifoners, enflaving

them ; making war upon each other, becauſe of

the Oriental reſpects of Mars and Venus : for in

the triangular Sign of Venus, I fay in Capricorn,

Mars is exalted : for this caufe it is, that the wo

men are well affećted towards the men ; have na

tural affećtion, look well after their families ; work

and ferve and altogether love to be fubjećt to, and

obey the men.

of thefe, Bithinia, Phrygia, and Col

chis, are conformed chiefly to g5 and D ; whence

it is, that the men of thoſe countries are timorous

and obedient; but most of the women becauſe of the

Oriental and Mafculine pofition of the Moon, are

of a man-like nature; love to rule ; warriors as

he Amazons : they avoid lying with men, they

ove to be armed, and behave themſelves like

men ;
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men : and they cut off the right breasts of their

female infants, for military advantage ; and that

they ſhewing this part naked in their arrays, may

feem to be of a Mafculine nature.

Again, Syria, Commagene, and Cappadocia, have

Familiarity with m and 3 . . Therefore they in

theſe countries are bold, evil, treacherous, and

laborious.

They of Lydia, Cilicia, and Pamphilia, have

X and 24. Whence the people there poſſeſs much ;

are merchandizers, free, common in living, and

faithful in their bargains.

Of the remaining Quadrant, fituate in that part

commonly called Lysia ; the parts containing

Numidia, Carthage, Africa, Phyzania, Nafamo

nica, Garamantis, Mauritana, Getulia, and Me

gonitis, is extended towards the fouth-weſt of the

Univerſal Earth; and have Familiarity with the

fouth-weſt Trigon, confifting of g5, m, and 2 ;

and 3 and 2 in the Occidental ſtation govern it.

Wherefore on this account of the configurations of

the Stars, it happens that the inhabitants are ruled

by the men and women, being children of the fame

mother; the men govern the men, and the women

the women : and they are very hot, prone to Fe

minine Congreffes ; foree their marriages, and in

many places the chief kings force the ſpouſes of

their fubjećts ; and among fome, the women are

common to all. They love to be well cloathed,

and to wear women’s apparel, becauſe of Venus. But

becauſe of Mars they are manlike, crafty, Magi

cians, impostors, and ready to undergo dangers.

Again,
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Again, of theſe, they of Carthage and Africa,

are chiefly under gs and ) : therefore they hive in

common, they traffick and enjoy all plenty.

But they which inhabit Metagonitis, Mauri

tiana and Getulia, have Familiarity with m and 3.

Whence they are ſavage, moſt addićted to war,

eaters of fleſh, very prompt to dangers, careleſs of

their lives; fo that they abstain not from killing
each another. -

They of Pharſania, Nafamonitis, and Garaman

tis, have Familiarity with é and 24. Wherefore

they are free, of plain manners, laborious, just,

and for the moſt part ungovern'd. They worſhip

Jupiter as Ammon.

The remaining parts of this Quadrant, which

are in the midſt of the whole Earth, which con

tains Cyrenea, Marmaria, Egypt, Thebes, Oaſis,

Trogloditis, Arabia, Azania, and the middle

Ethiopia, thoſe fituate in the middle , of the

KQuadrant, have Familiarity with the north-eaſt

Trigon, confisting of II, 2-, and z,and have for ru

lers h , 24, and ; ; therefore they of thefe places, as

participating of the Five Planets, according to their

Oriental habit, are lovers of the Gods, fear the

Deity, ferve the Gods; addićted to lamentations,

bury the dead, and put them out of their fight, be

caufe of the Vefpertine Reſpect. They uſe all

forts of laws, and worſhip all forts of Gods. When

they obey, they are humble, and fearful, and pa

tient ; but when they rule, they are couragious and

high-ſpirited. The men love many wives, and the

women many huſbands; addićted to coition, and

lie with their fifters : the men are prolifick, and

the women very apt to conceive, even as the

country
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eountry itſelf is fruitful. Many of the men are

tender and effeminate; and fome deſpife their ge

nital parts; becauſe of the Vefpertine figuration

of the Maleficks with Venus.

Again, they of theſe who inhabit Cyrena, Mar

marices, and the Lower Egypt, rather agree with

II and ặ. Therefore, they are thoughtful, in

telligent, fkilled in all things, chiefly in wifdom,

and the invention of divine matters. They are

Magicians, institutors of facred Rights and Myfte

ries; they are altogether addićted to learning.

They of Thebes. Oaſis, and Trogloditis, have

Familiarity with - and ? : are hotter and ſwifter

by nature, and enjoy much plenty.

But they of Arabia and Aziana and the middle

Ethiopia, are under : and ? . Therefore they are

eaters of fleſh and fiſh ; difperfed and not united ;

beastly, and lead a rude and favage life.

The agreement therefore of the Stars and Signs,

and the manners and properties which proceed from

them, on particulars and generals, is fet down in

fhort after this manner : but that the knowledge

and uſe thereof may be eaſy, I will deſcribe each.

-Cyclades, Cyprus, Aſia Minor.

nation in order as it hath Familiarity with the

twelve Signs, according to the aforefaid order.

The Diſpoſition of Countries, as each of them isJaljići

to each of the Signs.

r. Britannia, Galatia, Germany; in the middle

Paleſtine, Coeleſyria, Idumea.

t5. Parthia, Media, Perfia ; in the middle,

II 0 Hir
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II. Hircania, Armenia, Mantiana ; in the middle

Cyrene, Marinarica, Egypt the Lower.

gs. Numidia, Carthage, Africa, in the middle

Bithynia, Phrygia, Colchis.

Q. Italia, Gallia, Sicilia, Apulia; in the middle

Phoenicia, Chaldea, Orchenia.

np. Meſopotamia, Babylon, Affyria ; in the

middle, Greece, Achaia, Creet. -

s... Baĉtriana, Capiria, Serica ; in the middle

Thebes, Oaſis, Trogloditis.

m. Metagonitis, Mauritana, Getulia ; in the

middle Syria, Cammagenia.

1. Thyrrenia, Celtica, Spain ; in the middle

Arabia Felix.

vf. India, Irrania, Gedrofia ; in the middle

Thrace, Macedonia, Illyrium.

:. Sauromatica, Oxania, Sugdiana; in the

middle Arabia, Aziania, Ethiopia.

»é. Phazania, Nafamonia, Garamantis ; in the

middle Lydia, Cilicia, Pamphilia. * _ --

Theſe things being fet forth, this ought to be

added, viz... that each of the fixed Stars have Fa

miliarity with countries which are under the parts

of the Zodiac ; feeing the fixed Stars have reſpeết

unto the parts which fympathife with fuch parts;

as are on a circle drawn through the Poles of the

Zodiac. : - -

Another thing alſo is to be joined, viz. that with

the principal cities thoſe places of the Zodiac

chiefly agree, which the Sun or Moon happen to

tranfit when that principal city had its firſt build

ing : and of the Angles, the Horoſcope chiefly

agreeth : but of thoſe cities, the times of whofa

· building
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building cannot be found; the Mid-heaven hap

peneth according to the Nativity of the then

Princes and Kings. -

A N N o T A T I o N s. -

The former part of this chapter neėds no ex

planation ; therefore, what I ſhall remark in it

fhall be of the two laſt paragraphs; and that is firſt,

that in Mundane Conſiderations, a ſpecial regard

is by the author adviſed to be had to the Fixed

Stars. Secondly, that their paffing from one Sign

to another, is in an eſpecial manner to be regard

ed in confidering the mutations, manners, cuf

toms, laws, government, and fortune of a king

dom.

C H A P. IV.

Of the Manner of prediding Partieulars.

T H E S E things being thus premiſed, we will

briefly fhew how we confider Predićtions.

And firſt of the general events of cities and coun

tries : for the chief and moſt ſtrong caufe of theſe ac

cidents, are the Ecliptical conjun&tion of the Sun

and Moon ; and the tranfits of the Planets at them.

: Of the Confideration of thoſe Eclipſes, one is

Local ; by which we foreknow in what cities and

countries Eclipſes particularly happen, or the fta

tion of the Planets continue for a time : thefe are

h, 2{, and 3, when they are ſtationary; for then

they are fignificative. Another is Temporal, in

which we know the time in which the event hap

Peneth : and how long it will continue. Another
- General
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General, as by what kind the accident will be

comprehended. And lastly, Special, by which is

foreknown what the accident will be that ſhall hap

Pen

A N N o T A T I o N s.

What theſe Ecliptical Conjun&tions of the Sun

and Moon are, and how by them and otherwife

to judge of Mundane Revolutions in General, I

have plainly demonstrated in Whalley’s Treatife

of Eclipſes; wherein is fairly anfwered and re

futed the erroreous fuppofitions of Morinus, and

others, concerning that doĉtrine; and therefore .

needlefs here to be repeated ; let fuch as are that :

way curious, fee that Treatife.

: -,

C H A P. V.

Oft be conſideration of the Countries in which the 4ei-

dent happens. w -: .

H E firſt, which is in the principal confider-

ation, is thus. In the Ecliptical Conjunc

tions, the Sun and Moon, and chiefly in thoſe

which are plainly vifible, we confider the Eclipti

cal place of the Zodiac, and the countries, which

according to that place, have Familiarity with the

Trigon. -

oreover, fome cities fympathife with the Sign

of the Eclipſe ; either becauſe of the Horoſcope at

their building, and that irradiation of their Lumina

ries, or from the Mid-heaven of the prince of kings,

- - which
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which were at the time when the cities were : for

whatſoever countries or cities are found in that Fa

miliarity will be feized by the Accident. But prin

cipally the Accident will befal thoſe which agree

with the Sign of the Eclipfe; and thoſe parts

where the Eclipſe appears above the earth.

A N N o T A T I o N s.

In the former chapter Ptolemy tells us, the

principal foundation for judging of the general

events of cities and countries is from Eclipſes of

the Sun, for fuch the Ecliptical conjun&tions of

the Sun and Moon are, and no other. And to

make the matter yet plainer, in this chapter he

tells us, no leſs than twice, that thoſe Eclipſes too

must be fuch as are viſible ; for it is an undoubted

truth, that Eclipſes operate and affećt only thoſe

places to which they are viſible : fo that it is not

fufficient that they be not only above the earth,

but alſo they muſt be viſible; for wherever they

are not fo, they have no influence : and therefore

fubterranean Eclipſes cannot have any, as fome, no

mean pretenders to this art, have weakly dreamed ;

and has been one main caufe their predićtions have

fo often failed their own and others expećtation.

C H A P. vI.

Of the Time of the Events.

TH E fecond head is Temporal ; by which w e

know the times when the Accidents will hap

pen, and how long they will continue. This we

furvey after this manner, -

Į ir
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C H A P. vII.

Of the Kind of Sufferers.

TH E third part is to know what it is that will

fuffer under the effećts. And this is judged

from the form of the Signs and their property, in

which the places of the Eclipſe are found; and the

Stars both fixed and wandering, according to the

Sign of the Eclipſe and the Angle before the
Eclipſe. . . :i ;

The dominion of theſe is thus taken : in the

Wandering Stars wholocver hath more reſpećts to

both places, viz. the Eclipſe and Angles ; and

applies or recedes according to vicinity and ap

pearance ; and hath more refpećt to theſe that

have Familiarity of configuration; and moreover is

Lord of the Houfes, Trigons, Exaltations, and

and Terms ; this alone is taken as Lord. -

If the fame Planet be not Lord of the Eclipſe

and the Angles, we take the two which have morei

Familiarity in each of the places; and the two fos

taken, we prefer as Lord of the Eclipſe. If many

are found equal and alike in power in each place,

he is preferred to the dominion, which is rather

angular, or hath greater Familiarity or Faćtion :

fo it is in the Planets. But of the fixed Stars, we

obſerve the firſt of the bbright Ones, which at the

time of the Eelipſe hath commerce with the paft

Angles; as we have deſcribed in the nine ways of

apparent reſpećts in the first conſtručtion. -

We alſo affume that which at the Ecliptick hour

is in a viſible fituation, either rifing with, or, cul

m1nating
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minating with the Angle following the place of

the Eclipſe. - -

Thus having confidered the Stars as cauſes of

Accidents, we ſhall here take a view of the forms

of the Signs in which the Eclipſe and the ruling

Stars are. From the quality of theſe for the moſt

part, are judged the Kind, apprehended by the Ac

dent: for if the Signs are of human ſhape, in the

middle circle of the Signs, and the fixed Stars,

the effećts will fall on mankind : but if they are

:: not of human ſhape, but of terreſtrial, that is,

four-footed, it is evident the Accident will be a

bout fuch like animals : and they which are form

edlike creeping things, fignify the effe&ts will fall

on ſerpents and fuch like : and again, when like

wild-beaſts, on beafts cruel and hurtful ; but if

like tame creatures, on thoſe which are fubfervient

to man and tame, according to their forins; as of

horfes, cows, ſheep, and fuch like. Moreover of

the Terrestrial, they which are towards the Bears,

fhew fudden earth-quakes ; they towards the fouth

unexpećted rain from the ſky. -

Again, if the Ruling Places be in them, which

are formed with wings, as in the Eagle, and fuch

like, it fignifies that the events will fall on Vola

tiles; and chiefly thoſe which are for man’s food.

If they are in thoſe which repreſent things ſwim

ming, if in the fea, as the Dolphin; the effe&ts

will happen on the fea to navigators and navies ; if

in rivers, as : and 9e, the effećts will fall on

thofe which live in rivers and fountains. If the

Ruling, Places be in Argus, the Accident will

comprehend both kinds.

- Again,G 4 S
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1ime of the Eclipſe, and if the Eclipſe falls in, or

nearer the aſcendirig horizon than it doth to the

Mid heaven, the effećts (of a folar Eclipſe) ſhall

begin in that place to appear in the firſt four

months after the Eclipſe's appearance: but the

greatneſs of its effećts, ſhall appear in the firſt

Third part of the effećts duration ; but if the

Eclipſe confidered as to its middle time, be in or

nearer the Mid-heaven, than either the Oriental

or Occidental horizon ; the event will not begin

till the fecond four months; and the intention

will happen in the fecond third part of the effećts

duration : and if the Eclipſe fo confidered, hap

pens in or nearer to the weſtern horizon, than to the

Mid-heaven, the effects will begin in the third four

months, and its intention ſhall begin in the laſt

third part.

Thirdly, that though in the former chapters,

Ptolomy made no mention of the Lunar Eclipſe,

yet by this it is plain, he did not reject them. But

that fora much as instead of a year being allowed

to every hour, the Sun ſhall be eclipſed, there is.

but one month to be allowed, for every hour the

Eclipſe of the Moon fhall continue, for the time of

the beginning of its events, or the duration of its

effećts: two days, or thereabouts, are equal to

four months ; ſo that in Eclipſes of the Moon, if

they happen in, or nearer the eaſtern horifon than

the Meridian, their effećts will begin as it were im

mediately ; and if in or nearer the meridian than

the eaſtern horrizon, within a week : but if

in, or nearer the weſtern horizon than the me

ridian, in about a fortnight; and its general in

tentions will foon after follow : but as the be

gin
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ginning and duration of the effe&ts of Lunar

Eclipſes are much ſhorter, than thoſe of the Solar,

fo in themſelves they are not any thing near fo

powerful; and yet falling nearer the Ecliptick, are

much more powerful than any other Lunation.

Fourthly, From hence it will by conſequence

follow, that the nearer any Planet, or other Star,

Aſpect, or other Familiarity happens to the Eclip

the greater will their influence and effećts

DC,

Fifthly, That Planets or Stars, concerned in the

effects of Eclipſes, or Fclipſes themſelves, or other

Configurations or Familiarities happening in an

Oriental quarter, gives a fwifter appearance of its

effećts ; but when Occidental, the contrary.

Sixthly, Where the author in this chapter faith,

“ But we confider the particular intentions and

“ remifions, from the immediate copulations,

“ when the copulations happen in the places where

“ they produce the cauſe, or in Afpe&ts to thoſe

“ places.” He teacheth, that by obſerving the

New and Full Moons, and their fquare Alpećts,

and how they ageee with, or behold the place of

the Eclipſe, the particular times in which the ef

fećts of Eclipſes will increaſe or diminiſh, are to

be diſcovered.

Seventhly, That when Stars emerge, or are

freed from the fun-beams, as they increafe in light

and motion, fo their power grow ſtronger.

Eighthly, That when a Planet is Stationary, or

but very flow of motion, they cauſe the gréater

intention of the Accident : and hence it is, that ?

and 2ļ being flower of motion, have effećts much

more powerful, than the more inferior Planets.

G 3 C H A P.
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In Eclipſes which are made at the fame time feeing

they are not made in every Habitation in the fame

Temporal or folar hours ; nor is the greatnefs of

the obſcuration, nor the time of duration every

where alike. Firſt, we will difpofe of the Angles

as in a Geniture, to the Ecliptical hour in which

they happen in each Region, that hath Familiari

ty according to the elevation of the Pole ; and

afterwards examine how many Equinoxial hours

in every of the Habitations, the obſcuration of the

Eclipſe laſts. Theſe being fo enquired into, if

the Eclipſe be of the Sun, we determine that fo

many years the event will endure, as the obſcura

tion meafured hours : but in an Eclipſe of the

Moon, for years; fo many months fhall be accoun

ted; and the beginning of the event, and the gene

ral intention is obſerved, from the fituation of the

Ecliptic place, in reſpećt of the Angles ; for if the

Ecliptic place happen in the Oriental horizon;the

accident will begin to appear in the firſt four months,

from the time of the Eclipſe ; and its general in

tention will be in the firſt third part of the whole

duration of its time. If the Ecliptical place be in

the Mid-heaven, the evil will begin in the fecond

four months, and its general intention will be in

the middle third part : and if it fall in the weſtern

horizon, it will begin in the third four months,

but its intention will be in the laſt third part.

But we confider the particular intentions and

remiſſions, from the intermediate copulations ;

when the copulations happen in the places where

they produce the caufe, or in aſpects with thoſe

places ; and fi om the other tranfits of the Stars,

when the Stars which cauſe the ***
- aII) l •
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Familiarity with the Signs which poſſeſs the cauſes;

whether make Oriental or Occidentál, Sta

tionary, or Achronical appearances ; for when

they emerge, or are ſtationary, they caufe an inten

tion of the Accidents; but being Occidentál and

under the fun beams; or when they make Achro

nical appearances, they produce more remiſs cf
fećts.

A N N o T A T I o N s.

In this chapter it is obſervable, First, that for

the better afcertaining the meaſure of the time of

the event of the Eclipſes, the author inentions two

forts of hours; the one he calls Temporal, the other

Equinoxial : the firſt he makes uſe of in direćtions

in Nativities ; and the latter in the meaſuring the

time of the events of Eclipſes. Temporal hours

are always, and in all places unequal ; and neither

more nor leſs, than thöfe vulgarly called Planetary

Hours ; that is to fay the difference between fun

rifing and fun-fetting; or between fun-fetting and

fun-rifing, divided into twelve equal parts, and

one of thoſe parts is one fuch Temporal or Pla-

netary hour; which always increaſe or decreafe in :

every parallel of latitude, according as the day or

night grows longer or fhorter : and is always dif- .

ferent, according to the different elevations of the

Pole under which it is computed : but Equinoxial

hours, which are thoſe the author here uleth, are

the equal parts of a day natural, divided into 24»

between noon one day, and noon the next day. -

Secondly, That for diſcovering the time of the

events of Eclipfes, a fcheme muſt be erećted un -

der the elevation of the Pole of the place; for

which the events are to be confidered at the middle

- G 2 time
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Again. In Tropical or Equinoxial ſigns, they,

fignify a change in the conſtitution of the air, ac

cording to the feafons to which each of the Signs

properly belong : but properly they fignify , a

change in the ſpring and plants of the earth : for

when they are in the Spring Equinox they produce

Accidents about the budding of trees; as the Vine,

Fig-tree and others, then budding.

In the Summer Tropick, they reſpećt the gath

ering and laying up of fruits ; properly in Egypt,

the inundation of Nilus, &c. : ,

If the Ruling Places be in the Autumnal Equi

nox, it bears fignification of the feed, grafs, and

herbage.

If in the Winter Tropic, it ſhews the effećts

will be on pot-herbs, the birds coming at the

feaſon, and fiſhes. - -

Moreover Equinoxial Signs fignify what will be

about holy things, and divine worſhip. They

which are Tropical manifeſt the mutation in the

air and public affairs. Fixed Signs concern founđa

dations and buildings. They which are double

bodied, foreſhew what is to happen to men and

kings.

Moreover, whatſoever at the time of the Eclipſe

are more Oriental, fhew the effećts will be about

fruits, youth, and foundations : but they which

poſſeſs the Mid-heaven above the earth, theſe

threaten Accidents about facred things, the middle

age, and kings : but they in the weſt about laws,

old age, and the dead.

But how greatly theAccident will affect the kind

on which it falls, is known from the greatneſs of

the Obſcuration of the Eclipſes, and from the re

- - fpećt
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refpe&t of the Stars, which are the cauſes, which

they have with the place eclipſed. For Occiden

tal configurations to Solar Eclipſes, or Oriental to

Lunar, for the moſt do leffen the effe&ts. In the

Oppoſition they make it half : Oriental configu

rations to Solar Eclipſes, and Occidental to Lunar,

do augment the effećts.

A N N o T A T I o N s.

To make this chapter yet more plain, first, when

the Planets in ele&tion for Lord of the Eclipſe, are

found of equal ſtrength and dignity, you are to

prefer fuch as are direćt, before thoſe retrogade; and

the Oriental before the Occidental. *

Secondly. As to the electing of the fixed Stars :

Cardan on this place, direćts, to obſerve the Angle

which the Eclipſe follows, and which it precedes :

as if the Eclipſe be between the 7th Houfe, and

Mid-heaven ; the Stars ſhall be preferred, which

are in the 7th, next thofe in the Mid-heaven : but

if between the Mid-heaven and Afcendant, thoſe

in the Mid-heaven ſhall have the preference, and

next thoſe in the Afcendant ; that is by corporeal

prefence, for the fixed Stars emit no rays. |

Thirdly, The nine ways of Apparent Refpećts

mentioned by the author in this chapter, accord

ing to Cardan, are : ·

First, The Matutine Orientality, when a Star

rifeth with the Sun, which is three-fold : that is a

little after the Sun ; with the Sun ; or a little be

fore the Sun: and in this laſt alone it is to be feen,

and is the firmeſt ſtate.

The Second is, when it is faid to Culminate,

and is when a Star Culminates at fun-rifing ;

- th1S
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The constitution of the air fhall be healthy and

temperate, but windy and moiſt, and fuch as will

nouriſh fruits. He will be favourable to navies

and fhips ; and rivers will increafe moderately.

There will be plenty of fruits, and ofother things,

which are for the well-being of man.

When Mars is Ruler alone, he generally cauſ

eth deſtručtion, arifing from drynefs : but among

men, properly wars will arife, inteſtine feditions,

captivities, devaſtations, and infurrećtions of the

people, the anger of princes towards their ſubjećts,

and for that caufe fudden deaths. -

Morcover, feveriſh diftenpers will happen, Ter

tians, erruptions of blood, fudden and violent

deaths, chiefly of the younger fort : alfo burn

ings, murder, violation of the laws, injuries, op

prefſions, rapines, and robberies.

The constitution of the air will be hot ; hot

winds, and peſtilential confumptions. . Moreover

there will be drought and thunders, and lighten

ings from heaven. . . - - * :

În the fea there will be fudden fhip-wrecks, be

cauſe of turbulent winds, and thunder. Rivers .

will fail, fountains be dried; and in Summer wa

ter for drink will be wanting : and they of the

earth that are neceſſary for the uſe of man. I ſay

irrational creatures, plants, and fruits will be de

ftroyed ; partly by heat, and partly by rain, and

the violence of winds: and thoſe things which are

laid up, fhall be damnified by conflagrations.

If Venus alone hath dominion, generally ſhe

cauſeth the things that Jupiter deth, but with more

pleaſure.
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Among men, properly theſe things will happen,

honours, reſpećts, joy, happy marriages, and ma

ny children; and every thing will proceed very

pleaſantly. Poffeffions will increafe, and in fhort,

man’s diet will be cleanly. Honour will be given

to worſhipful and holy things. Moreover there

will arife Familiarity between rulers and princes,

and their ſubjećts.

In the air there will be a good temper, the con -

stitutions of the winds will be moiſt and nouriſh -

ing : and in fhort, the air will be well tempered.

There will be many ſhowers, and they fruitfel.

Ships will fail fafely, and proſperity and gain will

happen ; and the neceffaries for the ufe of men,

living creatures, and the fruits of the earth, will

multiply exceedingly. -

When Mercury is Governor, generally as he is.

with others, he is rendered coaformable to their

nature ; but properly being as it were an addition

of power, heftirs up the reſt the more. .

But when the effect befal men, he produceth dif

patch and craftineſs in affairs; robberies, violen

cies, thefts, faćtions, conſpiracies of plotters, &c.

Further, Mercury being in configuration with

the Maleficks, he caufeth unſucceſsful navigations

to ſhips, and is the cauſe of dry difeafes, quotidi- ·

ans, coughs, eruptions of blood, and confump-

tions. Moreover he difpofeth thoſe things which

belong to divine worſhip, religious rights, affairs

of kingdoms, cuſtoms, and laws, according to his

quality and Familiarity with each of the Stars:

And whereas becauſe of his nearnefs to the Sun,

and his ſwiftneſs, he is dry : in the Ambient he

cauſeth diſorderly, impetuous, and mutable winds

- thunde;
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effećt. Therefore we will begin with the Effec

tive Property of each of the Pianets: but we will

withal add this, that when we, for brevity fake,

fay, that any thing is generally performed by the

Five Stars, you ought prefently to confider their

temper, their co-operation, and power, proceed

ing from the like nature: and whether it hath a

proper conftitution ; and whether there be a like

mixture from the fixed Stars, or from the Zodia

cal place. | -7

After this manner ought we to contemplate as

we have faid. When we ſpeak of any thing in

general, about the Five Stars, their temper and

quality ought to be understood, as if we had fpo

ken of their quality and nature, and not named the
Stars themſelves.

And this alſo ought to be confidered, that in

the co-mixtures, not only the mixture of the Pla

nets among themſelves, is to be obferved ; but

alſo the mixture of thoſe which communicate

their nature to the Planets and fixed Stars, and

places of the Zodiac, according to the fore-men

tioned Familiarities, which they make with the

Planets. - - -

Therefore, if the Star Saturn rule alone, he

cauſeth corruptions by cold ; but in events which

properly feizeth men, there will be chronical dif

eafes and conſumptions, coloquations, rheuma

tiſms, diforders of moiſt diſtempers, and epidemic

UlartaI)S.

There will be baniſhments, wars, forrows, la ·

mentation, fears, and death, chiefly happening to

thofe ſtricken in years.

Among
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Amomg irrational animals, it ſeizeth thoſe

which are profitable, deſtroying thern by difeafes ;

which being difeafed, and men ufing them, periſh

as is reaſonable. *

And the air being changed into horrible cold,

froſt, cloudy, and peſtilential conſtitutions, will be

intemperate, miſty, and dark. Moreover, there

will be many hartful fhowers happen, from which

will arife creeping things miſchievous to man

kind.

In rivers and feas, there will be frequently

storms, fhip-wrecks of navies ; their navigators

falling out ill. There will be diminution of wa

ters, and again inundations : rivers will augment

io that the evil proceeds to famine.

* If Jupiter alone be Lord, he generally increafeth

with waters above meaſure, and will be corrupted.

The fruits of the earth, and chiefly they which

are for neceſtary ufes, will fail,being ruined by ca

terpillars, locuſts, floods, rains, hails, orfuch like

all things; but properly among men, he will give

theſe things; happy days, tranquility and peace ;

and augmenteth thoſe things that are neceſſary

for life, and is alſo the author of mental and cor

poreal goods. w *

Moreover he confers from kings, benefits, favors,

and gifts ; and makes the kings themſelves more re

fpe&ted ; increafing their greatneſs and magnani

mity; and in general happinefs will be on all

things.

But the effećts happening upon irrational ani

mals, they , which are tame, and for the ufe of

man,jíhall be multiplied, but the ufeleſs on the .

contrary he will deſtroy.

· The
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this is alſo three-fold ; that is, either immediately

after he rifeth ; at his rifing; or a little before his

rifing; and in this alone ſtate may be feen.

And fo many ways there are, when a Star is on

the Fourth, when the Sun rifeth : this in the ge

neral is ſtronger than the firſt ; but by diſtinction

the third is ſtronger than the fixth.

The third is when the Sun rifeth and a Star fet

teth, and hath three differences; that is, after the

rifing; at the rifing; and a little before ; and in

this third alone, can the Star be feen: it is weaker

Generally and Particularly, than the fecond, but

stronger than the firſt; but the ninth is weaker

than the third,

The other principal ways, to wit the fourth,

fifth, and fixth, are exaćtly oppofite; that is to :

fay, when the Sun is fetting, the Star is fo too;

which is the fourth way : it hath three members

as the firſt.

Or the Star on the Meridian, which is the fifth

way, and hath three members, viz. three when in

the Mid-heaven, and three when in the fourth.

Or the Star in the Eaſt, which is the fixth way,

and hath three members. .*

The feventh is, when the Sun is on the Mid-

heaven or Fourth, and the Star, and Oppofite to

him, hath four members. - |

The eighth is, when a Star arifeth and the Sun is

in the Mid-heaven or Fourth, and it hath two

members.

The ninth is, when the Star and the Sun are

together on the Mid-heaven or Fourth, and hath

two members.

In
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In general there are thirty-two Members, and

nine Principal Ways : there is but one member in

which the Star can be feen, and the Sun and it

in Angles. -

Then when a fixed Star is with any Planet, or

in anyAngle, confider whether it be by any of theſe

ways ; if not, it is moſt weak: if it be, confider

whether it be with the Sun and not to be feen ;

then it is very weak. Or if it is to be feen, and is

with the Sun Occidental, it is indifferent.

Or if it be feen, and is not with the Sun, it is

stronger; or if it be feen and is Oriental, then it

is strongeſt.–Thus far Cardan.

Fourthly. By the Middle Circle in this chapter,

and other parts of the book mentioned, you are to

underſtand the Zodiack.

C H A P. VIII.

Of the Quality of the Effeći.

T H E fourth part is the Knowledge of the

Effećt, of what fort it is Good or Bad : and

what is its property, whether Good or Bad.

. This we know from the virtue of the Stars ruling

the principal Places, and from the mixture which

they have with each other, and with the places of

which they have dominion : for the O and ), as it

were, rule and govern the other Stars, they being

the known power and cauſes, of all the dominion of

the Stars, and of their weakneſs. -

And the ſpeculation of the mixture of the Stars

which have dominion, manifeſt the quality of the
- effećt
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thunder, lightenings, coruſcations, chaſms, and

earth-quakes. And becaufe of them he inducetha

corruption of animals and plants, fit for the uſe of

man. . Further in Occidental configurations, he

diminifheth waters, and in Oriental, he encreaf

eth thein. ;:

And every Planet, cauſeth theſe things when he

hath his proper and genuine nature : but when one

is mixed with another by Afpe&t, and Familiarity

in Signs, and likewife in refpećt to the Sun, then the

effećt will happen according to the mixture and

temperament arifing from the communication of

influenées : but ſeeing it is impostible to relate all

mixtures and configurations, which are made

every way, becauſe the bufineis is manifold and in

finite : this is well known from the particulat

judgment, and mathematical precepts. Now we

fay thus, that we ought to obſerve all the Famili

liarities of the Ruling Stars of the Event ; and

thofe very cities and countries where the Events

feizeth.

For if the Stars are Beneficks, and conformed to

the Region upon which the effect falls, and are

not overcome by contraries, they more powerfully

produce the benefit according to their proper na

ture ; as on the other fide they are of lefs advant

age, if any impediment happen in Familiarity, or

they be overcome by contraries.

But if the Ruling Stars of the Event are not

Beneficks, but Maleficks, and if they have Fami

liarity with the Regions on which the Accident

falls, or are overcome by contraries, they do leſs

harm ; but if they have not Familiarity with the

countries, nor are overcome by thoſe that being

contrary
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contrary to them, have Familiarity with the coun

tries, then they produce much greater miſchief:

but for the moſt part, the men are feized InOre

univerſal affećtion, who in their proper Nativi

ties have the fame conſtitution with the cauſe,

which produceth the General Accident : I ſpeak of

thoſe cogent places the Lights, and Angles, that is,

the Ecliptick Places, or their Oppoſites. Of theſe

chiesty the Partile Congreffes, and Ecliptical Op

poſitions of the Lights, are inevitable, with which

ſoever of the Luminaries they are configurated.

A N N o T A T I o N s.

First, by a Planet having his Proper and Genuine

Nature, the author means its being free from af

fiction and the rays of other Stars, and other im

pediments herein before-mentioned. : " : , , , ,;

Secondly. In reference to the laſt nine lines of

this chapter, he is not to be underſtood as the Ge

nerality of our Common Astrologers fuppoſe, to

intend all perſons to be feized by the Univerſal

Events ; whoſe radical Aſcendant, Mid-heaven,

Sun or Moon are evily beheld, or otherwife af

ilićted by the prefence of the Eclipſe, or the Ruler

thereof : for as I have herein before obſerved,

Eclipſes do not influence any places or people,

but fuch to whom and where they are viſible: and

therefore however correſpondent the Nativity and

Eclipſes may be; yet unleſs the Eclipſe be viſible

to the Place, it will in no wife affećt either itſelf,

or any of its inhabitants.

C H A P.

H
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*; , u ; 7 (3 : ?

- C H A P. IX. ' '; 3vs Bri?

Of the Colours of Eclipſis, Comets, andJitih iii."

I is moreover requifite to obſerve the Colours

of Eclipfes, in Univerſal Accidents ; which colº

ours either appear in the Luminaries, or are neat

them, as rods, and fuch like :: for if it be black or

greeniſh, it fignifieth that there ſhall happen fuch

things as Saturn produceth ; if it be white, fuch

as Jupiter caufeth ; if it be ruddy, they of Mars;

if yellow, they of Venus; if of divers colours,

their fignification is Mercurial : and if the whole :

1-cdy of the Lights be fo soloured, or if it be in all

the parts about the Lights, it fhews that theicf; .

feéts will happen in moſt parts of the, threatened

tountries; but if all the Lights be not overfprosd

with fuch a colour, but in part, that part; alorit

fhall be affećted by the Accident, where they còn

ftitution of the feen colour inclines. Furthermote, ,

lins Uhiverfal Confiderations, we ought to ob

i rve the beginning ofthoſe appearancescalled Cd.

mets, whether they appear in Ecliptic times, orat

other tines; fuch as beams, trumpets, tubes, and

other fuch like ; and they cauſe effećts fuitable to :

gr. and ķ, as wars, hot feafons, motion, and what

foever follow them : and by the parts of the Zor .

diack, in which parts they being conſtituted, api

pear; and by the refpe& and inclination of their

tails, they fignify the places where the event fliall

happen ; and by their form, the fpecies of their

effe&ts, and the kinds that ſhall fuffer by them. i:

Moreover, by their duration is manifested tht

time of the continuance of their Accidents, and by

- - their
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their reſpect to the Sun they declare the beginning of

the event. For if they be Oriental, they fignify that

the beginning will be foon ; if Occidental flow.

Thefe things being thus fhewed, and the general

confideration of the countries and cities being

opened, we ought to treat of particulars: I fay of

the effećts which happen every year, and in the

Seaſons thereof; and firſt of that which is called the

New Month of the Year.

. . .

«

| , - A N N o T A T I o N s.

First, as to what concerns the Colour of Eclip

fa, fee the 5th chapter of Whalley’s Treatife of

Eclipſes, where is amply proved, how inconfistent

the common method for calculating and judging

the effects of Eclipſes are, with the Primitive and

Ptolomeam Astrology.

Secondly, As to Comets; to know the places
where the event fhaii happen, our author here tells

us, we muſt have a regard to the Parts of the Zo

diac; that is to fay, What countries are fubject

to the Sign in which the Comet firſt appears ; and

towards what parts its bruſh, tail, or beams are di

rećted; as whether Eaſt,Weſt, North, or South, &c.

for thofe places under the Sign of its first appear

ance, towards which its beams are direćted, will

he much more ſubjected to its influence and effects,

than other places under the fame Sign, towards

which its beams are not directed. And the places

fàbjećt to the Sign of its firſt appearance, will be

much more powerfully influenced by its effects,

than thoſe ſubjeću to any other it fhall tranfit;

v , , , r -> ' ' , - : · * : : , . But

4:3;i; H 2 *
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But as to fuch places as are fubjeći to the
Signs in Square or Oppoſition to the former, I

think there is nothing in it; for my opinion is,

that the influences of Comets, are conveyed with

their beams, and if that be fo, certainly no place

can be feized by the effećts, but thoſe to which the

beams are, as aforefaid direćted : and if any think

I underſtand not Ptolomy right in this matter, I

fhould be thankful for their better information...

- C H A P. x.

Of the New Month, or Aion / the riar. ;

H A T the New Month of the Year, osgit

to be appointed the beginning of the return

of the Sun in each circuit, is manifeſt from: its

name and power; but what for a beginning in the

circle ſhould be constituted, is not eaſy to compre

hend. For this cauſe therefore we affume as be

ginnings, and that not incongruouſly, the points in

the middle of the Signs circumſcribed by the Equi

noxials and Tropics; that is, the two*
and the two Tropics. . . . “ - : -

But fome may doubt here, which of the four

will be the chief beginning. If it be çonfidered ac

cording to the ſimple motion of the circle, nothing

can be found preferable as a beginning. But they

who write of this confideration, have attributed

one certain property to each of theſe four Points,

according to natural reafon ; for each of tnem háth.

its genuine property: They have therefore rea
fonably judged the Vernal . the beginnis

- 0
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ofthe year; for that then, the days first begin to

grow longer, and the time is of a moiſtening na

ture ; and that nature abounds in all generations.

And the Summer Tropick after this, becauſe the

day is longeſt ; and then with the Egyptians, the

overflowing of the river of Nilus happeneth, and

the Dog Star rifeth. After theſe the Autumnal

Equinox, for then all fruits are gathered, and

again the feed hath beginning. And then thc

Winter Tropick, when the day paffeth from its

decreaſe to its increafe. Thus it ſeemeth good to

confider things. *

Bnt it ſeems to me more natural and agreeable ;

to obſerve thefe four beginnings, with the copu

lations of the Sun and Moon, Synodical or Full ;

and chiefly thoſe which are Ecliptical, and neareſt

theſe Points. Therefore we confider the Spring

Quarter from the beginning of Aries, the Summer

from Cancer, the Autumnal from Libra, and the

Winter from Capricorn. For the Sun cauſeth the

constitutions of the Seafons, and their general qua

}

dity; and according to which constitutions and

qualities, thoſe who are altogether ignorant, of ſci

ence, foreknow things to come. -- - , :

Moreover, the Q diſpoſeth the proper fignifica

tions of the Signs, Winds, and fome other génerals,

which are changed more or lefs in certain fcafons.

And thele generally are performed by the copula

tions made at the fore-mentioned Points, and by the

'configuration of the Planets which they make at

the copulations : but particularly by the New or

Full Moons in every Sign, and by the tranfits of

the Planets, ; . ' : : : . . . . . .

, , : ; : But,

i 2 - - * H 3
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But feeing it is requifite to ſpeak of the partícu

lar nature of each Sign, and how each of them is

qualified in the feaſons of the year, we will now

treat thereof: for we have before fpoken of the

property of the Planets and Fixed Stars; their mix

ture, and Familiarity with the Winds and Air;

and likewife concerning the Signs, how they are
conformable to the Winds and Seafons. - . -s

*

A N N o T A T I o N s. - :

. It is very remarkable in this chapter, how fo

reign the rules of the Common Aſtrology, are

to theſe of Ptolomy. For firſt, according to the

rules of the Common Aſtrology, if at the Ingreſs

of the Sun into Aries, the Sign Afcending is Fix

ed, the general judgment for the whole year is to

be deduced from that vernal figure only. If a com

inon Sign afcend in the vernal figure, a fecond

figure is to be ere&ted for the time of the Autumpal

Ingreſs, and the judgment of the fecond half of the

year is to be deduced from thence. But if a move

able Sign aſcend at the Vernal Ingreſs, then figures

are ere&ted for the time of the Sun's entrance into

every one of the Cardinal Points, viz. Aries for

the Spring quarter, Cancer for the Summer quar

tcr, Libra for the Autumnal quarter, and Capri

corn for the Winter quarter. But according to

the doćtrine of this chapter, Ptolomy was quite

of a different opinion ; and till I can find fome

more natural reaſon to induce me to the contrary,

than what Ptolomy offereth in defence thereof, I

hope it may be excuſed, if I prefer his doctrine,

before all others; and at the fame time leave every

one elfe to their own liberty.

Sccondly.
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: Secondly, By the great ſtreſs he lays upon An

nual as well as Monthly Lunations, both Syno

dical and Full, it is evident, that Ptolemy was too

fenſible of the uncertainty of Ingreſſional Figures,

to rely as our commonAstrologers do, for judgement

on the then fallible momentary poſitions. Foramong

the multitude of planetary tables extant, ſcarce

two are to be found but differ vastly in the time of

the Ingreſſes; and no one dare fay that the moſt ap

proved tables extant, are indubitable : and fince fo,

the judgment deduced from fo uncertain a foundation

and the poſition of the Planets thereat in refpe& to

the Houſes, cannot be lefs fallible, than the foun

dation whence the judgment is deduced. -

- , ' ' , Y

C H A P. XI.

Of the particular Nature of the Signs, and how they
H . affect the Seaſons. , " u

* 4 i i

TH E Sign Ar 1 es is throughout a caufer of

* thunder and hail, becaufe of his Equinoxial

prefence ; but the parts thereof, caufe fomething

more or leſs, according to the nature of the fixed

Stars that are in r; for its fore-parts moves ſhow

ers and winds ; the middle parts are temperate;

the latter parts hot and pestilential. Moreovėn,

the northern parts are hot and corruptive ; the

fouthern freezing, and fomething cold. . . .

TAUrus. Ail this Sign hath both tempers, and

is fomewhat warm ; the fore-parts, and chiefly a

bout the Pleiades, produce earthquakes, clouds and

winds ; the middle-parts moiſter and cooler : the

latter parts and about the Hyades are fiery, and

caufe lightning and thander. Further, its north

- H 4 · · · · · ern,
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ern parts are temperate; the fouthern are dry and
moveable. , -

GEM1N1. Is generally temperate : the first parts

moiſt and hurtful ; the middle parts temperate ;

the latter parts are mixed and diforderly. More

over, the northern parts create earthquakes and -

wind; the fouthern are dry and burning.

CANce R. The whole Sign is gentle and warm :

the firſt parts and about the Præfepe, are fuffoca

tive; the middle parts tempcrate; the laſt parts

windy : the northern and ſouthern parts of them,

fiery and burning. tº,

Leo. Is wholly burning fuffocating, and

pestilential : the middle parts temperate ; the laſt

parts moiſt and hurtful : the northern parts are

moveable aud burning : the ſouth parts moiſt.

VIRGo. Is moiſt, and caufeth thunder; the first

parts are more hot and hurtful ; the middle parts,

temperate ; the last parts watry. , Moreover the

north parts move winds, but the ſouth are temperate.

LIBRA. Is generally variable and mutable : the

fore and middle parts are temperate : the latter i

parts are watry : the north parts are windy : the

1outh parts moiſt and plentiful. ·

ScoRP 1o. Generally caufeth thunder, and is

fiery : the fore parts produce ſnow; the middle

parts are temperate ; and the laſt parts cauſe earth

quakes : its north parts are hot, the fouth parts

inoiſt. -

SAG 1TTARY. Generally is a producer of winds :

the fore parts are moiſt; the middle temperate ;

the laſt parts caufe earthquakes. Moreover, the

north parts are windy : the fouth párts cauſe va

liety and moiſture. «

CAP
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"CAPRIcoRN. Is whollv moist: the fore parts

are burning and hurtful ; the middle temperate ;

and the laſt ftir up ſhowers: and further, the north

and fouth parts are moiſt and hurtful.

, AQUARY. Is wholly cold and watry : the first

parts are moitt; the middle temperate, and the laſt

windy. Moreover, the north parts are heating,

and the fouth caufe ſnow.

Pisces. Is moiſt, and a caufer of winds : the

fore parts are temperate; the middle moist ; the

last parts burning: the north parts stir up winds ;

and the fouth are watry.

f; C H A P. XII.

Ofthe particular Conſideration of the Seaſons. . .

F the confideration of Constitutions, one

7 is more General, which hath reſpećł to the

* Quarters, by which we ought, as we faid before,

to obſerve the New and Full Moon which are

made before the Tropick and Equinoxial

and according to the degree, whether of the New

or Full Moon, found in each of the fuppoſed cli

mates, to order the Angles as in a Nativity ; then

to take thoſe Stars which are found to bear rule in

the place of the New and Full Moon; and alſo the

following. Angle, as we direćted before concern

ing Eclipſes. And theſe being fo taken, we judge

generally from the property of the quarters; but

we difcern the intention and remiffion thereof,

from the nature of the Ruling Stars ; determining

of what quality they are, and how they affeét the
Conſtitution. -

- Thc
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The fecond confideration is Monthly, in which

we ought to obſerve after the fame manner, th

New or Full Moons, celebrated in each of the

Signs : but we must obſerve this, that if a con

junćtion happen neareſt the paſt Tropick or Equì:

noxial Point, we take the conjunćtion even to the

following quarter; but if it be a Full Moon, we

affume Moon. ,

It is alfo fit to obſerve the Angles, and the Lord;

of both places, and chiefly the nearest Light,

the applications and ſeparatións of the Planets, and

their qualities; and likewife the properties of the

places, and what winds the Planets ſtir up; and

the parts of the Zodiac in which they are. And

further, to what wind the latitude of the Moon

declineth, according to the obliquity of the middle,

viz. of the Ecliptick : and thus from all thefe, we

fhall know the constitutions of all the months, ac-

cording to the virtue of all the qualities. . . . .

, , The third confideration is of the Lefs Significa

tions, and their intenſions and remiſſions ; and this

we obſerve from the particular configurations of

the Sun and Moon : not from the New and Full

Moon alone, but alſo from the Quadrants ; the

change of the Seaſons beginning for the moſt part

three days before, and fometimes three days after,

from the time the Moon hath equated her courſe to
the Sun. * - .

Moreover, from the order and nature of the

configurations of the Lights to the Planets which

are made at each of theſe ſtations, whether they b

Trines or Sextiles : is taken the property of the

mutation of conſtitutions, according to the natural
4 Fami

* * * * **
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Familiarity which the aſpećting Planets and the

Şigns, have to the Ambient and the winds. -

The particular quality is increated fome days,

chiefly when the more bright and efficacious of the

Fixed Stars reſpećt the Sun, making Oriental and

Occidental appearances or rifings; then for the

moſt part they turn the constitution of the air

to their own natures. But when the Lights paſs.

through the cardinals, there happens the fame; for

in fuch horary times the conſtitutions are chang

ed, and are more intenfe or remifs at certain fea

fons, as the flowing and ebbing of the fea happen

according to the Moon’s afpe&ts; and the change

of the winds, when the Luminaries are upon thế

Angles, according to the wind the Moon’s lati

tude declineth te. Therefore we ought always to

confider, that the more general and first ſuppoſed

caufe múft precede, and the particular follow : but

the power is chiefly confirmed, when the Stars

which are Rulers in General, are alſo configurated

in the particulars. ; ::

f1, : “.

::9 - • 4 v

. . . . A N N o t At 1 o N s. . .

As in the laſt chapter but one before going,

there are in this two things remarkable ; is,

that in judging of Mundane Revolutions or Quar

terly Ingreffes, in the Common Aſtrology, we are

direċted to have a ſpecial regard to the Lunation

Synodical, and Fuil, as well fucceeding as pre

ceding the Ingrefs ; and in monthly obſerva

tions, to all the New and Full Moons of the year :

but according to this Prince of Aſtrologers we are

in the firſt to obſerve, the New or Full Moons

Preceding the Ingreſs only, for our judgment
thc
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the ſucceeding quarter; and not the Lunation fue:

ceeding; and the reafon I conceive to be, becaufe

the Lunation which immediately precedes the In

greſs, carries its influence to the very poſition of

he Ingreſs itſelf; but not fo to that which follows

the Ingreſs : and in conformity to the first, in

monthly obſervations, we are not to have the fame :

regard to both the New and Full Moons, but to

confider whether it was a New or Full Moon that

happened next and immediately before the In:

grefs ; and if a New Moon, then we are to rega

the New Moons throughout all the months, to tht

following Ingreſs; but if it was a Full Moon that :

Taft fo preceded, then we are to obſerve the poſitioń

of Heaven at all the Full Moons to the following

Ingreſs; the want of the knowledge of which hath

been no ſmall overfight in the common Astrology.

Secondly, That the author here direƐts to con-

fider of the conſtitutions of the reſpećtive quarters

of the year, from the Lunation preceding the In

grefs; of the months from the correſpondent Lii- :

nation thereof : of the parts of the month from the

Conjunctions, Squares, and_Oppoſitions of the

inonth ; of the days from the Fixed Stars, and the

time of the day from the Lights paffing the An--

;

* C H A P. XIII.

Of the Signification of Meteors,
}

F" O R the fore-knowledge of particular figni- ,

JC fications, it is uſeful to obſerve the Signs

which are feen about the Sun, and Moon, and the

stars: for we obſerve the fun rifing for diurnal |
*: , COM- |

|
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constitutions, but his fetting for noćturnals; and

wę, conjećture the duration and intention from the

áſpects with the Moon ; for every aſpect, for the

most part, foreſheweth the conſtitution that will

last till the next afpe&t: for when he is clear, and

free from darkneſs, bright and free from clouds,

rifing and fetting, it ſhews a fair conſtitution; but

if he hath a various circle or reddiſh, or fendeth

forth red beams, or feems to draw them from with

: out to itſelf, or if he hath on one part clouds called

: Parelia; or ftretcheth forth reddiſh clouds, as long

rays: by all thefe he foreſheweth great winds, and

niefly from thoſe parts in which the mentioned

Signs appear. But if he be black or watery, and

rifeth and fets encompafled with halo's, that is to

fay, Circles, in what parts the clouds called Pa

relia, or wateriſh, or black beams are, he threatens

storms and rain. - - :

: And we ought to obferve the Moon in her tran

fits at the New Moon, and Full, and Quarters, or

three days before, or three days after; for if ſhe

appear thin and clear, and hath nothing about her,

it denotes fair weather; if ſhe be thin and red, and

hath all the dark orbs perſpicuous, and doth, as it

were, remble, it fignifies wind from thoſe parts to

which fhe declines : if ſhe appears black, or green

or thick, fhe foreſhews wind and rain. -

Moreover, you ought to obſerve the circles

which are àbout her; if there be one of thefe, and

if it be clear and vanifheth by degrees, it denotes

fair weather; but if there be two or three, the

fignify foul weather; but if they appear reddi

and broken, they foreſhew tempestuous weather ;

if they be dark and thick, tempestuous with m. :

- Ult
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but if they be watery or black and broken, bad

weather, with wind and fnow. · · · · · ---- »

And the Planets, and the brightest of the Fixed

Stars, fignify according to the colour which they

have, and the nature of the Stars about which they

ar C', - . , ' ;

Further, the greatnefs of the Fixed Stars, and

the colour of thoſe things which are gathered near

them, are to be confidered; for when they feem

brighter and greater than thev were wont, in what

part they are, the winds ſhall come from thence,

Moreover, Nebulous Circles, as Præfepe and fuch

like, ought to be minded; for thefe Circles if they

feem dark and fcarcely vifible, or thick, threaten

plenty of waters. . If they be bright and moving

continually, they fignify turbulent winds.

Moreover, they which appear in the air at cer

tain times, as the concourſe of Comets,for the most

part ſignify winds and drynefs ; and fo much the

more, if they be in many places ; and their con

ftitution is commonly durable. . s

The running (of thofe) called Stars, and theit

fhooting, if they proceed from one part, forefhéừ

the motion of wind from that part; but if fron

contrary parts it demonstrates that there ſhall be

various winds, and thunder, and lightenings. zati

z Moreover, if there appear clouds like fleeces of

wool, they fometimes produce bad weather ; and

rainbows appearing at times, theſe if it be ill

weather, foreſhew good ; and if good, ill. And

in a word Aerial appearances, foreſhew accidents

; greeable to their colours, each of them under their

i roper caufes in the manner related. : : :

' . , 24
* } * ,

-- A -

2. End of the Second Book.
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: : kºr-agiê E have in the former books treated of

#Ro. , # Univerſal Events ; for the caufe of

& Univerſals is chief, and fo powerful,

, ; ; that it overcomes the particular evi#So--oA3ử hat it p ular events

of every man, happening according tô

the property of nature : the knowledge of which

particular events we call the Doĉtrine of Nativi

ties ; and we ought to know, that the efficient and

prognostick eauře of Generals and Particulars is
one. ; For the efficient caụfe of Univerſal Acci

dents, and of thofe which happen to each one, is

the motion of the Planets, and the Sun and Moon,

and the prognostic: of theſe things are confidered

from an intenfe obſervation of the fubjećted natures,

and their mutations'; and the configurations of the

heavenly bodiestaro' the Ambient : but thesa:
, * 2C : , . , : O.
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Univerſals is greater and more perfećt ; of Parti

culars not fo.

But though, as we have faid before, the power

of the Nativity, and of the prognostic of Generels

and Particulars, be one, yet have they not the fame

Principals; which we fuppofing, behold the diſpo

fition of the Coelcſtials, and endeavour to know

the things fignificd by the configurations of fuch

a ditpolition. For many effećts are to be con

fidered from Generals ; and theſe beginnings are

not always afiumed from ſubjećted things, a byt

from the Ambient, which induce the cauſes. For,

as we may fay, we conſider all the beginnings

from the more perfećt Eclipſes ; and from the

Stars which make their courſe, attended with fome

thing remarkable.

The beginning Gf each man is one and many;

one the beginning of the thing made ; and many

the following fignifications of the Ambient, and

the difpofitions they have in reſpect of the first be

ginning. - s':

The first beginning in particulars is the ht" |

ginning of the thing itſelf; feeing that on its acs

count others are affumed. -

Thefe things being fo, after the beginning of the :

thing, the property of the whole mixtures are ob-

ferved; next after,thoſe which are called the diſtinc

tion of following years. Then the events which

happen at Seafons, more or leſs are to be obſerved.

:

c H A P.
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- C H A P. II.

Of the Conception and Birth, and by which the Ani

º mals come out of the Womb, and live another

“ Life, '. "
w

| 1 T H E beginning of Human Generation is Tem

« ** poral; thc Conception potentially by nature ;

and by Accident the exclufion of the birth. There

fore in thoſe that are generated, whether the time

of conception be acquired by accident or obſerva

tion, we ought to purſue this very time, and con

fder the effective power of the configurations of the

Stars, which is found at that time ; and from

thence contemplate the qualities of the mind and

body. For in the beginning the feed at once

aſſuming a quality by the communication of the

· Ambient, although at the other times of its for

mation and increafe, it becomes different : yet

naturally, as it increafeth, it retains its alone pro

per matter, and is rendered more like the peculiar,

nature of the firſt quality, with which it was im

prefied at the time of conception.

... "But the time of Conception being unknown, the

beginning of the egreſſion, ought to be followed

by thoſe who are ignorant of that : for this itſelf is

the chiefeſt, and doth notin any thing come ſhort

of the first, viz. the time of Conception, but in this

only, that by that, the Accidents before birth are

known : by this, thoſe after delivery. And indeed

any one may call that a beginning, and this an after
beginning ; the latter will be found beft in time ;

and in virtue equal to the former, and rather more

perfcét.

:
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Perfećt. . So that one may fay, that is the Genf

ration of Human Sced, but this is of man. |

the infant affumes many things in this, whis

it had not when it was in the womh; and thei;

peculiar to human nature alone, and the formatigh

of the body, . . . .

And although the constitution of the Ambient

feerneth to confer nothing to it at the birth, in re

ſpećł of its formation ; yet it avails that it comes

into the Light at a proper conſtitution of the Am

bient; nature now after the perfećtion of the for

mation, difpofing the following particular motion,

aceording to the state of the former, at the beginning,

... So that it is reafonablc, in thoſe whoſe tinae of

conception is not known, that the configuration af

the Stars found at the birth, ſhould be fignifiea-

tive ; not that it doth wholly centain an effestive

power, but becauſe it neceſſarily hath a power by

nature, like the effećtive. -

We therefore being willing at preſent, ſkilfully

to perform this part, as hath been taid at the begin
ning of this treatife, concerning the poſſibility of

fuch a prenotion, will ceaſe to ſpeak of the antient

wạy of prediếtions, which is framed

the mixture of all the Stars, becauſe it is mani

fold and infinite ; for it is not profitable, and

otherwiſe difficult to be performcd, if one would

largely and accurately handle it, and fingularly

furvey the particular confiderations in their tra-

ditions. r

But we will briefly, and following natural can- : |

jeaure, expound theſe matters, by which each of

the ſpecies of the events are comprehended, and

the effećtive power of the Stars i how they are in

': - - - refpe&

|
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refest to each, according to their quality, and the

fhóre univerſal : þřbpostřig ceftain places, of the

Âmbient, according to which places the fingular

events which tentern ṁen, are eonfidered as a

* certaia Sign, which is neceſſary to be aimed at ;

and adapting the operative virtüe, ef thơſë that

* are conformed tė the places, according te the mbre

univerſals, bearing the effeết to be colleếted from

the mixturè ệf fhäfiy qualities by the cenſiderate,

* as by a ſkilful arehef.

' But first, we will ſpeak ef the Generals, which

are to be confidered at the beginning of the Birth,

y an agretable confequence of ởrder: for all thoſe .

iings which are to be aſſumed, are te be taken

from that beginning. -

' *f, 1. - 1 ,- * , * M , « , : “. ... ». • i ... „ ," . / ,

. It alto advantageth, if any one will euriouſly

* farch into thofe properties alone, which are at the

* Conseption, and whatſoever qualities iềem tó hap

pen by this ſpeculatied at the time of conception

, !

" "'. A N N o r a r 1 o N s. * ** * .

If the time of Conception can be had, it will
indoubtedly be very convenient to compare it

rith the tirae of Birth, for both together is best :

i for the Conception fhews what ſhall happen to thë

| infant while in the wonib; as whethêr it fhall be

weak or strong, firm or infirm, perfect of imper

feết, nonftrous or otherwife, miate or feniale,

plural of fingular; or whether it fhall arrivé to thế

fall and perfect time of birth. But the statc of

Life after Birth, is to be confidered from thc po

fision of heaven at the Birth only. :

f * *

: ’ 1 2 c II A P.
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· i i roj?

c H A P. III. i

... Of the Part of the Horoſcope. , -, )

- - | 3

HEREAS a difficulty often arifeth about

W the time of Birth, and that it might be

exquiſitely taken. . For the moſt part, the minute

of an hour çan only be taken, if the inſpećtion be

made and ſkillfully obſerved at the very Birth, by

Horofcopical Aſtrolabes : all other Horofcopical

inſtruments, which many ufe with diligence, often

deceive. I ſpeak of thoſe by water, which through

the flowing of the water, for many different cautes,

runneth down irregularly : Thofe of the Sun de

ceive, becaufe of the poſition or diſtortion of the

Gnomen. . . . . ::::::

Seeing all thefe deviate from the truth, it is

nec fiary, to deliver a way by which one may be

able to find out, according to a natural and con

gruant manner, the part of the Zodiac which ought

to aſcend : pre-ſuppofing that part which is found

neareſt by the Doctrine of Aſcenſions at the given

hour. We ought therefore to take the Copula

tion of the Luminaries, which immediately pre

eedeth the Birth, whether it be a Conjun&tion or

a Full Moon ; and if it be a conjun&tion, the

Lights ought to be carefully obſerved : but if it be

a Full Moon, we confider the degree of that Light

alone, which at the time of Delivery was above

the earth. We further obſerve the Stars which

have dominion in the degree of the Light. In

general the manner of dominion is feen in thefe

five, viz. in Triplicity, in the Houſe, in Exalta

- - tatl0n»

* * *
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tion, in term, and Apparition, or Configuration. .

This is when the degree fought out, is agreeable to

one, or more, or all of thefe for a future Ruler.

If there be found one Star properly, in reſpećt

of all, or moſt of theſe ; the cxa&t degree of the

Zodiae it poſſeffeth,and which at the time of birth

it tranfits, is to be obſerved. Knowing this, we

fay, that a number equal to this that is found in

the neareft, arifeth by the doĉtrine of Aſcenſions.

If there be two, or more, which have equal do

minion, of whatſoever kind, at the time of birth,

the Partile tranfit hath a number to the degree ariſ

ing according to Aſcenſions. We uſe this in the

quantity of degrees. - - ' -- : -, -

If two or more are near, we follow that which

hath the better reſpe&t to the Angles, and the con

dition : but if the distance of the degrees of the

Ruler, which it hath in reſpect of the degrees ge

nerally arifing, be greater than in reſpećt of that

which is on the Mid-heaven ; then taking the fame

number for the degree Culminant, we diſpoſe ofthe remaining Angles. A

A N N o T A T I o N s. i

The author knowing well, both the neceſſity

and difficulty of attaining truly the degree Aſcend

ing in every Nativity, for the better attaining

thereof, in this chapter lays down rules which

therefore are called the Animoder of Ptolomy,
which is thus:

When you have erećted a ſcheme, as near as you

can to the eſtimate time of Birth, confider in what

Sign, and in what degree of that Sign, the last

New Moon happened, that laſt preceded the birth,
O tº
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or if a Full Moon more nearly preceded the tima

of Birth, the degree of the Sign wherein either of

the Lights that was above the earth was; but if

one of the Lights be exactly rifing, and the other

fetting, take that arifing : and obſerve what Pla

net hath most dignities by Triplicity, Houfe,'

Exaltation, Term, Apparition or Configuration, in

the degree of fuch preceding New Moon, or in the:

degree of the Light above the Earth, or that Afo

cends at fuch preceeding Full Moon; and alſo what'

Sign and degree then afcends the Horizón or eeł.

minates; and if the degree of the Planet fo qualius

ffed, be nearer the degree Afeending, than it is to

the degree Cultninating, place the fame degree inº

number of the Sign Afcending upon the Cufþ of the

Aſcendant, that fuch Ruling Planet, did poſſefs,

of the Sign it was in : but if nearer the degree

Culminating, than the degree Afcending; inakes

the degree Čulminating the fame in number, withº

the degree the Planet posteſſed of the Sign it was

in : and fö according to that degree, vary the restº

of the figure. And if it happen that two Planets:

hấve equal dignities in the degrees aforefaid; pre4;

fęf that which is nearest to the degree Aſcending:

which though, according to Ptolemy, is foreign to

what in the Commoņ Astrology is taken as fuck;"

fśr which I refer to their own authors, - . 5.
}

- , ;

-,
- ;

- - * 'e

* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : : : , :

* . . * - * , - c H A R,
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- * - ,
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jo † - , . . . - C H A P. V. -

i 44 | -

4: Qf the Diviston of the DaHrine of Nativities.

vide the Ďoĉtrine of Nativities, for orđer

i | "HESE things being faid, if any one will di

ſa e, and call one of thefe the first part, and the,,

other the fecond, and fo on; he will find fome cer

tain, poffible, anđ natural conſiderations. One.

: conſideration of Accidents only befowc the Birth.

and many after the Nativity : as that doctrine

which confiders Brothers,anơther of tfroſe which are,

at the Geniture, which is not ſimple but manifold.

And lastly, that which is after the Birth. This

alfo hath a manifofd Theory. * * * : -

Thoſe things that are fought out at the Geniture»,

are about Males and Females, or Twinsor more ;

of Monſters, and of thoſe which are not nouriſhed.,

After the birth we enquire concerning the ſpaçe,

of Life ; for the traĉi about thoſe that are not.

souriſhed, is not united to this. After the Space of

Life we enquire about the Form of the Body ; bo
*

dily. Diteafes, hurt of the Members, and fo on,

Then concerning the Quality of the Mind, and

mental Affections; afterwards about the Fortune,

as welf in Poffestions as Dignities. After theſe

concerning tħe quality of the A&tions : then about

arriage and Procreation, and the Harmony of

Friends; and next of Travelling; and lastly, of

the quality of Death. But the tra&t concerning

eath, is potentially joined with the diſcourſe of

the Space of Life : but it is conveniently placed

1aft in order.

ț 4N The
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The doStrine of theſe, ſhall be briefly handled,

the institution being expounded with the naked/

cffeĉtive powers: but whatever is nicely talked of

by many, and have no probable reafon, thefe we'

. paſs by, to the cauſes which proceed from the first :
Il at UlrC. * * ... , * - -

And thoſe things which have a poſſible ſpecula-

tion, not by lots or numbèrs, which have no rea

fon for their cauſe, but the bonfigurations and the

theory, which refpe&ts their pròper places ; thefe

we will ſpeak of. But, generally and fimply of

all, left we ſhould repeat the fame thing. First,
Let the place of the Zodiac, which is agreeable to’ ,

the head concerning the a&tions to the ſpecies of

the Geniture be obferved. As fof example, the

place ơf the Mid-heaven, with the head which

concerns the a&tions. The folar place to the head''

concerning the Father. Then the place being com-
modioufly aſſumed, let the Starś which havé right i,

of dominion, in the place according to the afore

faid Five Ways, be obſerved; and if one Planet

be found Ruker by all theſë ways, this ſhall receive,

the dominion of the cvent. But if two or three

fhall be Lords, they which have Familiarity by

more ways, ſhall affume the donínion.

Next iet it be confidered, of what fort the event

will be, from the nature of the Ruling Stars, and '

of the Signs in which thoſe Stars are, and have Fa-,

miliarity with the places. - -

The greatneſs and power of the thing is known,

from the Lordſhips and Dominions, being strong,

and forcible ; or weaker, according to their re

ips ĉi in the world, and the Geniture.

. And i
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And they are strong in reſpect of the world,

when they are in proper places, or Oriental, or

augmentėd: but by pofition in the Geniture,

when they make their tranfits on the Angles or . . .

· Sucçedants, and eſpecially on the chiefeſt: I fay

Arifing or Culminant. Bút they are weaker in re

ſpeċt of the world, when they are in unagreeable

*: places, or Occidental, or diminiſhing their courſes : .

but according to the Geniture when they fall from

the Angles.

The general time of the event, ſhall be confider

ed from their being Oriental or Occidental, in re

ſpeċt of the Sun and Horoſcope, and from their

ling in the Angles or Succedants : for when

they are matutine orangular, they are more quick ; .

but Occidental and Succedent more flow. The

Quadrants therefore preceding the Sun and the

Horoſcope ; and they which are oppofite to them .

|- are Qriental : the rest, and they which follow, :

are Vefpertine. - *

-r

-*

C H A P. v. -

Of Parent. 4 -

- T : the partjcular, confideration

- according to the first männer is thus. And

we muſt begin in order, making our first diſcourſe .

concerning Parents. ·

The Otherefore and h, repreſent the perfon of
the Father, the » and ? of the Mother : and as .

theſe are found offli&ted among themfelves, or

| others, fo we underſtand the Accidents of the Pa

Tents, -- There

*



Therefore the Satellitium of the Lights ſhew

eth what relates to their fortunes and poífeffions ?

For the Luminaries being environed by the Bene i

ficks, and they that are of the fame conditiony:

either in the fame Signs, or in the following, fig7i

nifies that their fortunes will be illuſtrious and

fplendid; and eſpecially when the Sun is guardede

by Oriental Stars, or Moon by Occidental; they

being alſo well constituted after the fame manner.A

If ķ and 9 are Oriental, in their proper per-i

fons, or angular, they foreſhew the happineſs ac

cording to the particular poſition of each Parent :

If the Lights are void of courſe, and have noi: ,

guard, the contrary fortune of the Parents; a low i

condition, and ignoble life is prenoted, and efpeci-«

ally if h and ? are not welt affected. , But if thes

Luminaries are guarded, but not by thoſe whiché

are in the fame eondition, a mediocrity ang ime«.*

quality in the fortune of parents is fignifież ; as:

when 3 aſcends to Go, or ; to the D, or if thed

Beneficks are not found well affećted, and accord- i

ing to this condition. . - , - , , gf

oteover, if the part of fortune diſcovered in :

the Nativity, is found agreeable, by good pofition, :

with the Satellites of the S and D, the affairs of

the Parents will be fafe : but if it be diſcordanti:

and contrary, or if the Malefieks obtain the Sa- -

tellitium, the fubſtance of the Parents will be un

profitable and hurrfuk - !

But the length and ſhortnafs of life, must be con

fidered from other configurations. Therefore as;

to the Father, if it or B have configuration any

manner of way with the Q or ; , or if h himſelf

hath a harmonizing configuration to the 9, that
e - 1S -

i

s

|

| |

r|

!:|

* :

k;

th

ti:

ti

!:

*
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is, if they are together, or behold by * or A, if

:: theſe he with strength, they promiſe long life to the

i Father. But with weaknefs, not fe ; aor is ſhort

i nefs of life manifested from this alone s for if this

și poſitien be not, but & is elevated above S or 12, and

4: ; himſelf dath not agree with the S, but there is:

ir a u or 8, if being fo, they decline from Angles,

, they make them ſhort lived, or fubjećł to hurts,

“ And when they are in the two principal Angles,

ry the Afcendant and the Mid-heaven, and their Sue

sedents, they render them ſhort lived. When

*: they are in the other two Angles, the western and ,

:: the fubterranean, or in their Succedents, there they

å induce a fickly and hurtful life to the Father z forg

er i beholding the S after the fame manner as was

hase faid, killeth the Father fuddenły, or eaufesh:

hurt about his eyes : but behelding e he preda

ceth rigours and fevers, and affe&sof burning andr

wunding ; or bringeth to death, Ard H. himſelfs

, being evily configurated with the e, a Reas ther

ir Rather with fickneſs and death; andiadueeth diff-d

tempers, which take their constitution frem awarni

sy humour : and fo we must judge coaearning

the Father. . . * . . . - 3 }}

i But the things which relate te the Moshes, area

:: tkºfe. After what manner foever 24 is configurat-d;

hi ed to the D or ; ; on 2 herfelf agreeth with the

}; } by % or A, os bs with her, the Mather wilk be,

leng lived. But if a ſucceedeth, beholding that

: B on ? with a a figure or uaaking aa oppefire af

* Pest, or if h fe behold the M alone, they beingừ

: Raw of motion, or declining from Angles, thayo:

induce to the Mothers, only the centrary acci-n

dents and diſeaſes. Being ***i*n
- angu ar

-
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angular, they declare a ſhort and unfound life to

them : but a fhort life when they are in the Ori

ental Angles or Succedants, but unfound when in

the Occidental. Mars therefore beholding the }

being Oriental after: this manner, threatens the

Mother with fuddennefs of death, and hurts in

their fight. But if ſhe be Occidental, death hap

pens by abortion, burning, or cutting. Thus

it is when 3 beholds the » ; but if he afpe&t ?,

he brings death by fevers, occult difeafes, and the

Vertigo. But h beholding the » ; ſhe being Ori

ental caufeth difeaſes and death by rigors and fe-

vers; if ſhe be Occidental the dangers arife from

hysteric affećtions and corrofives. But we ought

with theſe confiderations to affume the qualities of

the Signs in which are the Stars containing the

cauſe. Moreover, by day we ought chiefly to ob

ferve @ and ? ; but by night h and the D. “ !

Theſe things being fought out, it remains and :

follows, that we fubstitute the paternal and mater

nal places of the condition, as the Horofcope in

particular difquiſitions. - And fo as in the Nativity,

to confider the remaining accidents of the Parents;

as ſhall hereafterwards be fhewed by the more :

general kinds, confidered in reſpećt of a&tion and

event. But we ought here and elſewhere to re

member always the manner of mixture, and con

jećture if fome of the Stars particularly have not

an operative caufe ; and if there be other Stars

with them having dominion; which of thefe are

most powerful, and which is prevalent towards the

constitution of the event, that inſpection may be

made agreeably, and in reſpećt to their natures.

Or if they be equal and alike powerful, according |
\, , ' , tO

|
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the diverſity of nature, and the inixture arifing

from the diverſity, through the different mixture :

the event confidered may be prudently conjećtur

ed. But when each of the Stars are teparate, be

ing diſtinguiſhed according to their proper times,

they divide the accidents of which each is the

cauſer ; in the firſt place, chiefly they which are

- Oriental : in the lait place they which are Occi

: dental. For it is nece flary that the Star which is

about to effe&t any thing, have fi om the begin

ning Familiarity with the place enquired after :

bat if this doth not happen nothing confiderable

tạa coine to país; for the Star that is not at all

Familiar from the beginning, will not do any thing

trongly. But of the time in which cach of the

events will happen, the Primary Dominion hath

not a caufe, but the diſtance of the Star which

hath the dominion, being fuch or fuch, in reſpect

of the Sun and the Angles of the world.

. . . . . A N NoTAT IoNs. ----

First, By the Satellitium or Satellites or Guards

of thc Lights, we are here to underſtand, the other

Planets about the Lights. Secondly, As concern

ing the elevation of one Planet above another, in

this chapter mentioned, Cardan fays, “ That Pla

nets is moſt elevated, which is more Occidental

aud Ponderous. Thirdly, That by the laſt para

graph of this chapter, Ptolomy teacheth, from the

Child’s Nativity, to erećt fchemes for the Fat er

and Mother, and thence to give judgment, as if it

were their proper Nativities : the rule is this.

If the Nativity be diurnal, for the Father, ob

ferve the degree the Sun is in, in the Child’s Na

tivity.
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rivity ; and make that the degree aſcending for the

Father; and conformable to that, order the euſpsiöf

all the other houſes. if for the Mother, uſe Ve

nus. But if the Nativity be noćturnal, for the

Father, take the place of Saturn ; and for the Ma

rher, that of the Moon : , ana in this cafe ( 1 ) the

Nativity of the firſt-born, takes the principal

płace ; next that of the fecond, &c. (2) that whát

in this chapter hath relation to the Parents, is

what ſhall happen to them after the birth of ſuch

«hild or children, and not beforc. - d :

- - - - "fr",

- . . :i ;

: C H A P. VI. ,

.
- . · · · : ,

', : . - : is B

::. . Of Brethren. ::, :, ( ) ::

3.::

HE place of Brethren (but we ought only to

examine generally here, and not enquire

particularly, nor nicely to fearch into more thag

is poſſible) ſhall be taken more naturally (which is

only of thoſe born of the fame Mother) from the

Sign of the Mid-heaven and the maternal place i

which hath Venus by day, and the Moon by

night; for this Sign, and that which fucceedssif,

being maternal, ſhall be the place of Brethrea,

This place therefore being configurated by Bene

ficks will cauſe plenty of Brethrea ; the increaſe

of Brethren, happening according to the multituds

of Stars, and from the Stars being in the double

bodied Signs, or of thoſe of one form. But if the

Maleficks are fuperior, that is to ſay in * ;
|- - - - - - - = atl

r. , : . - ; i

|
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and power, or are adverſe by oppoſition, paucity of

Brethren will happen; chiefly if the Maleficks

circuinſcribe the -

ºdsłf the contrariety of afpeĉts be in the Angles,

and chiefly the Horoſcope, Saturn will procure

thofe that are firſt nouriſhed and firſt born : Mars

will bring the fraternity to fewnefs, inducing

death. . , * - ,

zi Moreover, if the Stars which give Brethren, be

well affected according to Mundaae fituation, the

Brethren will be glorious and famous; but mean

and obſcure, if the contrary poſition be found.

But if the Maleflcks be * ſuperior to the Stars

which give Brethren, the life of the Brethren will

he ſhort. Stars affećted as Maſculines give Males,

and as Feminines Females. And further the more

Oriental Stars give the Elder, the more Occidental

the latt.

3: Again. If the Stars which denote Brethren, and
to

that which hath rule in the place of Brethren, a

see by configuration, the Brethren will be well af

&ed to each other, and friends : and if the agree

mient fhall be alſo with part of Fortune, they ſhall

live in common. But if the Stars which are givers

vf Brethren, are in Signs, inconjun&t, or by

the contrary, they will be at enmity and hate ;

and for the moſt part circumvent each otker.

stre: A N N o T A r 1 o N s.

* Thus far Ptolomy concerning Brethren : to

which Cardan further adds, that what remains is,

* * -

that
* - * * * :

:::::::

* * * la number and strength, fysCardan,
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that ifany one would take upon himſelf more curi.

custy to enquire into particulars, he may fearch out

the rest, not otherwife than in a Nativity ; con

stituting the place of the given Planet, as an Ho

rofcope ; that is the Planet which hath the princi

pat rule in the place of Brethren, be it by day or

night, and what oever degree that is found in,

place upon the Horoſcope, after the fanie manner

of the läst chapter concerning parents. And theſe

confiderations are deduced from the figure of the

birth, and not from the conception as thoſe that
/

'next follow.

*
.*

- 1
C H A P. VII. *

, #t
}

Of Males and Females.
t;s

T TAVING treated of Brethren in a natural and

Il proper manner, we will treat next of thok

which happen in the very Generation : and first of

Males and Fernales. And this confideration is

not fimple, nor from one point only, but from

both the Lights and the Horoſcope, ànd the Stars

which have regard to thém, chiefly at the time of

Conception ; but more generally at the Birth : but

above all, the faid three places ought to be obſerv-,

ed,and the ruling Stars how they are affe&ted; ofi |

Maſculine or Fetninine nature, all or moſt of them,

and it must be predićted as they are found diſpoled,

For the produ&tion of Males and Females, and

the manner of diſtin&tion of Mafculine and Femi- f

nine Stars, we have ſpoken of in the beginning: ||

that it proceeds from the nature of the Signs
whic
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which they are ; and from their mutual and Mun

dane Reſpect i for being Oriental they are Maf

culine, Occidental Feminine ; and alſo from their

reſpect to the Sun, for being Oriental they are

- , the Male ; Occidental to the Female.

The greatest power found from all theſe, will give

opportunity to conjeċture at the ſex of thoſe that

ire born,

c H A P. VIII.

, " :: Of Twins.

E likewife confider the fame places about

Twins, or more ; that is the Two Lumi

naries and the Horoſcope ; and it falleth out thus

through the mixtures which are made when two

or three places posteſs Bicorporeal Signs ; and prin.

tipally when the fame happens to the governing

Stars, or ſome of them be in Bicorporeal Signs,

and fome of them conſtituted two or more to

gether; for when the ruling places are in Bicor

real Signs, and many Stars caſt their rays to the

latne, then are born more than Two.

The number of thoſe that are Generated, is

known from the Star which cauſeth the propriety

of the number : but the fex of thoſe that are born,

we conjećture from the Stars configurated with the

Sun, Moon, and the Horoſcope. When the dif

poſition is thus, the centre of the Horoſcope is not

affumed with the two Lights, but that of the Mid

heaven ; then for the moſt part, Twins are pro

created, and fometimes more. . . -

- But

K
* * *

* ':
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But particularly three Males are generated when

h, 24, and 3 have configuration with the af

figned places, in Bicorporeal Signs under the Ge

ncration of the kings : but three Females when ?,

the ) and o̟ diſpoſed after a Feminine manner,

are configurated under the Generation of the

* Graces. But b, 24, and ? configurated under

the Generation of the Dioſcury t, produceth two

Males, and one Female. But 2, the D and 3

configurated under the Generation of Ceres and

Proſerpina ! Two Females and One_Male are

produced; in which, for the moſt the Conception

comes not to full perfection, but are brought forth

with monftrous members : and in fuch places,

fornething notable and unexpećted happens, thro'

the evidence of Accidents. - ,

, 3

A N N o T A T I o N s. :

The last chapter and two firſt paragraphs of this

need no explanation ; but in the laſt paragraph of

i his chapter, the words Under the Generation of

Kings, of the Graces, Dioſcury, Ceres, ProferTY » ,

pina, and Core, are to be as examples,

and as if the configurations to each of them appli

ed, were fuch as happened at the Conception of *

perſons fo named.

C H A P

* Aglaia, Eu-Phrofine, and Thalia,

# Castor, Pollux, and Helena. -

; Or Core, that is a beautiful Woman: * . . - * *
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ra - -

- 3 : .

-: ' ' C H A P. IX.

. . . .

- Of Monsters.
::: ,

OREOVER, the Doćtrine of Monſters, is

:: (V1 of the fame confideration : for in fuch the

Luminaries * decline, or are found altogether with

out configuration to the Horoſcope ; but the An

gles + are occupied by the Maleficks. Therefore

when fuch a poſition happens,we ought preſently to

confider the foregoing Copulation, Synodical or

Full Moon, and the Ruler thereof, and alſo the

Lords of the Luminarics at Birth : for if the places

of theLights at the time of birth,and of the D and 2,

either all, or moſt of them, have no Familiarity with

the place of the fore-made copulation, what is then

born will be monſtrous. But if they be fo unagree

able, and the Lights likewife found in four

'footed or beſtial Signs, and the two Maleficks an

i gular, then what is born will not be humane.

Therefore none of the Beneficks giving teſtimony

to the Lights, but fome of the Maleficks, what is

born will be altogether fierce, favage, and hurt

ful by naturc : but 2ț or ? giving teſtimony to

the Lights, that which is born will be like crea

tures that were uſed to be confecrated to God.

. If Mercury give teſtimony, the birth will be like

thoſe which are, for the neecefiary ufe of man, as

fowl, or black cattle, or fwine, or fuch creatures ;

· K 2 lf

* That is, are Cadent from Angles. - *

† Chiefly the Aſcendant and Mid-heaven.
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If the Lights be in Signs of humane form, and

the others found as before, they that are generated

will be humane, but monftrous in quality, with a

peculiar perplexed form, the reafon and manner

of which from the form of the Signs in which the

Lights and the Angles of the Malefics are, is

confidered ; and if here none of the Benefick Stars

give teſtimony in any of the aforelaid places, what

is then born will be a ſtill foetus, and truly mon

ftrous : but if 24 or 2 give teſtimony, the mon

fter will have a fpəcious form, as Hermophradites,

and thofe called Harpocratiaci, and fuch like,

But if ş giveth teſtimony to 24 or ?, they will be

expoſitors of Oracles, and interpreters of dreams,

and live thereby : but if y alone gives testimony,

that which is born will be deaf and dumb, but

otherwife crafty and ingenious.

- A N N o T A T I o N s.

... In this chapter there are three things remark

ably obſervable. . First, by the fore-going Copu.

}ations, Synodical or Full Moon, we are to under

ftand not fuch as last preceded the time of birth,

but fuch as last preceded the time of Conception,

or as the author hath it, Generation ; for fo he

explains himſelf in Chapter VI. of the Divifion of

the Doctrine of Nativities ; and Chapter VII. of

Males and Females laſt fore-going ; and in the be

ginning both of the laſt Chapter and this, he tells

us, that the Doćtrine they treat of, falls under the

faime conſideration.

Secondly, That though he tells us, that with

theſe we are to join in conſideration the Lord of

the Luminaries at birth ; yet foraſmuch as the

- * Kind,
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: Kind, Sex, Number, and Figure, comes into the

world fully formed, it is not reafonable to con

clude, that the effe& can precede the caufe, or that

the formation is effećted juſt in the very moment

of birth ; and if fo, as it is undeniable fo, it muſt

by confequence follow, as the learned Sir Christo

Pher Heydon, in his unanfwerable Defence of

Astrology, ingeniouſly concludes : that the time

of conception, and that only, is to be obſerved for

| the Accidents of the child in the womb; and the

time of birth, for what ſhall happen after : and

for the accidents in the womb, that thefe of the

Kind, Sex, Number, and Figure are not to be

excluded, but to be allowed to proceed from the

very Generation. However, finee the whole chain

of natural cauſes are linked one into another, there

always is fuch concurring agreement between the

conception and birth, that whatever is produced

by the former, is in a great-meaſure to be obſerved

and known by the latter, though not to be wholly

relied upon as infallible, as fome modern Aſtro

logers pretend : and though many who are born

wholly free, after birth become crippled and lame,

even to a monstrofity ; yet fince not brought into

the world with the Native, they rather fall under

the titles of blemiſhes, hurts, or bodily difeafes,

than that of Monſters. Of which fee more in the

XVIIIth Chapter of this fame Third Book, where

the Great Ptolemy hath profoundly laid down all

thefe matters. . . .

Thirdly, As to what is faid concerning crea

tures conſecrated to God, and being had in ve

neration, ſeems fomething barbarous, and must

there

K 3.

!:

(
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therefore be accordingly underſtood either tò al-, !

lude to the cuſtom of fuch nations, who, as e

Gods, or repreſentations of the Gods, worſhip fuch , :

creatures : as in particular the Egyptians, who :

worſhipped Mercury, under the ſhape of a Dog»í i

calling him Anudis. Or otherwiſe that Monſterso ::

Generated, under thoſe poſitions, will be Vene-a

tative, that is plentiful, or many in number as are i

the products of Cats or Dogs, or the like. -

C H A P. * X. ;

Of thoſe that are not Nouri/hea. :s

!st; ist

F thoſe which are confidered at the Genica i

turc, it remains that we ſpeak concerning.: :

them which are not Nouriſhed. And this is joined en

to the Doćtrine about the Space of Life, and again i

it is feparate; for it is joined feeing the Kind that is :

enquired after is not different; for it is after a fort, (

the fame to enquire about thoſe that are not Nou- :

riſhcd, and about the Space of Life : but it is ſepa-: -

rate,becauſe the virtue of their confideration is dif-

ferent : for the doćtrine of the Space of Life is con- !

fidered in thoſe whoſe ſpace that is not leſs than a

folar Period is affumed, or a year ; but vertually ,

time is leſs than theſe ; as months, days, and |

hours : but the question concerning thoſe that are .

not Nouriſhed, is underſtood of thoſe who by rea-, {

fon of abundance of evil, moſt ſpeedily periſh, and '.

do not at all go out a year.

Therefore the Do&trine of the Space of Life is

· more various, but of thoſe who are not Nouriſhed i

more Univerſal*. For certainly if one of the Lu

mi naries

* Or, according to Cardan, more ſimple,
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minaries be angular † and one of the Maleficks be

joinedț, or be diſtant in longitude partily, and ac

cording to a figure of equal fides, none of the Be

neficks aſpecting, but the Lord of the Lights found

in the places of the Maleficks, what is then born

cannot be Nouriſhed, but dies foon. And if they be

not equilaterally configurated, but the two Male

ficks nearly irradicate the places of the Luminaries,

hurting either of the Lights or both; whether the

Maleficks be Succedant or Oppoſite, or one Mal

fick partily behold, hurting one of the Lights, they

who are fo born will be of no time ; for the great

neſs of the power of the Maleficks, deſtroyeth what

conduceth to the continuance of life. But chiefly 3 :

hurt the Sun by fucceſſions, and h the D ; but by

oppoſitions and elevations the contrary happens ;

for the Go is hurt by h, and the D by 3 ; and

chiefly if theſe being found in the fame places with

the Governors of the Lights and the Horoſcope : .

but if there be two oppoſitions, the Lights being

in Angles, and the Maleficks configured equicru-

rally, then they will be born dead, or half dead.

Thefe things being fo, if the Lights feparate

from any of the Beneficks, or be fome other way

in aſpećt with the Beneficks, their beams being

caſt to the precedent parts, he that is born will

live fo many, either (months, fays Cardan) days,

or hours, as are numbered parts between the beatus

oftheApheta, and the neareft Malefick. If the Ma

leficks caſt their bcams to the parts preceding the

Lights, and the Beneficks to the degrees follow

- K 4 ing

† And that Luminary, Giver of Life.

; Or oppoſe, fays Cardan.
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ing, what is born ſhall be expoſed indeed,but ſhall
recover and five. - -

Again. If the Maleficks fhall be elevated above

the configurated benevolent Stars in the Geniture,

he will tive in pain and fervitude ; but if the Bene

ficks are ſuperior, they will be in fubjećtion toother

parents; but if any of the Beneficks either arifeth

to the ), or applies, and one of the Maleficks be

Occidental, the proper parents ſhall receive him :

and the fame manner is to be obferved in more that

are born; for if one of the Stars configurated by

two or three, be in the weſt,they will be born half

dead, or preternaturally fleſhly and imperfećt ; and

if it be overcome by the Maleficks it will not be
#Nouriſhing or Laſting.

C H A P. XI, .

Of the Space of Life.

F the events which happen after birth, the

chiefeſt is about the Space of Life : for how

fhall any other event which befals after the birth,

be conſidered in him that doth not at all arrive to

that age of life ? therefore the doćtrine concerning

the Space of Life is chief of all : and this is not

fimple nor eaſy, but is diverfly taken from the do

minion of the principal places: and the manner

which chiefly pleafeth us, and hath likewife na

tural conſequence, is thus. , That the whole con

cerning the Space of Life, depends on the Aphetic

places, and the Rulers of the Apheticks ; and upon

the difpofitions of the Anaretic places of the Stars,

each of theſe are thus determined.

AN
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| : ’ ." A N.N o r A T I o N s.

TheAphetic, Hylegiacal, and Prorogatory places

are all the fame: the first from the Greek, the fe

cond from the Hebrew, and the last from the La

tin ; and are the places whence the Apheta, Hy

leg or Prorogator (which are all one) is taken :

and the Anaretic Places or Stars, are fuch as are

killing. -

C H A P. XII.

Of the Prorogatory Places.

J:

F the Prorogatory places are to be fup:

poſed thoſe in which the Star is, that muſt

atſume the Dominion of Prorogation, both the

Sign which is about the Horofcope from five de

grees aſcending above the horizon, unto the 25

remaining degrees, which being angular ſucceed,

and alſo the Sextile Dexter of thoſe 3o degrees

which are of the Good Demon, and the Quartile

of the Mid-heaven above the earth, and the Trine,

which is called God, and the oppofite of the weſt.

And among theſe again are preferred as ſtronger

and more powerful, firſt they which are in the

Mid-heaven above the earth, then they in the east,

next to thoſe they in the Succedant to the Mid

heaven, then the weſt, and lastly, they which pre

cede the Mid-heaven. For whatſoever is under

the earth, is not fit for fuch a Dominion, befides

what comes into light with the Aſcendant. .

Whatſoever Houſe of the Twelve above the

earth, hath no Familiarity with the Horoſcope, is

not proper to be taken ; and that which rifeth

- Ore:

w
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fore it, which is called the Evil-Demon, fecing

that it not only declines, but alſo hurts the influ-

ence of thoſe Stars that are in it flowing from them

on the earth, for it diſturbs, and as it were def

troys the thick and dark vapour proceeding from

the moisture of the earth, whereby they appear

contrary to nature, both in colour and magnitude.

A N N o T A T I o N s.

By the Good-Demon is to be underſtood the

11th Houſe; and by that which is called God, the

9th Houſe ; and that called the Evil-Demon, the

12th Houfe : and the degrees here mentioned are

not thoſe of the Ecliptick, but of the Equinoxial

or Equator, of which the Space of every one of

the 1a Houſes contain 3o, and fo in the whole
the 12 makes up 36o, in every latitude. Ř.

The meaning of this chapter then is, that the

Prorogatory places are, first, from the 5 degrees’

next and immediately above the cuſp of the Af-'

cendant, to the 25 degrees next below it, which

may be computed by Oblique Afcention. -

And as in the Aſcendant, fo a Planet in the 5

degrees next preceding the cuſp of the fecond (tho’

aćtually in the Aſcendant) yet hath its influence

in the fecond, and therefore thofe 5 degrees are

not Prorogatory. The like is to be underſtood of

the Ioth, 9th, and 7th: -

. But in the Eleventh Houfe, the Prorogatory

place doth not exceed the middle of the Houſe to

wards the 12th, which middle is eaſy computed by

adding half the Semidiurnal Arch to the right af

cenfion of the M. C. and where that ends is the

middle
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middle of the Eleventh Houſe; and the part be

yond that is not Prorogatory. -

Secondly, Thefe things being premiſed when

two or more fignifications fhall happen to be equal

ly ſtrong, and otherwife contend for Dominion of

Prorogation, (as it fometimes happens) fo that it

is hard to judge who is the true Prorogator that

takes place firſt, that is in the Mid-heaven, next

that in the Aſcendant, then thoſe in the 11th :

next thoſe in the 7th, and laftly that in the 9th.

::::: , C H A P. XIII.

Concerning the Part of Fortune, or Lunar Horoſcope.

- T "HE part of Fortune is computed from the in

tercepted degrees between G and ), and

hath equal degrees from the Horoſcope, according

to the following Signs. This, therefore, is always

computed by night and day, that what proportion

and configuration the Sun hath to the Horoſcope, º

the fame hath the Moon to the part of Fortune,

that it may be as a Lunar Horoſcope.

“– A N N o T A T 1 o N s.

. For the better understanding the true mean

ing of Ptolemy, obſerve the following Canon.

If the Oblique Aſcenſion or Oblique Defcen

fion of the Sun in his horary circle, be fubſtra&t

ed from the Oblique Aſcenſion of the Horoſcope,

and the difference be added or fubſtraćted (as Pto

lemy teacheth) to or from the Oblique Aſcen

fion or Oblique Defcen fion of the Moon in her

* - horary
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horary Circle, the produét will be the Oblique Af

cenfion or Oblique Defeenfion of the part of For

tune in its horary Circle. Or you will do the

fame if you ſubtra&t the distance in the Equator,

between the horary Circle of the Sun and Moon

from the Oblique Aſcenſion of the Horoſcope.

The Oblique Aſcenfions and Defcenſions you

may find thus. If the Semidiurnal or Semino&tur

inal Arch, give the right distance of the Planet,

what will 9o degrees of the Equator give ? and the

apply to the Right Aſcenfion of the Me
T1C11an,

If the Planet be between the Aſcendant and the

Medium Coeli, or the Imum Coeli, add the Quo

tient to the Right Aſcenfion, but in the other two

quarters fubſtract it, and the fum or difference, is

the Oblique Aſcenfion or Defcenſion of the point;

then making comparifon of the Oblique Aſcenſion

or Oblique# of part of Fortune, with the

Right Aſcenfion of the Meridian, you may know

how many degrees of the Equator it is distance

from thence : and feeing every Houfe contains 30

degrees of the Equator, if you caſt away fo often as

you can 3o degrees from this distance, you may

know in what Houſe part of Fortune is, and how

far from its cufp. Then take notice of the i

Poles intercepted ; between that Houfe in which

the part of Fortune is placed, and the following;

and fay, if 3o degrees of the Equator, give the

Poles intercepted, how many will the diſtance of

the part of Fortune give ! add or fubſtract the

Quotient, to or from the pole of the Houſe you

took the diſtance of part of Fortune from, accord-

ing as it recedes from, or draws nearer to the

r1d1an,
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ridian, and you have the pole of part of Fortune,

under which in tables of Qblique Aſcenſion gain

the degree of the Ecliptie.”

Beſides what the Greek or Latin Tranſlation:

of Alatius hath in this chapter, concerning the

part of Fortune, Cardan adds, “ But we ought
“ alſo to obſerve which of the Luminaries is

“ more than the other in confequence of the

“ Signs; for if the Moon be, we ought to add

“ towards the confequence of the Signs, the num

“ ber of degrees from the Horoſcope ; but if thơ

“ Moon be towards the precedent more than the

“ Sun, to fubſtraćt it." The meaning of which

it, that from the New Moon to the Full, the dif

: ference is to be added to ; and from the Full Moon

to the New, to be ſubſtraćted from the Horoſ

cope, -

C H A P, XIV,

mi i u u chofen ai the Governer of the Aphelie

- Place,

T H Ë four principal places to be taken as Go

- vernors of the Aphetic, are thoſe of the Sun,

Moon, the Horoſcope, and part of Fortune. Of

theſe again let the Sun be preferred by day, if he be.

in the Aphetic places ; if he be not, let the Moon;

if ſhe be not, that Planet ſhall be preferred that

hath moſt titles of Dominion in the place of the

Sun, the preceding conjun&tion, and the Horof

cope; that is, when he hath dominion three ways.

or more, in one of the mentioned places; for

- - - thG
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the ways of Dominion are Five. But if there be

none fuch, the Horoſcope fhall be taken. -

By night the Moon fhall be preferred, if ſhe be

likewife in Aphetical places, but if ſhe be not, the

Sun íhall, if he be ; and if he be not, that Planet

which hath more Prorogatives of Dominion in the

place of the Moon, the preceding Full Mood,

and part of Fortune; and if there be none fach, the

Horoſcope ſhall be taken, if a conjun&tion pre

ceded : but if it was a Full Moon, the part of For

tu IRC.

If both the Lights or the Ruler of the proper

condition are in Aphetic places, he fhall be taken

that is more principal : if the Ruler of the

Lights poſſeſs the more principal place, and hath

prorogative of Dominion in both conditions, he

alone fhall be preferred to others.

C H A P. XV. -

How many be the Ways of Prorogation.

T HE Prorogator being fo determined, we ought

to admit two ways of Prorogation : one of

which is made only on the confequent Signs,

under that which is called A&tinobolia, or a pro

jećtion of Rays, when the Prorogator is in Orien

tal places, that is, in the places from the Mid

heaven to the Horoſcope. This therefore we ought

to affume, and not only this which is to confe

quent Signs, but alſo to the precedent Signs ; ac

cording to that which is called Horimea, which is

, when

- u
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when the Apheta is in places declining from the

Mid-heaven. * - -

Thefe things being fo, there are interficient de

grees according to the prorogation which is made

to the precedent Signs. The degree of the Occi

dental horizon only is interficient, becauſe it def

troys the Lord of Life. But the other degrees of

the Stars fo occurring or teſtifying, ſubtract from

or add to the collećted numbers, until the proro

gator is fet : but they do not kill, becauſe they are

not carried to the Aphetic place, but that rather tə

their places. - -

The Beneficks therefore add, and the Maleficks

ſubtra&t; but ķ is adapted to thoſe by whom he

is beheld. The fituation of the degree of each,

indicates the number of addition or fubtraćtion;

for how many ſhall be the horary times of the de

gree of each, fuch ſhall be the number of years :

but by day, the times of the diurnal parts, by

night the noĉturnal must be confidered ; but this

ought to be obſerved when they are in the aſcen

dant*. . Afterwards to ſubſtract according to the

proportion of diſtance, until they coming to the

weſt, nothing remains. * *

But the places of the Maleficks h and 3 kill ac

cording to the prorogation made to the following

Signs, when they either meet bodily or cast their

rays from any where, whether it be ta on 8, and

fometimes in Sextiles, . proceeding from Signs

obedient or beholding, becauſe of their equi

polence, and alſo a El configuration from the

- fol

* But fays Cardan, when his number is in the Af.

cendant it cught to be kept whole.
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following Signs tº the Aphetic place; and alio

a * eyilly affected, when it is in Signs of Long

Aſcenſion : yea and befides the A in Signs of Sheri

Afcenſion kill, as will the folar place, if the Moen

be Hyleg : and the rancounters made in fuch a

rorogation can kill or fave, becauſe fuch occur

fes are carried to the Aphetic place direct,

Thefe places are not always Anaretie, but on

ly when they are evilly affected; and their Ana

retic part is impeded, when it falls in the terms

of a Henefick, or ifany of the Beneficks cast a quar

tile, Trigonial, or oppoſite Ray, to the very Anare

tieal-point, or to thoſe which follow it. In 2ț not

above 12 degrees, and in ? not above 8, Or if

both the body of the prorogator and the occurrent

part have not both the the fame latitude,
Therefore when the Afifting or Anaretic Rays

are found two or inore on each , you muſt gh

ferve which is ſtrengeſt in power and number ; in

number when fome exceed others in multitude ; in

power when the afiſting or killing Stars are fome

of them in proper : and others not ; and

ehiefly when fome of them are Oriental, and fome

Oeeidental : for generally none of theſe that are

under the Sun beams, are to be left either to kill ,

or fave, unleſs when the Moen is. Apheta, the

place of the Sun afflicted by fome Maleficks join- |

ed to it, and receiving freedom from none of the |

Beneficks, cauſeth death.

The number of years arifing from the distance |

between the Aphetic and Anaretic place, is not

taken ſimply and indiſcreetly, always from the

afcenſions of the tirnes of each Planet, but then

only when the Orient poſſeffeth the Prorogation |
O
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| or ſome other which arifeth in the Oriental hori

zon. For there is one fcope alone propoſed to

him that would naturally conſider after how many

Equinoxial times the place of the following body

or ray cometh, to the place of that which prece

deth in the Geniture ; becauſe the Equinoxial

times equally paſs the Horoſcope and Mid-heaven,

according to both which, the likenefies of the lo

cal diſtances are taken, and each time fignifies a

fblar year.

Therefore feeing thoſe things are fo, it is fit

when the Aphetic and precedent place be in the

Oriental horizon, that the Aſcenſions even to the

meeting of the degrees be taken. For the Ana

reta after fo many Equinoxial times cometh to the

Aphetic-place, that is to the Oriental horizon ;

but when the Aphetic-place is found in the Mid

heaven, we ought to take all the Aſcenſions in a

fight ſphere : in which Aſcenſions cach Se&tion

paffeth the Mid-heaven. *

But when the Aphetic-place is in the Occidentat

horizon, we ought to take the Defcenſions in

which each degree of the diſtance is carried down,

that is, in which the degrees oppoſite to them are

carried upwards.

But when the Aphetic and preceding-place is not

in theſe three mentioned limits, but in fome fpace

between the times of thefe Afcenſions and Defcen

fions, or Culminations, they do not carry the fol

lowing places to the precedent, but others; for the

;

places are like the fame which have one poſition,

and is in the fame degrees in reſpećt of the hori

zon and meridian : but this happens to them which

are fituate neareft to one of the Semi-circles def

- - cribed
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cribed by Sc&tions of the meridian and hori

zon; each of which Semi-circles according to the

fame fituation, maketh the temporal hours very
equal. - - - -

"freier, as it is carricd by the fame plaçes,

it comes to the fame poſition both of the horizon

and the meridian ; and maketh the times unequal

and diverſe, by the tranfit of the Zodiac : and in

the fame manner according to the poſitions of the

other diſtances it maketh tranfits, -by times une

qual to them : but we have one, method, that

if the Apheta and precedent- place have an Orien

tal poſition, or Meridional or Occidental, or any

other from the analogy of the times, which are

brought to the Aphetic-place, we take the follow

ing place. The way is thus. . . . . .

Taking the degree of the Zodiac which is on

the Mid-heaven, and the precedent, and alſo the

fublequent; firſt we confider what pofition, the

precedent degree hath, and how many unequal

ħoun s it is diſtant from the Meridian, and num

bering the Aſcenſions of a right Sphere, which we

find between the confidered and the precedent de

gree, and the Mid:heaven, whether it be above

or under the earth, we divide them into the

number of horary times of the precedent degree,

either diurnal or noćturnal. But if it be above |

the earth, diurnal ; if under the earth, noćturnal;

feeing the fećtions of the Meridian are diſtant from

the Zodiac, the fame horary times they are contain

ed under one and the fame Semi-circle. Then we

enquire after how many Equinoxial times the fol:

lowing Sections or place is distant fo many equal

temporal hours, from the fame Meridian,, as the

- pre
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degree is diſtant from it. And affum

“ing thefe, we confider again, by the Afcenſions of

* a right Sphere, how many Equinoxial times, ac

eording to the poſition from the beginning, the

*following degree was distant from the degree on

the Mid-heaven, and how many it was diftant

' when it made the equal temporal hours in the pre -

cedent ; and multiplying theſe into the number

º of horary times of the following degree ; if they

be above the earth of the diurnal, if under the

' earth, of the noćturnal ; and affuming the times

arifing from the exceſs of both diſtances, we have

the number of years fought after.

- - - - A N.N o T A T I o N s.

By the fecond and third paragraphs of this chap--

ter, we are taught, Firſt, that no Converſs Di

rećtion kills, but that of the Hyleg or Proroga

tor to the Cuſp of the 7th.
la Secondly, That all the Dire&ions of the Hyleg

to Mundane (not to Zodiacal) Rays, which hap

- pen between it and the 7th, are to be calculated,

and the Arks of Directions to the Benefick's rays.

are to be added together, and fo are the Arks of

* Direćtions of the Malefick Afpe&ts : and the fum.

of the Benefick’s rays are to be added to, but of

the Malefick’s fubſtra&ted from the Arch of Di

rećtion of the Prorogator to the cuſp of the 7th, and

“the reſult is the True Arch of dire8tion, accord -

* ing to Ptolemy, which moſt certainly kills, if no

“Benefick ray affist, -

L 2
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C H A P. XVI.

An Example.

THerefore, for Example fake, let us take a pre

cedent-place, the beginning of n, and the fub

fequent the beginning of II ; let the climate be in

which the longeſt đay is fourteen hours. The ho

rary magnitude of the beginning of II nearest the

Equinoxial times ſeventeen. And firſt let us take

the beginning of Y arifing, that the beginning of

vý culminate, and let the beginning of Gemini be

diſtant from the Meridian, that is above the earth,

148 Equinoxial times. Since therefore the begin

ing of r is distant from the Mid-heaven, that is

above the earth, 6 horary times; thefe being mul

tiplied in 17 Equinoxiał times of the horary

magnitude of the beginning of II, they will make

he times of that diſtance Io2 ; for the Epocha of

148 times is in reſpećt of the Mid-heaven above

til e earth : and whereas the 148 times exceed 1oz

titnes by 46, the following place will be carried to

the precedent place after the 46 times of the ex

ceſs, and fo many are the neareſt times of the Af

cenſion of Yr and ð, when the Prorogatory place

is fituate on the Horoſcope.

Likewife let the beginning of Y culminate, that

the beginning of II be diſtant from the Mid-hea

ven which is above the earth according to its first

Poſition 58 Equinoxial times: therefore according

to the fecond poſition the beginning of II ought to

culminate ; the exceſs of the diſtance of 58 times

ihall be taken, in which exceſs Y and ð paſs the

- Meridian
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Meridian, that the prorogatory place may again

culminate. -

By the fame rule let the beginning of y be

Occident, that the beginning of g5 may culmi

nate, and let the beginning of II be diſtant from

the Mid-heaven above the earth towards the pre

cedent 32 ; therefore, becaufe again the beginning

of Y' is diſtant from the ſouth towards the weſt, 6

temporal hours, if we multiply theſe 17 times, we

fhall make 1o2 times, by which the beginning of

II fetting is, is diſtant from the fouth : but the

beginning of II according to the first poſition was

diſtant towards the fame 32 times, which the 1o2

times exceed by 7o ; therefore after the exceſs of

7o is carried to the weſt when Y and ö are fet ;

but the oppoſite a and m de rife. -

. Again, let us take the beginning ofr, not pofited

in any Angle, and let it be distant from the Mid

heaven towards the precedent, 3 temporal hours,

that the 18th degree of ö may culminate ; and let

the beginning of Hbe diſtant from the Mid-heaven

above the earth, according to the firſt poſition, to

wards the fubſequent 13 Equinoxial times : there

fore again, if 17 times be multiplied by three hours,

the beginning of II will be distant from the Me

ridian towards the precedent 51. Therefore both

thoſe times, the 13 of the firſt poſition, and 51 of

the fecond, make 64 times. The Aphetic place

firſt did finiſh by the fame order ; afcending 46

timės, culminating 58 times, and fetting 7o times.

So that this number of the times, which by po

fition is between the Midheaven and the weſt, dif

fers from each of the other numbers ; for it was 64

times, but it was changed by the proportion of ex -

- - L 3 -- « CC. S
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ceſs of 3 hours; for in the other Quadrants which

are according to the Angles, it was of 12 times, 6

but in the diſtance of 3 hours it hath 6 times. . "

But it is poſſible to ufe a more ſimple way; for

if the precedent part afcends, we take the Ob-2

lique Afcenſions ; but if it culminate, we ufe the

Afcenſions in a right ſphere; if it be Occidental, º

we take the Defcenſions; but if it be between

thefe, as the late mentioned diſtance of r, firſt i

we take the proper times of the neareſt . Angle ;º

and whereas the beginning of r is fuppoſed to be:

between the two Angles of the Mid-heaven and

weſt, the proper times of theſe will be found, I fay.

unto the beginning of II, 58 from the Mid-heaven, 3

and 7o of the Occident : afterwards, learning how 3

many temporal hours the precedent place is diſtant:

from each of the Angles, how the fame temporal :

hours by which the precedent Sećtion is diſtantº

from each of the Angles, íhall be the part of theº

temporal hours from the Quadrant, fuch a part

collećted from them both, we either add to, or:

fubtract from the compared Angles. As in the

propoſed example, 7o times exceed 58 by 12, butº

the precedent place was diſtant from the Anglesº

three equal temporal hours, which are the half of

fix ; therefore feeing there is the half of fix, and

either adding theſe to 58 times, or ſubſtraćting |

them from 7o, we íhall find what is enquired

after 64 times.

But if the precedent place was diſtant two tem

poral hours from the centers, feeing the two are the

third part of fix, we again affume a third part of

the times of the exceis, which are 12, that is 4,

and if the diſtance of 2 hours was conſtituted from

- the
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the-Mid-heaven, we would add it to the 58 times ;

but if the diſtance was from the weſt, we would

ſubſtraćt it from 7o. -

It remains that we determine the interficient and

Climators of each occourſe or dimenſions, accord

ing to the order of thoſe that are of ſhorter times :

and whatſoever elfe falls by tranfit, the occourſe

being either afflićted or affifted after the mentioned ,

manner : and alſo by others which happen from the

occourſe of temporal Ingreſies, for both places being ,

afHićted, and the tranfit of the Stars which is at the

Ingreſs, afflićting the principal places, death cer

tainly follows : but if one place favourably afiſt,

the climators will be great and dangerous ; but both

the płaces being favourably affifted, only fluggiſh-

nefs and a tranfient harm will befal : but we ought

in theſe to affume the Familiarity of the property

of the occurrent places, which it hath in „reſpect .

of the affairs of the Geniture.

; But oftentimes the interficient doubting to take -

the killing power, it is proper, to confider and

judge, the Occourſes fingly : and fo whatever

chiefly agrees with the events already accompliſh

cd, and thoſe which are to come, theſe we ſhould

compare, even all of them, and from thence it

is poffible to make conjećture, froin their equal

power, be it more or lefs.

A N N o T A T I o N s. -

Note here that Climaćterical years have not their

virtue from any power lodged in bare numbers, as

foine ſuppoſed, but depend wholly on the motion

of the Moon : and thoſe years are to be eſteemed

Climacterical, in which ſhe comes to her own place

in the Radix, or a II or 8 to it, reckoning a day

. . . L 3 ' . for
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for a year, from the day of birth in your Ephe

meris.

C H A P. XVII.

Of the Form and Temper of the Body.

----

HAVING therefore finiſhed the diſcourſe of the

Doĉtrine of the Space of Life, it remains that

we ſpeak particularly of the Figure and Shape of

the Body, beginning in a proper order.

Seeing that the parts of the body are formed be

fore the foul, and the body hath, becauſe it is more

grofs, a connate and almoſt apparent endowment of

temper : but the foul after this, and by degrees

manifests an aptitude proceeding from the first

cauſe, and likewife much later than external Ac

cidents, and in progreſs of time the aptitude there

of is known. Therefore generally it is fit to ob

ferve the Oriental horizon, and fuch of the Planets

as rule it, or hath the dominion thereof, and alſo

the Moon in part; for from theſe two places, and

the Ruling Stars, and the Formative Virtue, and

the Temperament in each ſpecies, and alſo the

declination of the aſcending Fixed Stars, is con

fidered the deſcription of bodies. The Stars there-

fore that have dominion are firſt in power, and the

proper qualities of the places concur. If any one .

would ſimply deliver the particulars, they are thus.

Therefore, if y be Oriental, he maketh men to

be honey-coloured of complexion, of a good habit,

black hair, curled head, broad breaft, great eyes,

middle ſtature, and they have their temper rather

inoiſt and cold. When Occidental, he renders

them black, léan, little, thin hair, body without
hair
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hair, well ſhaped, black eyes, their temperament

is more dry and cold, - - -

Jupiter ruling and Oriental, canfeth men to

he white-comple&tioned, well coloured, moderate

hair, great eyes, well statured, and venerable; they -

have a more hot and moist temper : but Occidental

he makes theſe white in colour, but not alike

coloured ; lank hair, bald before or on the crown,

middle-ſtatured ; their temper is moſt moiſt.

Mars Oriental, maketh a ruddy complexion,

* well ſtatured, good habit, hairy, moderate hair

on their head, their temper is hot and dry. But

Occidental he makes men ſimply red of complec

tion, middle ſtature, little eyes, the body free from

hair, yellow hair’d, lank hair’d, and their tem

per is more dry.

, Venus doth the like things as Jupiter, but more

beautiful, acceptable to women, effeminate, full

of juice, and delicate ; and ſhe properly maketh

the eyes very comely and ſky-coloured.

Mercury being Oriental, maketh the complexi-

on honey coloured, a juſt ſtature, and well form

ed, ſmall eyes, indifferent hair; and the tempe

rature hath more of heat. Being Occidental, he

makes the complexion white, but not fo well col

oured, long hair of a black colour; lean, thin,

and fquint-eyed, goat-footed, and fomewhat red;

but the temper is more dry.

With each of theſe the Sun and Moon co-ope

rate, being configurated ; that is, the Sun towards

the produ&tion of a more comely perfonage, and

of a good habit ; but the Moon chiefly when fhe

withholds her defluxion) in her ſeparation, fays

Cardan) generally concurs to the cauſing a more

- pro
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proportionate, flender, and moist temper : büt

particularly according to the analogy of the pro-l

perty of illuminations*, as we have faid concerning

the temper of this Treatife. *

Again, being Oriental and making appearances,"

they give great bodies ; being ſtationary, the firsts

time ſtrong and hafty ; but proceeding difpropor

tionate : being fixed, the ſecond time, more weak.

But Occidental, altogether ignoble, bearers of

evil treatment and oppreſſion ; their places con

curring, as we have faid, with configurations ofthe,

conformation, and with the tempers. . urºl

- † Moreover, in general, the Quadrant from the i

vernal Equinox to the Summer Tropick, make:

men well coloured, of a good ſtature and habit;!

comely eyed, abounding with heat and moiſture : ,

but the Quadrant from the Summer Tropick to the

Autumnal Equinox, makes them of a middle colº:

our, proportionate ſtature, healthy, great eyed, º

hairy, curled hair, abounding with heat and dry

neſs. That from the Autumnal Equinox to the

Winter Tropick, makes them honey coloured,

flender and lean, fickly, indifferent hair, good

eyes, abounding in drynefs and cold. That from

the Winter Solítice to the Spring Equinox, makes

them black in colour, a fit ſtature, large hair, with-1

out hair on their bodies, well ſhaped,

with moiſt and cold. . * * i;

But

* That is according to the feveral quarters of the

Moon.

† Thefe faith Cardan are to be understood ofthe Sign

Aſcending the Sign of the Moon, and the Sign in which
the Lords are. - •
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But particularly, the Signs which are of human

form, both they in the Zodiac and without it,

make bodies well ſhaped and proportionate in form : .

but they which are not of human ſhape, transform

the fymetry of the bodies to their proper form, and

after a certain manner make them like their own

parts, either to the greater or the leſs, to the

ftronger or weaker, to a good fhape or an ill one.

To the greater for example fake, as Q, pp, t.

To the leſs as 2e and vf, (and fays Cardan and

Alat gs.) and again as r * ö and Q. The fu

perior and anteriör make men more ſtrong; the

inferior and posterior more weak : but i , m,

and II contrary : the foreparts more weak, the .

latter more ſtrong.

After the fame manner w, 2s, and t figure the ,

bºdy to a ſymetry and fit ihape; w, x, and ğ
unfit and difproportionate, fo in others : all which

ought, to be obſerved, and commix the quality

confidered from their temper, and fo conjećture

cºncerning their form and temper of the body.

bos: C H A P. XVIII.

of Blemiſhes or Hurts and Bodily Distafes.
3 - i .

T followeth that to what has been faid we join

thoſe things which are concerning Blemiſhes or

Hurts, and bodily affećtions, and the confidera

ion of theſe is fuch. We ought here generally to

ake the two Angles of the horizon, the eaſt and

eſt, but chiefly the weſt, and that which preceded,

ve 6th, viz. which is inconjunét with the Oriental

...ngle. Theſe Angles being taken, we ought to ob

* . - ferve

* Cardan v?, instead of 5, but the text is ; . '
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ferve the Maleficks of the Stars, how they are con

figurated with them, for if both, or any one ofthe

Malcficks are upon the aſcending parts of the faid

Angles, either bodily, or by a or 8, there will

be on thoſe that. are born, hurts and bodily dif

eafes ; chiefly if both the Lights or one of them be

angular, after the manner beforefaid, either to

f or by oppoſition, for then not only a Ma

efick aſcends to the Lights, but alſo pre-afcend

ing, if he be angular is able to produce fuch af:

fećtions and hurts, as the places of the horizon and

the nature of the Signs fhall manifeſt, and the na

ture of the Stars malefick and evilly affećted, and

alſo of the configurations to them : for the degrees

of the Signs which are about the degree of the evil

affećted horizon, will fhew the bodily partin

which the caufe is, whether it be a hurt or diſeaſe

or both : and the nature of the Stars produce the

fpecies and cauſe of the ſymptoms. . .

Of the principal parts of man, h is ruler of the

the right ear, the ſpleen, the bladder, the phlegm,

and the bones. . . "

Jupiter governs the hand, (Cardan fays, the

touch) the lungs, the arteries, and the feed. á the

left ear, the kidneys, the reins,and the genital parts,

Go the fight, the brain, the heart, the nerves, and

all the right parts. ? the ſmell, the livers, and

fleſh. ; governs the ſpeech and mind, the gall,

the tongue, and the feat. But the Moon the laſt,

the ſwallow, the ſtomach, the belly, the womb,

and all the left parts. But generally blemiſhes and

bodily hurts for the most part happen when the

Maleficks are Oriental : but difeafes when Oc

cidental : for a difeafe and a hurt differ ; tre A

- Ullt
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hurt once hath pain,but it is not prolonged ; but a

dileafe either continually affećts the patients, or by

fits. Thefe are general. Tne particular confide

ration concerning a hurt and diſeaſe hath another

fpeculation of figures, by which for the moſt part

like accidents follow. For there is blindneſs of

one eye when the ) is in one of the faid Angles

by her felf, or making a New or Full Moon, or

when ſhe is configurated, by a figure having any

other proportion í as a G , &c.) and applies to any

of the nebulous converſions in the Zodiack. As to

the finall cloud of gs, or to the Pleiades of 8, or

the point of f, or the fting of ml, or the parts of

the Lyon about the plaitted hair, (of Bernice, fays

Cardan) or the water-pot of : .

Moreover, when i, or 3 being Oriental, af

cend to D, being in an Angle ; but if they be

configurated to both the Lights, either in the

fame Sign or in the oppoſite, being Oriental in

: reſpect of the Sun, but Occidental in reſpect of the

Moon, they hurt both eyes. Mars caufeth blind

neſs by a blow, or thruſt, or iron, or burning ; but

being configurated with ķ, he will cauſe this

either in places of exercife, or by the onfet of vil

lains.

Saturn cauſeth blindneſs by cataraćts, or pin,

or web, and fuch like : but if ? be in any one of

the faid Angles, but eſpecially in the weſt, h be

ing joined or configurated, or changing place, 3

being elevated or oppoſite, the men will be with

out children, and the women mifcarry, or bring

forth dead children, or the foetus that cannot be

a born, ſhall be cut in pieces, chiefly in gs, w,

and wr : and if the Moor be in the aſcendant,

aPplying
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applying to Mars, if according to the fame manner
* - - * - - -- s ! .

9 be configurated with ķ and b, and Mars eleva

ted or oppoſing, they will be Eunuchs or Hermo

phradites, or will not have paſſage or outlets.

Theſe things being fo, if the Sun being con

figurated, both the Lights being difpofed after a

inafculine manner and 2, and the Moon decreaſ

ing and the Maleficks aſcend in the next following

degrees, the males will be deprived of their geni

tals, or hurt in them, chiefly in Y, and ze, but

the woinen without children, and barren, and fome:

times hurt in their eyes.

They will bc hindered in their ſpeech .be stut

terers, or ſpeak with difficulty, who have 12 and ặ.

with the Sun in the faid Angles, chiefly if ğ be

in the weſt, and beth be configurated with the

Moon : but Mars being found with them looſens

the impediment of the tongue after the Moon
meets with him. , , , ,'s ir

* Again, if the Maleficks be in Angles, and

the Lights either together or by Oppoſitiou af-

cend to them, or if the Malefićks aſcend to the

Lights, and chiefly by the Moon being in her

Nodes or bending, or in hurtful Signs, as Y, 8,

ga, m, or v?, the effećts of the body will be gib

bofities, lameneſs, maining, luxations. If there

fore the Maleficks be with the Luminaries, they

will happen from the birth. If they are in the

Mid-heaven elevated above the Luminaries, or op

pofing each other, theſe affections will arife froin

great dangers, as from precipitations, or from falls,

or from thieves, or four-footed beaſts. - - -

** If Mars hath the dominion, he will cauſe theſe

from wounds, quarrels, robbers. If y by falls,

fhip-wrecks, and convulſions.

- - - Blemiſhes,
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e Blemifhes happen for the moſt part when the

Moon is in Tropical or Equinoxial Signs. In the

vernal Signs chiefly by Morphew; in the Summer

tetters; in the Autumnal, the leprofy ; in the

Winter, pimples and fuch like. -

, , But difeafes happened when the Màlcficks are

: configurated in the aforefaid conſtitutions, but

contrarily, as Occidentál to the Sun, Oriental to .

the Moon. For ḥ maketh men cold bellied, very

phlegmatic, fubject to fluxes, fickly, fubjećt to the

jaundice, bloody fluxes, cough and fpitters-up of

humours, ſubject to cholicks and leprofy ; he af

fiiéts women with thefe and hyſterical affećtions.

y Mars maketh fpitters of blood, melancholicks ;

diſeaſed in the lungs, fcabby, and troubleſome af

fećtions in the fecret parts, by burning or cutting,

as fiſtulas or hæmorrhoids, or ſwellings in the fun--

idament, or hot ulcers, or putrefaćtion : befides,

theſe, he cauſeth women to mifcarry, or the foe

tus to be cut, or fuffer corrofion : now the pe

culiar configuration of the Stars do particularly af

fect the parts of the body with general diſeaſes.Thus

Mercury co-operates with theſe for the increaſe

of evil : having therefore Familiarity with h, he

increaſeth the cold, and cauſeth continual fluxes

and perturbations of humours, but chiefly on the

breast, jaws, and ſtomach. . If he have Familia

rity with Mars, he co-operates in the produc

tion of more heat, augmenting ulcers impoſthumes,

falling of the hair, efcharres, St. Anthony’s-fire,

tetters, as difeafes from melancholy, madneſs, the

falling-fickneſs, and fuch like, -

-- - Andi

°i . '
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And forne properties of difeafes are from the va

riety of Signs which poſſeis the forementioned con

figurations, upon the two Angics. I herefore pro

perly g5, vy, and }é, and in a word terreſtrial

and watry Signs, cauſe di feates from putrefac

tion, tetters, fcaley fcabbineſs, king's evil, fistu

las, elephantefits, or tuch like. ! and II by falls,

or the falling-fick neis. -

If the Stars are in their latter degrees of the

Signs they chiefly eaufe diſeaſes and blemiſhes in

the extremities, through fluxations or injuries;

from whence ſpring elephantefies, gout in the hands

and feet, &c.

Thefe things being fo, if none of the Beneficks

are configurated to the Maleficks which poſſeſs the

cauſe, nor to the lights angular, the difeafes and

blemiſhes will be incurable ; or if they have con

figuration but are overcome by the Maleficks that

are ſtrong : but if the Beneficks poffeffing the prin

cipal figurations, overcome the Maleficks that are

cauſes, then the hurts and diſeaſes will be mode

rate, and will not be fhameful : and fometimes

they are curable when the Beneficks are Ori

ental: Jupiter by the help of man, by riches, or

dignities hideth the blemiſhes, and mitigates the

diteafe : and if y be joined, he affifts by medi

cines and good phyficians ; but ? after a fort

makes the blemiſhes neat and feeinly, through

the benevolence of her nature ; and mitigates the

difeafes.

If y be preſent, they who have the blemifhes or

difeafes will wander up and down to fhew and de

clare them ; and if ķ are fo, to get fome help and

fubſtance by fuch diſeaſes and blemiſhes.

- ANNo

*
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- * *

- A N N o T A T I o N s.

efides what is remarked in the notes of this

chapter, it is convenient here further to obſerve,

First, that the ſtronger any Planet is, whether

Malefick or Benefick, the more eminent and pow

erful its effećts will be ; and in relation to Orien

tality and Occidentality in this chapter often men

tioned, a Planet is ſtronger when Oriental, than

when Occidental ; and therefore it is a Malefick

Oriental gives blemiſhes, but Occidental diſeaſes :

and the like is to be underſtood of other dignities

and debilities, mentioned in the former books and

chapters.

Secondly, That as in the former books and chap

ters is alſo obſerved, one Planet is faid to be eie -

vated above another when more Occidental and

more ponderous ; and fuperior is the fame, and the

fame as to aſcend too ; to which Cardan Com. in

Quad. page 452, adds Exaltation and Power ac

cording to the Planets approach to the centre of the

Angłe in the Geniture. -

Thirdly, That Haly on this chapter remarks

further, that if the poſition be very ſtrong, the de

fećt will be from the birth : if weak, then it will
happen after birth. r

Fourthly, That what our author in this chapter

mentions of the Moon being in her Nodes, is not

to be underſtood, that therefore the Nodes have

the power and influences attributed to them in the

Common Aſtrology : but when the Moon is in her

Nodes, ſhe is in the Ecliptic line; as well everv

Planet or other Star, but in a much more eſpeciái

manner the ) is much more powerful when near

or in the Ecliptick, than when remote from it :
M and
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and fo in the cafe preſent, the power extraordinary

our author attributed to the Moon when in her

odes, is not to be understood as though he there

fore concluded the Nodes to have any fuch power

to lend her; but forafmuch as when in her Nodes,

fhe is alſo on the Ecliptick line, in or ni ar which

place only ſhe is capable of being Eclipſèd, and

therefore then, (and not from any power in the

Nodes)much more powerful than when farther froin

it: for fince the Nodes are neither Bodies nor Rays

of Bodies, but points at which the Moon inter

fećts the Eclipticks, it is certain they cannot have

fuch influence as the Common Aſtrology attributes

to them either as to fimple poſition in a coelestial

fcheme and direćtion in Nativities, which is the

principal ſcope and deſign of the author in this and

the following book more eſpecially.

Fifthly, As to what the author in this chapter

offers concerning the cauſes of ſtuttering and ſpeak

ing with difficulty, it maybe added, tlıat when the

mentioned influences happen in mute Signs, as E,

n , or x, the impediment will prove yet much.

the greater.

C H A P. XIX.

Of the Quality of the Mind.

O D I L Y Accidents then have fuch a manner

of confideration ; but the qualities of the

mind, as rational and mental, are judged from the

COII•

|
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conſtitution of h . but whatſoever reſpects the

fenfe alone, or what is irrational, is confidered

from the more corporeal ſtate of the Lights; that

is ef the Moon and Stars configurated by fepara

tion or application : but feeing the kind of mental

inclination is various, we do not contemplate this

fimply and rafhly, but from diverfe and many ob

fervations, and the diverſity of the Signs which

contain ğ and the Moon, or the Stars which have

dominion in them, which do much confer to the

quality of the mind : fo likewife the configurations

of thofe Stars which have reſpećt to the inentioned

kind, which they make to the Sun and the Angles :

and alſo the proper nature of the Stars, which each

of them hath in regard of the mental motions.

Generally, therefore, Tropical and Moveable

Signs render the minds more politick, and addićt

ed to publick and politick affairs, and lovers of

fame, diligent about what is divine, ingenious and

fharp, inquifiters, inventors, Astrologers, and Di
V1InCS«

Double-bodied Signs make men various, crafty,

hard to be taken, light, unstable, double-hearted,

lovers, turn-coats, delighters in muſick, negli

gent, eafily pleaſed, penitent.

Fixed Signs make men juſt, void of flattery,

constant, firin, prudent, patient, laborious, rigid,

continent, mindful of injuries, followers of what

they begin, contentious, ambitious, ſeditious, co
vetous, obſtinate. •

Oriental configurations and thoſe with the ho

roicope, and chiefly when they are in their proper

Perſons, make men free and ſimple, felf-plea

fers,,

M 2.
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fers, strong, ingenious, that have nothing hid in

their minds, and quick. -

Matutine ſtations and Culminations make men

confiderate, constant, mindful, stable, prudent,

high-minded; attainers of what they defire, im

moveable, ſtrong, rigid, not eaſily deceived, ju

ditious, impetuous, inflićters of punifhment, and

endued with knowledge.

The Stars rifing in the beginning of the night,

and Occidental, make men unstable, wicked, weak,

impatient, humble, fervile, ambitious, threaten

ing, dull, boaſters, and ſturdy.

But Vefpertine ſtations, and on the fourth, and

alfo y and ? by day making Verſpertine fettings,

but by night rifings, make men ingenious and pru

dent, not very mindful, nor lovers of labour, fearch

ers out of hidden things, as Magicians, Revealers

of Mysteries, Mechanicks, makers of inſtruments,

Meteorologers, Philoſophers, Augurs, interpreters

of Dreams. - -

P.Moreover, if the Stars which have dominion b:

in proper places and in proper conditions, they

inake the mental endowments exquifite, and not

hinde ed and fortunate; and chieflywhen they have

pt we in both places together; that is, when they

are configurated to $ any manner of way,and have

the ſeparation or the application to the Moon.

If they are not fo difpofed, but are in strange

places, they impreſs, obſcure, occult and imperfect

ideas in the foul according to their nature : but

the property of the ruling or elevated Stars, im

printeth on the mind with energy and power ; as

they who by reafon of the fociety of Maleficks are

cvil and unjuft, have not the inclination to do

- cvil,
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evil, hindered when the Familiarity is not over

come by fome contrary : but if a contrary conditi

on hinders the Familiarity and overcomes it, the

inclination is hindered, and they are eafily taken

and puniſhed.

Again, they who are good and juſt, becauſe of

the Familiarity of the Beneficks to the mentioned

Places, no contrary being elevated, joyfully and

heartily perform their duties, and do well, and are

Wronged by none, but their justice will be advanta

geous to them; but if the Familiarity be overcome

by a contrary condition, it will happen to them

becauſe of meekneſs and covetoufneſs, to be dei

piſed and reprehended, and ſubject to be injured by

many, therefore the general confideration of man

ners is fuch.

We will next ſpeak of the particular qualities

from the nature of the Stars imprinted on the

operations of the Soul, according to the domi

nion of each. For the Star of h having alone do

minion of the Mind, and ruling 8 and the D, if he

be in glory, in reſpect of the worid and the Angles,

will make men lovers of their bodies, confirmed in

opinion, laborious, timorous, apt to inflićt puniſh

ments, covetous, lovers of money, violent collec

tors of treaſure, and envious: but if he be not nobly

placed in reſpećt of the World and Angles, he

makes men fordid, penurious, mean-ſpirited, evil

minded, indifferent, invidious, fearful, evil-fpoken

lovers of folitarinefs, ſubject to cry, impudent, fu

perſtitious, laborious, without natural-affećtion,

treacherous to their friends; not chearful, but care

lefs of their bodies : but if he likewiſe have Fami

liarity with 2ț after the fame mnaner, and be alſo
M1 3 hon -
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honourably placed, he renders men good, reveren

cers of others, of good intentions, aiders, judici

ous, lovers of poſieffions, magnanimous, offici

ous, affećtors of good, lovers of their family,

mild, prudent, patient, philoſophers : but unhap

pily placed, he maketh men furious, fooliſh, fear

ful, fuperſtitious, no obfervers of myſteries, fuf.

picious, haters of children, deſtitute of friends,

crafty, without judgment, faithlefs, foolifh, evil,

wrathful, hypocrites, idle, deſpifers of honour,

mutable, auftere, difficult of acceſs, cautious, and

flow : but configurated with 3 and nobly diſpoſ

cd, he makes men indifferent, very laborious,

fpeaking freely, turbulent, bold, auſtere in their

aćtions, uncharitable, deſpifers, rough, warlike,

contemners of danger, lovers of fedition, deceit

ful, treacherous, implacable, stirrers up of the

people, tyrannical, covetous, haters of the Re

public, lovers of contention, mindful of injuries,

deeply wicked, vehement, impatient, infolent,

pernicious, proud, evil, unjuſt, yielding to none,

inhumane, inflexible, immutable, curious, able

in the management of affairs, aćtive,invincible, and

altogether ready for undertakings : but if he be

evily diſpoſed, he will make men robbers, extor

tioners, adulterers, fufferers of evil, purſuers of

filthy gain, Atheiſts, without natural affećtion,

injurious, treacherous, thieves, perjured, homi

cides, delicate in their appetites, evil doers, men

flayers, church-robbers, impious, diggers of fe

pulchers, and wholly wicked : but if united to ?

and likewife with glory, maketh men lovers of

women, defirous of rule, lovers of folitarineſs, of

dificult acceſs, contemners of honour, haters of

- feemły

*
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feemly things, envious, austere, unpleaſant in

company, fingular Divines, addićted to ceremo

nies, myſteries, expiations, prieſts, fanaticks,

ferving at divine rights, grave, baſhful, and phi

loſophers, faithful in friendſhip, continent, inge

nious, religious, complaining, jealous, in reſpećt

of women. But if unhappily diſpoſed, renders

men vile, laſcivious, obſcene, doers of filthy

things, indiſcreet, impure in copulations, un

clean, deceivers of women, and chiefly his do

meſticks, b2fe, reproachful, prone to venery, ha

ters of good things, evil-ſpoken, drunkards, fu

perſtitious, privily adulterers, wicked, deſpifers of

God, fcoffers at myſteries and facred things, for

cerers, daring all things. If he have Familiarity

with ; in a good poſition, he maketh men curi

ous, talkative, fearchers into laws, ſtudious in

phyfick, myſtical, partakers of ſecrets, workers of

wonders, captious, diligent purfuers of bufinefs,

of quick mind, bitter, careful, fober, ſtudious,

induſtrious, fucceſsful. But if cvily diſpoſed, he

makes men triflers, mindful of injuries, haters of

their domeſticks, lovers of tormentings, not chear

ful, night-walkers, treacherous, betrayers, un

merciful, thieves, magicians, forcerers, counter

feiters of writings, ill-doers, unfucceſsful in un -

dertakings, and readily falling to the contrary

and thefe proceed from , .

Jupiter alone having the dominion of mind in a

good difpofition, maketh men magnanimous, accep

table,worſhippers of God, reverend, living in plea

fure, courteous,honourable, free, juſt, high-mind

ed, venerable,followers of their own affairs, merci

ful,learneddoers of good, having natural affećtion,
- M 4 fit
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fit for government. But evilly diſpoſed, he cauſeth

that the fame things feem to be impofed on the

minds, but more faintly and obſcurely ; as for

liberality, prodigality ; for worſhipping of God,

fuperstition ; for modeſty, fear; for veneration,

arrogance ; for courteoufnefs, fooliſhnefs ; for

love of good things, love of pleaſures; for great

nefs of mind, negligence ; for freedom, indif

ference. -

If he have familiarity with 3 wellplaced,he makes

men rough, fighters, foldiers, impetuous, unwill

ing to be ſubject, họt, bold, fpeaking freely, bu

fy, reprehenders, lovers of contention, imperious,

magnanimous, lovers of honour, hafty, juditious,

fucceſsful. But evilly diſpoſed, he maketh men in

jurious, negligent,cruel, unmerciful, feditious, con

tentious, ſtubborn, flanderers, arrogant, covetous,

rapacious, inconſtant, light, inſtable, rafh, un

faithful, indiſcreet, inconfiderable, turbulent, fac-

tious, complainers, luftful, triflers, and altogether

irregular and moveable. If he have Familiarity

with ? in a happy difpofition, he maketh men neat,

lovers of pleaſure,of beauty, of children, of learn

ing ; addićted to finging, profitable to their friends,

fimple, doers of good, charitable, not evil, reve

rencers of God, lovers of exercife and aćtivity,

wife, lovers, and beloved, chearful, diligent,

fplendid, ingenious, liberal, juditious, moderate,

decent, godly, lovers of juſtice, ambitious, and

wholly fair and good. But if ſhe be evilly diſpo

fed, he renders men prone to plcafures, fenſual,

e feminate, fumptuous, great epicureans, amo

rous, laſcivious, prone to venery, back-biters,

adultercis, lovers of adornments, proud, flow,

fhamc
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fhameleſs, patient, affeƐted ; comely, of feminine

wit, obſervers of holy rights and mysteries, faith

ful, not evil, affable, eafy of acceſs, chearful,

and free in converſation. When configurated with

§ , and that happily, he maketh men full of bufi

nefs, lovers of learning, geometricians, mathe

maticians. poets, orators, ingenious, fober, hu

mane, good counfellors, politicians, doers of good,

fit for government, wife, lovers of God, game

ful, friendly, lovers of their own, learned, wor

thy of estimation. But evily affected, he will

cauſe the contrary, as levity, triflers, contemp

tible, erroneous, enthufiaſts, fanaticks, vain, bit

ter, pretenders to wiſdom, ſtupid, proud, under

takers, magicians, diforderly; he alſo maketh men

known in many things to have memories; teachers,

and clean in their thoughts.

If Mars alone have dominion of the mind, with

note, he maketh men generous, rulers, haſty, lo

Vers of war, mutable, strong, confident, bold,

not ſubjećt, indifferent, quick, rafh, deſpifers,

tyrannical, violent, wrathful, fit for government.

But unhappily diſpoſed, he makes them cruel, in

jurious, lovers of blood, tumultuous, fumptuous,

brawlers, ſtrikers, headſtrong, drunkards, rapati

ous, uncharitable, evil-doers, turbulent, furious,

haters of their domesticks, atheiſts. Having Fa

miliarity with Q if luckily placed, he maketh men

chearful, traćtable, lovers of their friends, lovers

of their pleaſure, merry, given to play, ſimple,

good-humoured, given to dancing, amorous, lo

vers of arts, (and children, fays Cardan) imita

tors, manlike, prone to venery, cautious, circum

ſpect, wary, di poſed to congreſs with females and

- males,
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males, hafty, fumptuous, jealous. But having an

unhappy difpofition, he maketh men proud, hurt

ful, laſcivious, fufferers, adulterers, injurious,

lyars, deceitful, corrupters of their domeſticks and

others, foon fatisfied with things they defire, cor

rupters of women and virgins, rafh, hot, diforder

ly, treacherous, perjured, unftable, giddy, fome

times ſhamelefs, given to adornments, bold, and

petulent. If he have Familiarity with ; in a

proſperous ſtation, he maketh men fkilled in mi

litary affairs, timerous, vehement, moveable,

deſpifers of none, mutable, inventers, fophifters,

laborious, crafty, eloquent, inventers of evil, quick

witted, frudulent, treacherous, of evil manners,

bufy, lovers of evil, fucceſsful, freely con

verfant with thoſe of a like temper, and wholly

injurious to enemies, but benevolent to friends.

If evilly fituate, he makes men ſumptuous, co

vetous, cruel, hair-brain'd, bold, impęnitent, in

conſtant, lyars, thieves, atheiſts, perjured, invader,

feditious, incendaries, hunters of thieves, reproach

ful, robbers, houſe-breakers, men-flayers, coun

terfeiters of writings, villainous, conjurors, magi

cians, poifoners, paracides.

Venus alone ruling, if ſhe be in a profperous

ftate, maketh men courteous, good, delicate, elo

quent, neat, chearful, lovers of dancing, jealous,

haters of labour, lovers of arts, lovers of God,

well diſpoſed, of good habit, dream luckily, na

turally affećted, benevolent, charitable, haters of

uncleannefs, pleaſant in converſation, eafily re

conciled, fortunate, and altogether lovers. But

contrarily difpofed, ſhe cauſeth men to be floth

ful, amorous, effeminate, fearful, indifferent,

hurt
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hurtful, blameable, obſcure, and infamous. Hav

ing Familiarity with $ , if well, ſhe maketh men

lovers of arts, philoſophers, endued with fcience,

ingenious, poets, lovers of learning, eloquent,

of good manners, living in pleəfure and delicately,

chearful, lovers of friends, godly, prudent, of

much bufi nefs, confiderate, proſperous in perform

ing buſineſs, ready, learners, teachers of them

felves, emulators of the beſt, imitators of the good,

eloquent, of a pleafant ſpeech, well compoſed, and

of laudable manners, lovers of contention, right,

judicious, magnanimous, continent in reſpećt of

venery with women, but prone to that with men,

and jealous. Otherwiſe diſpoſed, ſhe makes in

vaders, crafty, evil-tongued, unstable, evil-mind

ed, deceivers, turbulent, liars, calumniators, per

jured, turn-coats, treacherous, wickedly perverſe,

unfkilful, debauchers of women, corrupters of bo

dies, decked, effeminate, hurtful, infamous, notori

ous among the vulgar, attempters of all things.

If Mercury alone hath the dominion in a com

mendable ſtation, he maketh men prudent, witty,

confiderate, learned in many things, inventers,

expert, logicians, philoſophers, given to ſpecula

tion, ingenious, emulators, doers of good, dif

puters, conjećturers, mathematicians, addićted to

mysteries, tractable. But contrarily diſpoſed, he

maketh men crafty, rafh, forgetful, furious, light,

mutable, repenting of past aćtions, fooliſh, incon

fiderate, lyars, indifferent, unſtable, infatiable,

covetous, unjuft, wholly unſteady in judgment,

and fubjećt to err.

Thefe things being fo, the Moon alſo contri

butes, for when ſhe is in the bendings ofthe ſouth

and
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and north term, ſhe maketh the mental quali

ties more various, more crafty and mutable : but

being with the Nodes, ſhe maketh them more

quick, aćtive, and induſtrious. Moreover, being

in Orientals, and increaſing in Lights, ſhe renders

them more ingenious, fair, and free : but found

in the decreafe of Lights, or n Abfcenſions, ſhe

makes tham more flow and dull, more ready to

change purpoſe, cautious, and obſcure.

. The Sun alſo contributes when he hath Fami

liarity with the Ruler of the Temper of the Mind,

and in a laudable place, rendering them more just,

induſtrious, honourable, and perfećt : but in the

contrary poſition more abjećt, laborious, obſcure,

cruel, obſtinate, and wholly for the worſt.

A N N o T A T I o N s.

First, from the fum of this chapter, we learn,

that the Quality of the Mind is confidered, 1. From

the places and poſitions of 8 and ) : 2: From

the Lords of the Places. 3. The constitutions of

the Planets with thoſe places or their reſpećł to

the Sun with thoſe Lords. 4. Their reſpect

to the Angles. 5. The property and nature of

each Star in d with, or beholding thoſe places.

6. The power or debility of every fuch fignifica

tor. Nor ought the Fixed Stars, eſpecially of the

greatest magnitude in or near the Ecliptick, or

that are nearly vertical to the place of birth, and

in conjunćtion with the ſignificators, in this cafe to

be neglećted. -

Cardan on this chapter fays, That y with the

Go maketh men fit for buſineſs, but being above 2o

or 25 degree from him, on the contrary altogether

unfit for buſineſs, but more fit for learning. To
which
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which I add, that in Fquinoxial or Tropical Signs
he excites to bufinefs no leſs than when with the

9 ; but when in watery the contrary. In other

more indifferently; but beſt where beſt dig

nified.

If Mercury be affli&ted, the wit is more dull,

flow and turbulent, and fooliſh, though- feeming

otherwife. Swift he maketh men inconſtant; re

trograde, dubious. Under the Sun-beams fearchers

into hidden and unprofitable things; but when

ſhining, what are for comtnon ufe. Oriental,

more free and open. But Occidental, difiembling

and cloſe. -

Haly obſerves, that if y be stronger than the

), the reafonable part will be ſtronger than the

ferfitive; and chiefly if ğ be in Signs of Long

Aſcenſion, and the } in Signs of Short- Afcenti

on, (and Cardan addeth) if # be in Commanding

Signs, and the D in Obeying, and that if the »

be afflićted, the natives will decline what is cuf

tomary, and therefore will be deemed fools.

Secondly, What Matutine and Vefpertine rif

ing and fetting of the Stars are, is taught in the

former part of this Treatife, to which I refer

fuch as are ignorant of the matter. *

Thirdly, By the Moon being in the Bendings

of the North and South mentioned in the laſt pa

ragraph of this chapter, is to be underſtood her

greateſt North or South latitude. By her Nodes

the Dragon's Head and Tail, of whoſe influence,

fee more of the Annotations on the laſt chapter.

By Orientals, the author intends the Oriental

Houſes, (which fee in the former part of this

Treatife) by Abſcenſions when near the Sun. The

Moon increafing in Light, is from the New to

the Full Moon. -

C H A P.
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C H A P. XX.

Of the Fices and Distafes of the Mind.

A S we have diſcourfed concerning the pecu

* * culiar nature of the foul, it follows now we

eonfider concerning its principal affections or dif.

eates; fuch as of madnefs, the falling-fickneſs, and

the like. - -

Generally then in theſe muſt ; and the D be

obierved again ; how they are poſited in refpe&

of each other, and the Agles and alſo the Male

ficks. For if the D and ķ are inconjun&t, in

reſpećt of themfelves ; or from the Oriental ho

rizon, being furrounded and impreſſed by the Ma

leficks or bad Stars, or they oppofing it ; they

conſtitute various diſeaſes in the Qualities of the

Mind : and the knowledge of them is manifest

from the Quality of the Stars, which poffefs the

places. Many therefore of the moderate difeaſes,
are conceived from what has been faid before of

mental Qualities: for the increaſe of fuch qua

lities, maketh an exceſs of evil ; for one may apt

ly call them difeafes which are unmixed, and are

either below or above a mediocrity ; yet many,

and they which have a great diſproportion and are

wholly befide nature, as difeafes in the intellećtu

al part of the foul, and in the appetitive, have

fuch a confideration.

They therefore have the falling-fickneſs for the

moſt part, whoſoever are born when ; and the )

are inconjunct either between themfelves, or in

reſpećt to the Oriental horizon, 2 and á being

angular
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angular and beholding the figuration ; but h fo.

pofited by day, and 3 by night; mad men are

born when the contrary happens, as when h by

night obtains the dominion, and 3 by day ; and

chiefly in g5, or ?, or X. - -

They are tormented by Demons, and of a moſt

head, (Cardan fays Lunatick) when the Moon.

within the orbs of d or 8 if o is overcome by

the Maleficks; by h at the New Moon ; or by

Mars at the Full Moon, but chiefly in ! and »é.

Therefore the Maleficks alone overcoming the

figuration, as hath been faid, the mentioned dif

eaſes of the mind are innumerable : but they are

not fo remarkable but obſcure and latent.

If the Beneficks ? and 2: have Familiarity, they

being in Oriental parts, angular, but the Male

ficks in Occidental, the dileaſes will be curable

indeed, but remarkable : but in 2 they will be

cured by medical help and dyet, and pharmacy :

in ? by Oracles, and affistance from the Deity :

but if they being ſetting, the Maleficks be found in.

Oriental parts angular, the effećts will be incur

able and manifeſt : and Epilepticks ſuffer this

continually, and fall into deadly dangers; but

mad-men are out of their wits, cannot ſtay in one

place, and are alienated from their domesticks,

and live naked and trifling : but they who are pof

feffed with Devils, and of a moiſt-head are en

thufiaſts, ſpeaking hidden things and fcourging :

and of the places which posteſs the figuration, they

of the Q and 3 co-operate to madneſs; but for the

talling-fickneſs of 2 and ; ; for enthufiafins of

?; but the places of , and » for poſleffions by

the Devil, and moiſture of the head. -

Such,
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Such is the morbid mutation in the aĉtive part

of the Soul ; that is, which is in the Mind, and is |
deduced from configurations : but the great change

which is in the patient, that is in the irrational

part of the Soul appears chiefly in the exceſs or de

fećt, according to the kind, which is in that con

cerning male and female, either of which kinds

doth either excccd, or is deficient in that which

agrćeth according to proper nature. The judg

ment of this, according to the afɔrefaid rule, on

ly instead of ; ſubstitute.
-

The Sun with the Moon, and 3 with 2 having

Familiarity with them : then if the Lights alone

are found in maſculine Signs, the men will exceed

in that which is natural, or will have thoſe parts

which are agreeable to man in exceſs; but the

women have a mutation preternatural compoſed to

what is more manly and violent : but if 3 andi?

both or one of them, ſhall be conſtituted after a

maſculine manner, the men fhall be fubjeƐt and

prone to congreſies and mixtures, which are at

cording to nature : but the women to thofe befidei

nature, as luftful and intemperate ; (taking upon

them the man’s part (fays Cardan.) If g alon

be diſpoſed after a maſculine manner, they will go

to fuch aćtion privily, and not openly ; but if 3

fhall be with ? conſtituted after a mafculine man

ner, impudently and openly : and according to

Cardan’s text, ſhall keep them as wives with whom

they aćt.

If the Lights in the aforefaid configuration be

alone in Feminine Signs, the women will love

exceſs in that which according to nature ; but the

men will be changed to that which is befides na

turť,
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ture, towards more effeminateneſs and tendernefs :

and if ? be conſtituted after a Feminine manner,

the women will be prone to venery and luftful *;

the men tender, weak, and will be stirred up and

drawn to the unknown coitions of nature; and

will challenge to themſelves the womens part, al

though indeed privily and fecretly : but if Mars

be diſpoſed after a feminine manner, impudent!

and openly. Cardan here adds, “ And with bra

“ zen face exercifing whoredom, aĉting the part

“ of impure, accurſed, publick prostitutors; in

“ famous, even to the indignation of the common

“ people, and religion.” -

The Oriental or Diurnal configurations of Mars

and ? contribute to their being more maſculine,

famous, and notorious ; Occidental and Vefper

tine, to their being more effeminate and abjećt :

likewife iz configurated with them contributed

to more luft and uncleanneſs, and infamous for the

worfe ; 1ț to more modeſty and order, and in fum

for the better; but ; to the greater mobility of

paffion, variety, contentioufneſs, and fanoufneſs,

A N N o T A T I o N s.

Firſt, by Planets being inconjun&t, as in the be

ginning of this chapter is mentioned of the Moon

and ? , and being ſo in reſpećt of themſelves or the

Oriental horizon ; or any other Angle, Houſe,

or Sign, we are to underſtand them to be fo

placed

* Cardan here adds Adultery, and will perform con

grestes diſagreeable to their Sex ; regard no time, refuſe

no Man, let them be impure o illegitimate

N
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placed, that they do not behold.each other, or

fuch mentioned Angles, &c. . - , *s

Secondly, as what the author in this chapterº

fays of the Mind and Soul, is not to be underſtood

of the fuper-natural Soul, which never dieth; but

of the intellećtual rational part of the animal Soul,

which is formed, ruled, and wholly governed by

thofe fupreme and fole Governors of Natural Be

ings, the Stars ; but principally by the D and ș:

and in fhort, neither more nor leſs, than the ani

mal natural Spirits, which are always better of

worfer affećted, as ġ and the ) are more or leß

befriended or afflicted by other concurring and

adjuvant cauſes. They therefore, fays Ptolomy

in this chapter, have the falling-fickneſs for

the moſt part, who are born when g and the )

are inconjun&t, either between themfelves, or in

reſpećt of the Oriental horifon, and afflićted by

H and Mars from Angles, &c.

Thirdly, And as to what he fays of the Natives

being tormented or poffeffed with Demons or De

vils, who in their Geniture have their ḥ afflićted

as above-mentioned ; as the caufe is natural, the

effeći muft be fo too, and cannot be meant accord-$

ing to the common notion of Demons and Devils;:

but that fuch whoſe radical Moon firſt fhall be fó

affe&ted, will be fo afflićted in their ſpirits, as to

believe and fay they are tormented and pofiefied"

by fuch. -

E N D or T H E T H I R D B O O K. . .

B O O K
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42°-ºs Hatſoever ought to be ſpoken of before

# Wr the birth, and at the birth, and after ,

AG, r : the birth ; and whatſoever are proper

* » 3 for the constitution of the Body, and

*śs--.** of the whole Mind, we have

of, The reſt, and thoſe things that happen from

without are to be confidered, the firſt contains the

fpeculation about riches and honour, and the

character of the Native ; of theſe that of poffeſſion

agrees with the Body ; that of honour pertains
to the Mind. -

C H A P.
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C H A P. II. · ve s 3 , .

Of Riches. - e req e ris

- - , , , ž , III : *

E will take thoſe things which concern Pof

festive Fortune, from that point called Part of

Fortune alone, according to which we caſtaway the

diſtance from the Sun to the Moon from the Ho

roſcope, alike in things that are by day and by

night . This being ſuppoſed, we will take the

Lordſhip, and confider the strength of them, and

their Familiarity, and alſo of thoſe that are con

figurated with them, or elevated, whether they be

of the fame or contrary condition.

They therefore whićh affume the Lordſhip of the

part of Fortune, being in ſtrength, cauſe much

riches, and chiefly when , the lights give proper

teſtimony to them. But I will increaſe riches

by building, huſbandry, or navigation ; : 2Ệ by

protection, or by thoſe things that were commit

ted in trust to him, or by priesthood;

w arfare and generalſhip. ? by friendſhip atid

gifts of women. ķ by eloquence and bufi
neſs. : , s

Saturn having Familiarity with part of Fortune,

and in configuration with 2ț, properly cauſeth ;

hereditaments, and chiefly when this is in ſuperior

Angles , 7; being (Occident, fays Cardan, ) in a.

double-bodied Sign, or expećting the Moon's ap

plication, for then being adopted, they will be the

heirs of others: and if they which are of the

fame condition with the Lords, give teſtimony of

dominion, the poflestion will remain with

. ::: . "büt

, , , is:: 873
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but if they which are of the contrary condition

are elevated above the principal places or ſucceed,

the poffestion will not endure : but the general

times is taken from the inclining of the Stars,

which produce the cauſe to the Angles and Suc
i cedants.

" --- - - A N N o T A T I o N s.

| To this chapter may be added, If the Significa

tors of Riches be angular, the riches will be ac

quired in youth, and on the cuſp, very early ; in

fuccedants in middle age ; in cadents, late, and in

old age. The fame is to be faid if they be Orien

tal or Occidental in reſpećt of the Sun and the

World. As concerning Čomputing Part of For

tune, fee Book III. Chap. XIII. -

:'r, v ::: * · · -

*>(jo is; ; ; C H A P. III.

z : tio: : : : : : - - -

zd Of the Fortune of Honour and Dignities.

-3i: -

y E confider thoſe things which concern

Dignities, and this blefſed part, from the

difpofition of the Lights, and the Familiarity of

the Stars by which they are guarded. Therefore,

if both the Lights be found in maſculine Signs,

and either both or one of them angular, that is,

the Sun by day, and the Moon night chiefly !

the Conditionary; and eſpecially if they have the

Satellitium of the Five Planets, the Sun being

guarded by Oriental Stars, and the Moon by Oc

cidental, they that are born will be * kings : and

*: c . N 3 , if

* That is to fy, fuch as ſhall haverule and power ex. -

traordinary, or as Kings.
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if the guarding Stars be angular or configurated tơ

the fuperior Cardinal Houſe of Heaven, they will be

f and powerful, as Lords of the World, whoſe

nappineſs and honour will indeed be greater : if

the Satellities make configurations Dexter ; but if

otherwife thus it happens, that the Sun alone is

found in a maſculine Sign, and the Moon in

feminine, and of the two one only being in an

Angle, they that are born fhall only be princes,

having power of life and death. If the Lumina

ries being fo in theſe, and neither of the Sattelli

ties be angular, nor give testimony to the Angles,

they ſhall be great, but have particular honours,

as guardians, generals, or princely_ dignity ; but

not having principality : and if the Lights not he -

ing in Angles, it happens that moſt of the guarding
Stars be angular, or configurated to the Angles, i.

they will not give the more illustrious dignities;

nevertheleſs they will moderately excel in ciyil

affaits. If neither of the Satellities are configúra

ted to the Angles, they will be obſcure, and not

promoted to honour : and if not one of the Lights *

be found either in a maſculine Sign, nor angular,

nor guarded by the Beneficks, they are born to be

extremely abject, and of a very unhappy mind.

Therefore, the general deſcription of highneſs

and lowneſs of dignities hath fuch a ſpeculation ;

but an infinite number of things in a mediocrity

are to be confidered froin the mutation and variëty

which happens particularly about the Lights them

felves, and the Satellitium, and the dominion of

*

the Satellities. For the Beneficks affuming the do-

minion, or they which are of the fame condition,

they will poſſefs dignities with greater authority,
-

- - - - . . . . . . . . ; ** , , *.
-

and
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and will be more firm : but if the Maleficks affutne

the dominion, or they of the contrary condition,

they will be of a lower order, and more uncertain.

And we obſerve the kind of dignities from the

properties of the Satellities : for if iş hath dominion

| he will give rich and wealthy government. The

rule from 2ț and ? will be pleafant, full of gifts

and honour. That from Mars will be aboüt ex -

peditions, viếtories, and terrible to ſubjećts. That

ğ by underſtanding, prudence, learning.

diligence, and care of affairs.

A N N o T A T I o N s.

Firſt, In the prcccding part of this treatife I have

told you, that the Satellities of the Sun are iş , 2;,

#2 2, and ; ; and thoſe and no other are the Satel

lities often mentioned in this chapter; and the

Satellitium and guards, are the concourſe or num

ber of them at any time refpećting the luminaries.

Secondly, That though the author in this chap

ter is very particular and poſitive concerning ref

pećtive dignities, yet we are not to underſtand that

heréby he intends that all that are fo born fhail

arrive to fuch dignities, nor that every one that

| doth fhall be equal therein ; for many who have

| ſuch princelý poſitions, have alſo others that cuts

| the thread of life before they can arrive to them :

and of fuch as do arrive thereto, their reſpećtive

ſignificators are not of equal fortitude to fupport

| it; and if they were, the title to fuch dominion is

| not the fame in all princes; for the dominions to

| Which fome have title, is far fhort of what others

| , have : and though fome by reafon of the extraor

| dinary power of their proper fignificators of hon -

- N 4 Ola!

R=mımramm=s.
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our and dominion, do often invade the rights óf

others; yet as fuch more powerful fignificators áre

not fo common as others; neither are fuch invå

fions as general as the particular titles of princes

to reſpećtive dominions. The like is to be under

derſtood of riches, pleaſures, wedlock, children,

friends, and enemies, travelling, or the like ; for

though there may in the Nativity be testimonies

very large for fuch matters ; yet where there are

other teſtimonies of ſhort life, it follows that

where death thereupon accordingly enfues, that all

thoſe of other Externals are prevented. .

- C H A P. IV. -, *,

4. Of the Quality of the Profeſion. |

%. HE Lord of the Profeſſion is taken two ways,

1 from the O and the Sign which hath domi

nion of the Mid-heaven. Therefore we ought to

obſerve the Star that maketh Oriental appearance

next to the @ : and that which agrees with the

Medium Coeli, either therein, or in Familiarity

thereto ; chiefly when it reſpects the application of

the D : and if one and the fame Star hath power

in both reſpećts, we take that alone, for what is

enquired after; and if jt is not found in both ref

e pećts, but only in one of the two, that alone ſhall

be taken : but if one next appear before the Go, and

another be in the Mid-heaven, and hath Familia

rity with the », both fhall be taken ; but he ſhall

be preferred who is more strong unto the domi

Y n1 on. . . . . . . . » . . . ,

If none be found making apparition, nor in the

Mid-heaven, he that hath dominion of the Me

dium
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*dium Coeli, we take as the proper fignificator of

the office, exercife, or study to which the Native

will be agreeable to apply hinfelf; at leaſt when

swe know the bufineſs is commodious to the fitua

tion in life ; becauſe ſome are born for idleneſs

from the constitution of their Stars : and the

things which concern the Lord of the aćtion is

thus inveſtigated. -

ziz And the kind of profeſſion will be made known

by the properties of the three Stars, that is, when

they have dominion of the profeſſion, viz. 3, ?,

and # , and the Signs in which they are : for #

makes fcribes, managers of bufineſs, calculators,

maſters, dealers, exchangers, diviners, Astrolo

gers, and thoſe who live by learning and inter

pretation, and the ſtipends and gifts others : and

if h give teſtimony to him, they will be stewards

to others, or interpreters of dreams, or converſant

in churches for the fake of divination and enthufi

-am. If 2ț give teſtimony,they will be linners, ora

stors, ſophiſters, converſant with great perſonages.

*: If ? have dominion of the profeſſion, ſhe will

make thoſe converfant with the ſcent of flowers,

*unguents, and wines, colours, tinćtures, fpices ; as

zunguent makers, plaiters of garlands, vintners,

apothecaries, weavers, fellers of ſpices, limners,

dyers, fellers of garments : and if h gives teſti

mony to her, fhc will make men dealers in things

- which relate to pleaſure and adorning, forcerers,

poifoners, deceivers, and thoſe that deal in fuch

- like : but if 21 give testimony, they will be cham

pions, bearers of armory, promoted to honour by

º favour of the women -

-o - - But

sigii
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But 8 ruling the profestion, configurated with

O, he will make thoſe who work at the fire, as

$ooks, founders, burners, breakers, workers a

bout mettles : but being with the Sun, he makes

fhip-wrights, carpenters, huſbandmen, stone-cut

ters, cutters of wood, under workmen. If h gives

teſtimony to him, he makes feamen, emptiers of

vaults, feeders of beaſts, cooks, butchers. If ){

give teſtimony, he will make foldiers, fervants,

tax-gatherers, inn.keepers, custom-gatherers, fa

crificers. - -

Again, two being found rulers of the profeſion

together, if they be ; and 2, they make mufici -

ans, caufers of melody, and they that are bufied

about inſtruments, fongs, and poetry, and chiefly

when they change places ; for then they make

ftage-players, aćtors, buyers of men, inſtrument

makers, dancers, players on stringed instruments,
caperers, alias tumblers, workers in wax, painters:

and if h gives testimony to them, he will make

with thoſe mentioned, thoſe that deal in womens

ornaments : and if 2Į give teſtimony, they will be

lawyers, employed in the commonwealth, teach

ers of children, rulers of the commons. --?

, If 3 and ; together be Lords of the Magistery,

, they will be makers of statues, of armour, ingra

vers of holy things, formers of animals, wrestlers,

(Cardan fays phyficians) furgeons, accufers, adul

terers, evil-doers, forgers of writings: and if ķ

give teſtimony to them, they will be hornicides,

ſtealers of cloaths, rapacious, thicves, ſtealers of

cattle, conjurors. -

If Mars and ? together take the Lordſhip, they

wiu be dyers, ointment makers, workers in tin

- * 3. - and

f

--
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, and lead, gold and filver, dancers in armour, apo

thecaries, huſband-men, phyſicians curing by me

dicines : and if h give testimony, they will take

- care of facred animals, be fextons, lamenters and

pipers at funerals, enthuſiasts, converſant in myf

teries, lamentations, and blood : and if h give

teſtimony, he will make men facrificers, augurs,

bearers of holy things, rulers of women, inter

preters, and they who live by fuch things.

, Moreover the quality of the Signs in which the

Lords of the Profeſſion be, confer the variety of

the profeffion : for they of the human-ſhape con

duce to all thoſe fciences and exercifes which are

for the uſe of man. But four-footed , Signs con

duce to metalic arts, negotiations, buildings, ſmiths

, and carpenters art. Tropical and Equinoxial Signs

to interpretations, commutations, fņeafuring, huf

bandry, and prieſthood. Earthy and watery Signs,

to arts converſant about water, and by water and

herbs, and ſhip-makers, and alſo burying, pickling,

and falting. * - * -

Again, the Moon properly poffesting the place

of Profeſſion, andhaving a courſe with y from the ó

with O, in 3 and vi, and g5 will make diviners,

facrificers, diviners by bafon : in t and »é ſhe

makes mourners, and thoſe inoved by devils. In

y and m 'Magicians, Astrologers, ſpeakers of

Oracles, having foreknowledge : in : , r and

2, ſhe makes Ènthuſiaſts, interprețers of Dreams,

Conjurors. --

Therefore the kinds of Profeſſion is diſtinguiſh

ed by thefe; but the greatneſs thereof is manifeſt

, ed from the strength of the Ruling Stars: for

being Oriental or angular, they make the "
10IR
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=== == ***

fion powerful ; but Occidental or declining from

Angles, makes them fubordinate.

If the Beneficks are fuperior, they will be great

firm, glorious, and joyful. If the Malefics |

e fuperior to the Lords of the Profeſſion, it will

be mean, inglorious, unprofitable, and uncertain.

Saturn therefore bringeth oppoſition by cold and

mixture of colours: (flowneſs and lukewarmneſs,

fays Cardan) but Mars through boldnefs and di

vulgation ; and both are oppofite to the perfećtion,

of the Profesſion : but the general time of increaſe

or diminution of arts, is judged from the difpofi-,

tion of the Stars, which cauſe the effect, which i

they have in reſpećt of the Oriental and Occiden-a

tal Angles:
- 3,3

· .*is ?

: e3 3
, , ; :

,

, ' , . . . .

The east Angle fignifies the beginning of liferº

the weſt Angle the end, the Mid-heaven ther

middle part, that is, from 3o to 4o, or thereabout:3

and ſignificàtors accordingly diſpoſed in the radi

cal figure, will produce their effećts in time con- :

formable. . :::::

Cardan in his comment on this chapter fays, that :

the Planet making Oriental appearance, must not i

in this cafe be above 3o degrees from the 9, and ::

that if 2 or 3 Planets be fo taken, that which is të

nearest the S must be elećted before others, pro- f.

vided he can be well feen.

- : A N N o T A T 1 o N s.

--

" * *

c H A P.
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C H A P. V..
r.: :* -

Of M A R R I A G E.

T O what is faid, followeth the diſcourſe about

the fit conjun&tion and living together of Inan

and woman according to the law, which we ought

thus to confider.

In men the diſpoſition of the Moon fhall be

obſerved. For firſt when ſhe ſhall be found in the

Oriental Quadrants, ſhe maketh men marry while

oung ; or to marry young women when they are

old *: and if ſhe be in theſe oppreſſed by the fun

beams, and configurated with h ; ſhe caufeth that

men do not marry at all. Moreover, if ſhe be in a

Sign of one form, and apply to only one of the

Stars, ſhe makes men marry but once. If in a

Sign Bicorporeal, or of many forms, or apply to

many Stars (in the fane Sign, fays Cardan) fhe

cauſeth many marriages; and if the Stars whichi

receive the applicatiou, either by propinquity of."

place, or by testimony t are Beneficks, they willes

get good wives; but if the Maleficks, evil : there-so

fore i, receiving the application, he promifeth la- , :

borious and auftere wives : but if nţ poífeffeth the

application, grave," and taking care of the houſe.

If 3 bold and refraćtory. If ?, chearful and :

merry. If g, wife and brifk.: if ? be with 2, .

2ț, or ặ, ſhe promifeth thoſe that are advantage-ai

ous ; lovers of their huſband and children : but if::

- with

* Cardan addeth, if me be in occidental, he will

marry late, or when young to an old woman.

† That is, have Dominion in the place.
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with Mars, paffionate, unstable, and inconfiderate.

In men thus. - - ;

In women, let the Sun be obſerved instead of the

Moon, for he being fituate in the Oriental Quar

ters, they will marry young, or (Cardan adds,

*

» :

whem in age) be married to young men : but being

in Occidental, they will marry late, or to men

aged or ítricken in years : and if he be in a Sign

of one forin, or configurated to one Oriental Star,

he will cauſe that they will marry but once, If

in a dout le-bodied or of many forms, or configu- e

rated to many Oriental Stars, he will give many

huſbands. -

Saturn configurated to the Sun, will promife

huſbands modeſt, rich, and laborious: 24 grave and "

magnanimous ; 3 violent, without natural-affec

tion, and unruly ; 2 neat and handfome ; # one

who procures what is neceſſary for life, employed in

bufineſs. If ? be found with h, dull and timor-**

ous ; with Mars quick, prone to venery, and adul ,

terous ; with ặ, ſhe willgive thoſe defirous ofboys. '

They are called Oriental Quarters in reſpeċt

of the Sun, which precede the Oriental and Occi- '

dental Sign of the Zodiac : in reſpećt of the ;

Moon, they from the New and Full to the Quar- *

ters: the Occidental are oppoſite to theſe Quarters.

When therefore both the Genitures of the Man ''

and Wife, have the Lights fo configurated with “

agreement, that is being a or x to each other,

their living together for the moſt part continues,

and chiefly when the agreement is with change*:

and the duration will be more firm, when the huf

band's Moon agrees with the Sun of his wife: but

if the Poſition of the Lights be in Signs incon

4
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junét or oppofite, or in a fquare, the living together -

will be diffolved on light occaſions, and they will

be fihally estranged from each other,

oreover, if the Beneficks behold the configu

ration of the Lights which they make with agree

ment, the duration of their marriage fhall be hon -

eſt, pleaſant, and profitable : but if the Malefieks

behold the configuration, it will be quarrelfome,

contentious, and hurtful.

So likewife when the Lights are not well confi

gurated with agreeinent : if the Beneficks give

teſtimony to theſe,the marriage fhall never be cut

off, but receive conciliation and reſtitution : but if

the Maleficks give teſtimony to the difagreeing po

fition, the marriage will be diffolved with ſcandal

and diſgracc. ; alone being with the Maleficks,

the difolution fhall be for publick diſgrace, and

if ? be found with them, the divorce fhall be for

adultery, forcery, and fuch like.

But they who in the other manner contraćt toge

ther, are confidered in both genders fron the Star

of ? , agreeing with h , or 3 , becauſe the e meeting

the Luminaries, they will be difcerned living to

gether with familiars, and with near relations or

kindred ; and it will be according as ? fhall be

affe&ted towards the others; for if ſhe is affećted

towards Mars, it will be with thoſe of a younger.

|

age ; teeing thcv each one havc exaltation in mu
3 D

tual Trigonal Signs. But if the be affected to

h it will be with thoſe of olier age, feeing they

have Houfe Trigonał to each other : whence ? .

with 3 manifest tỷ produceth amorous* i
aIlQl

* That is, with mutual reception.
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r

and if the Star of ặ be with them it will not be

withoút divulgation*. - sa:

If ſhe be found in familiar and promiſcuoữs

Signs, as vf and X, ſhe cauſeth contra&ts with bro

thers and relations : and in men if ? be with thế

Moon, the cauteth them to join to two fifters, er

relations ; and in won en, if ſhe be with 2{, (Car

dan fays the Sun) fhe cauſeth them to join to two

brothers or kinſmen. , =

º Again, ? being with h, caafeth that the living

together be pleafant and constant : and if ş bě

“with them, they will be profitable : but if Mars

be there, inſtable, hurtful, and jealous. After the

fame manner, if ? ſhall be configurated with

them, agreeably the contra&ts of matrimony will

º be with thoſe that are of equal age. If ſhe bt

more Oriental, that is eafterly, with young mềħ

or womem ;, if more Occidental, with older men đi

women. If ? and h be found in promiſcuous

Signs, that is in v? and z-, the copulation will be

*with kindred : but this configuration of the Stars

on the Horoſcope or Mid-heaven, if the Moon

concur, the men will go in to their mothers, Gr

aunts or mothers-in-law : but the women to their

fons, or their brothers fons, or their daughters haf

i bands. . lf inſtead of the Moon, the Sun concur in

the faid figuration, and chiefly if the Stars are Oc

- cidental, the men will go in to their daughters or

:: - - - their

*** As 3 in vf the triplicity of 2, and ? in Bethe tripli

city of 3. Or 3 in »é the exaltation of ?, and ? in

vy, the exaltation of 3. So vf and z- are common to 3,

and B, fer ? in 2- hsth houfe, and I? triplicity ; and

. in vr, h hath houſe, and 2 triplicity ; and fo, åre faid

e to be in prem icuous Signs. -

*:

s
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their fons wives ; but the women to their fathers,

or their uncles, or their daughters huſbands.

If the mentioned configurations, not being in

Signs of one Kind*, are found in feminine places,

they wholly affećt to luft and immodeſty ; as if

they be found in the fore-parts and latter parts of

Y, and the hyades, the pitchers, the last part of Q,

and the face of vf : and if the mentioned Stars,

that is h and 2, be in the two chief Angles of the

eaſt and Mid-heaven, they will make the affections

altogether open and publick : but being in the two

last Angles, the weſt and the north, they will make

eunuchs and barren, and without påffage. To

which Cardan here addeth, “ But if Mars concur, .

“ males will have their genitals cut off; but the

“ women are fuch as are called Tribades, having

“-fomething ſecret for venery.” . « . '. ,,

- The things which concern men in copulation,

we confider from Mars; for if he be ſeparate from

h änd ?, aided by the teſtimony of 2ț, he maketh

men pure and modeſt in their copulations, and dit .

poſed only to the natural ufe : when found with H

alone, and he in ſtrength, they will be dull and cold.

If 2{ and ? , be configurated to both thefe being

| together, they will be eafily moved on, defirous of

-venery, but continent, and refrain themſelves, and

avoid the ſhame. If h (and Cardan fays 24) be

ing away, Mars be with 2 alone, or if 24 be with

her, they will be laſcivious, taking all manner of
» : .. O , - - plea

, , * 2. . - * - -- - ,

... * That is, not in Mafculine or Feminine Signs, but op

pofite, which are alike in the fex, but contrary in nature,

and thoſe that are ruled by places of a contrary nature, as

Vf, ruled by h, and 3, 2 by 2Ị and ? ,
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pleaſure : and if one of the Stars be Occidental,

and the other Oriental, they will be diſpoſed to

both men and women, but not above meaſure. If

both the Stars be found Occidental, they will be

hotly carried to men. If the Sign be maſculine,

to inen of all ages.

Further, if ? be found more Occidental, he

will go in to mean (women) fervants and exter

nals ; if Mars be found Occidental, with more

eminent, gentlewomen, and married folks. So it

is concerning Men. ;

In Women, let ? be obſerved, for ſhe being

configurated with 24 or ķ, makes them ſober and

pure in copulations : but having Familiarty with

ự, ng not being with them, ſhe will make them.

prone to luft, but contain themſelves, and avoid

, the ſhame. ? being configurated to Mars alone,

will make them laſcivious, and prone to venery :

if to both of them being tegether or configurated, .

if the Star or 24 ſhall be with them, they will be

more dull : Mars being under the Sun beảms, they

will copulate with ſervants, mean pertons, or

externals : but if ? be under the Sun-beams they

will copulate with more eminent and genteel per

fons : and the Stars bein Feminine places, or con

figurated after a Feminine manner, they will be

only prone to be paffive ; if they be diſpoſed after

a maſculine manner, to be a&tive alto. H having

familiarity to theſe configurations, (and he in fe

minine Signs, adds Cardan) contributeth to the

greater filthineſs : if Oriental and maſculine, ob

- - IlOXl OllS

Cardan here adds, And fo if the Signs be Feminine to .

women. if both ve in itutine, they will burn after boys. .
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- noxious to infancy and rep eh nfion by reaſon of

detestał 1: "u" ; if helped bv t e Star of 24 to the

greater n d ṛty , ; to th, ačtions being more

notorious, dangerous, and cpen.

| , ,

| C H A P VI.

- Of Children.

I T follows after thefe that we paſs to the treatiſe

concerning Children. Therefore this obſerva

tion is to be taken fi om the Stars that are inor con -

figurated to the Mid-heaven, or the ſuccedant,

which they call the Good Demon. If there be

not any Stars in that place, or configurated, you

ought to obſerve the opp fites.

The Moon and 24 and Q are afTumed for Givers

of Children ; the Sun, Mars, and Saturn are af

fumed for ſterilityor paucity of children : but ğ be

ing common to beth, contributes according to that

to which he is configurated ; giving when he is3

Oriental in the east, but taking away when he is

Occidental in the we{t.

Therefore the Stars that are Givers of Children,

being fo dipo e', and by themſelves, give one

child ; but in double-bodied Signs, or in feminine,

the v caufe the generating of twins.

So al o being n fruitful Signs, as Bé, cs, ng, they

give two or more. If thev be of a maſculine na

tu e, bec uſe of the configuration to the Sun, and

becauſe of being in maſculine Signs, they will give

males ; but if of a ferninine nature females. if they

be overcome by the Malefics, or be found in barren

places or Signs, fuch as Q and !!!, they will give.
- O 2 children, .

|
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children, but not for good or vital. If the Sun

and the Maleficks posteſs the faid places, thatiis

the Mid-heaven and the Succedant of the Good

Demon, if they be in maſculine or steril. Signs,

and have not the Beneficks fuperior, they ſhew

titter want of children:, but if they be in feminine.

or fruitful Signs, or aided by testimony of the Be

neficks, they give children indeed, but fuch as are

hurt and fhort-lived.

Both conditions + being configurated and having

refpe&t to prolifick ſigns, there will happen, a re

jeếtion of children according to the exceſs which,

the Stars giving teſtimony have in each condition,

either of all the children, or of a few at moſt, as

they are found more powerful by being more Ori

ental, or more angular, or more elevated, or more

iuccedant. Therefore, , - :

If the Lords of the mentioned Signs being Giv

ers of Children, be Oriental, or in proper places,

the given children will be famous and glorious. If

Occidental, or not in proper places, they will be

obſcure and mean. * , -

Moreover, if they agree with the Part of For:

tune and Horoſcope, they will make them belowed

by their parents, pleaſant, and heirs of their goods.

But if they be found unconjoined, and difagree

ing, they will be rebellious, odious, and hurtful to.

their parents, and will miſs the inheritance of their

ſubſtance. . . - - - - - -

an Moreover, if the Stars which give children are

agreeably configurated among themſelves,

- W1

(' ', : : . . . . . . . . - "
* ' "

:: -

† That is, if the Maleficks have Dominion, and the

Beneficks give Testimony, - -

| 4 esfí
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|
, ,

v

will make them lovers of their brethren, and re

eſpećtful to each other.

b^ And fuch is the General confideration of Child

.ren, but in thoſe particulars which follow, we

wought to affume the Horoſcope, at each Star of

thoſe which give the children, and obſerve and

judge the other difpofitions as in a nativity.
*3'i s 4: , : -

- A N N o T A T I o N s. .

As in the former part of this treatife intimated.

by the Good Demon in this chapter mentioned,

the author intends the i 1th Houſe: and by astum

ing the Horoſcope of each Star of thoſe that give

schildren, in the laſt part of the chapter, we are ad

-viſed to make the degree in which fuch Star is, the

ºdegree aſcending; and having made the figure of

heaven conformable to the Afcendant, to judge it

as though a Nativity to the reſpective children,
.« & > ` s . . . . . .

- -
- : * , , **

li C H A P. VII. , ,

" " Of Friend, and Enemies. . .

T H E things which concern Friendſhip and Es

* mity, is thus. The great and more lasting

familiarities or differences, are called Sympathetics

and Enmities, and the ſmall and temporary #:

termed ſocieties and contentions, of theſe the cor

fideration is fuch. Therefore, the great and con

tinual friendſhips and enmities are to be confider

çd by obſerving the principal places found in thc

Geniture of each, that is, that profefs Friendſhip

or Enmity.

We ought to obſerve the folar place and the Lu

nar, and the Horoſcope and part of Fortune, for.

3 - - - 1 t
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if theſe happen in the fame signs, or if they

change mutual places, either all or moſt, or chiefly

when arifing they are distant from each other 17.

degrees, they constitute fincere and indiffoluble

friendſhip ; not expoſed to any offences. But if

they be inconjun&t or in oppoſite Signs, or mutually

oppoſe, they cauſe great enmities, and lafting : be

ing in none of the mentioned places, but only con

figurated in Signs, if they be a or x, they make

finall friendſhip; if by a n they caufe fmall En

mity. So that it happens that at times the Friend

fhip as it were ceafe and lye ſtill, when the Male

ficks tranfit the configuration. In like manner the

enmities as it were are filent and quiet when the

Beneficks do make ingreſs upon the configuration.

Whereas friendſhip and enmity have three kinds,

for men are fo diſpoſed either by elećtion or for

Profit, or for forrow or pleaſure, when either all

or moſt of the mentioned places have Familiarity

with each other, friendſhip is constituted by thefe

three kinds : but if the places are unagreeable, en

mity arifeth in like manner. - -

When the places of the Lights alone, have Fa

miliarity or are unagreeably difpofed, friendſhip

will arife from elećtion, which is the beſt and firm

eft; in like manner hatred, which is the worft and

moſt faithleís.

When the place of the part of Fortune hath Fami

liarity or not, they are made for profit or loſs; when

they are of the Horofcope they are for forrows or

pleaſures : but we ought to obſerve in the menti

oned places, the Stars elevated above them and af

pe&ting : for that place íhall have more power or

friendſhip
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friendfhip and enmity, to which the elevation or

fucceſſion is near, either in the fame Sign or near

eft; but the place which paffeth the afpe&ting

Stars that are more powerful to do good, ſhall af

fume more advantage by friendſhip and enmity,

and more eaſy to break. Theſe concerning thoſe

that are great and lafting. - - -

But concerning thoſe that are made at certain

tirnes, which we faid are called Society and Con

tention, we ought to obſerve the motion of the

Stars taken in both Genitures, that is in what

times the motion of the Stars in one Nativity,

comes to the places in the other Nativity ; for

at thoſe times there will be particular friendſhips

and enmities, and they will laſt a little while, un

til the diffolution of fuch Stars. I, therefore and

24 coming to each other’s places will cauſe friend

fhip by meeting together, or agriculture or inheri

tance. h and 3 cauſe ſtrife and ambuſhes framed

on purpoſe. I, and ? amity by the favour of

kindred, but foon growing cold. H and : friend -

fhip by buſineſs, or profit, or mysteries. 2ț and g

cauſe amity by government and dignities. 2Ị an !

? in like manner friendſhip by the favour of wo

men, or prieſts, or oracles. 2Ị and ķ frier thip

by ſcience and philoſophy. 3 and ? cauſe fi i nd -

fhip by love, adultery, and whoring. 3 and #

cauſe enmities and contentions through occaſion of

bufineſs or forcery. But 2 and ặ through arts

or learning, or commerce by letters, or favour of

women. Thefe are thus confidered.

| The increafe or decreaſe for the leſs or more o

fociety or contention is diſcerned from the dif

poſition of the poſſeff.d places to the firſt four prin

- O 4 cipal
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cipal places. For if they occur to the place of the

párt of Fortune, or Lights angular they render ther

focieties and contentions more manifeſt; but ſepa

rated they make them not manifeſt. And that they,

are more hurtful or more advantageous, we judge,

from the Stars beholding the mentioned places;
having quality for good o evil. * , s =, *

- - - - - - -

, . ::::::: *

C H A P. VIII. : 2 : se ?

Of Servants. . . . . earn

- , , , , 1: t

Oncerning Servants, and their being honeſt

ly or badly diſpoſed towards their masters, weni

take from the Sign of the Evil Demon*, and from i .

the Stars which behold the place in the Geņiture t,

itſelf, either by ingreffes or oppoſitions, and chiefs ir

ly when the rulers of the Sign have either familjar

rity with the chief places of the Geniture, or unrad

agreeably configurated. , , , ! ! » -- 12 afír

: ? ' . ' " .:- iste

, , , , , C H A P. IX. , , , , , ; ettit

c. , "-" Of Travelling. ; . . .engdi

* * * *, * * * · - 4 : : :

H E things which concern Travelling wecah-bº

fider from the poſition of the Luminaries to ºit

the Angles, of both, but chiefly of the Moon: forºst

fhe being Occidentț, and declining from Angles,no?

cauſeth Travelling, and change of places. And : '

fometimes Mars himſelf Occidental or decliningitº

from the place of the Mid-heaven cauſeth the fame, i

when he hath an oppofite or quadrate state to the B'é

Luminaries. If part of Fortune alſo falleth in

; i Signs

The 12th Heu'e, 3 In the 7th Houfe. 3.- ig

*

* ,
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Signs which cauſe Travelling, the whole life, coii

verſation, and aćtions will be foreign.

- Moreover, when the Beneficks behold the men

tioned places*, or Succeed, the Travelling Life

will be famous and profitable, and the returns will

be quick, and without hindrance. But if the Ma

leficks behold or ſucceed, the travelling will be

hurtful and dangerous, and the return đificult;

but we ought every where to affume the tempera

ment, and obſerve the stronger of the made con

figurations. . - - }

For the most part if the Lights fall to the inclin

ing of the Oriental Quadrants, the Travelling will

happen to be towards the eaſt and fouth parts, but

if în the Occidents, or in the Occident Quadrants, *

the peregrination will be towards the north or weſt. .

Moreover, if the Signs which cauſe Travelling,

be of one förm, either in reſpect to themſelves, or "

the Stars which have the Lordſhips over them,

Travelling will be rare, and not without fome lei

fure; but if they be double-bodied, or of two

forms, they will be continual, and in many times. , , ,

Jupiter and Venus being Rulers of the Lights, i

and the places which cauſe Travelling, the Travel-

ling will not only be without danger, but alſo plea

fant; for by the Governors of thofe countries, and

concourſe offriends, he is fent away with pleaſure,

the conſtitution of the air, and the plenty of ne

ceffaries favouring, · : ,

If Mercury be joined to them, there will be an ":

addition of gain, gifts, and honours, . . . . . .

- -. . . . . But

* That is, place of the Sun, Moon, Mari, and Part of

Fortune.
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But Saturn and Mars poffeffing the Lights, ef

pecially if they are oppoſed mutually to them, they

will cauſe great dangers and unprofitable Travel

ling. But beingin moiſt Signs, they will produce

dangers by ſhip-wrecks, or by defart and unacceſ

fible places. In Fixed, by precipices and contrary

winds. In Tropical and Equinoxial, by want of

neceffaries, and a fickly conſtitution of the air. In

humane ſhaped, by robbers, ambuſhes, and thefts

In earthly by the increaſe of wild beaſts or earth

quakes. But if ; concur, the danger will occur

through accuſations and creeping things and cafters

of venom. -

The reaſon of theſe peculiar judgments, whether .

they will be gainful or hurtful, is taken from the

difference of that Planet which gives the cauſe ;

and the cauſe of the comprehended places, works,

and poffeſions, power, and dignities is to be con

fidered according to the firſt and principal conſti

tion : but the fignification of the times appears

from the configuration meeting in ſucceeding times,

that is to ſay, from direćtions.

A N N o T A T I o N s. .

First, Some are of opinion, that what is faid of

the Lights in the third paragraph of this chapter,

is alſo to be underſtood of Mars and the part of

Fortune. But though by the firſt paragraph they

are allowed to cauſe Travelling, and by that and

the 6th paragraph the ſucceſs of fuch Travelling ;

yet the Luminaries alone and only do point out

the Quarter towards which the Peregrination fhall

be. -

Secondly,
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Secondly, The Signs (in the 4th paragraph) ſaid

to cauſe Travelling, are the Signs in which the

aforefaid Significatory of Travelling are found.

C H A P. X.

Of the Quality of Death.

IT remains that we ſpeak of the Quality of Death.

And we know this from what has been faid in

the diſcourſe about the Space of Life, how Death

will happen, the Ruling Place being Oriental or

Occidental.

For if Death happens by the Orientality, or

occurfe of the beams, the place of the occurfe

ought to be obſerved, and according to that judge

of the Quality of Death. If it be Occidental, con

fider the Occidental place, for fuch as they are

which rule the mentioned places : or if none rule

then fuch as before others are carried to theſe pla

ces, fuch ought we to eſteem the Deaths, the confi

gurating Stars concurring, and alſo the Quality of

the mentioned Killing Places, and the nature of

the Signs and the Terms.

Therefore h posteffing the Dominion of Deathf,

cauſeth Death by chronick diftempers, pthyficks,

fluxions, colliquations, agues, ſpleen diſeaſes, drop

fies, chyliac and hyſteric diſtempers : and in a word

thoſe arifing from abundance of cold.

Jupiter, by the quinfy, inflammation ofthe lungs

apoplexy, cramp, and cardiack affećtions, and in

fome, they which happen with vehement b e i hing,

its diſorder and ſtink. Mars cauſeth Deat, by

-
continual

† That is, the cauſer of the Quality of Death.
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continual fevers, femitertians, fudden strokes; and

nephretick affećtions, ſpitting of blood, and hems

orrhage ; by abortion, birth, and St. Anthony's

fire : and in a word, they which arife from abuns

dance and ametry of heat. ? by affećtions of the

ftomach and liver, ring-worms, bloody-flux, þu

trefaction, fiſtulas, and giving of poifon; and, in a

word, thoſe which proceed from abundance of moif

ture, or through want or wasting thereof: buti:#

by madneſs, extafie, melancholy, falling-fickneſs,

falls, coughs, ſpitting affections, or thoſe which

happen fimply thro’ much drynefs or want thereof;

but thus they die naturally, when the Rulers óf

Death are in their proper and natural quality, and
none of the Maleficks concur. - poło tari i

But violent and remarkable Deaths happerr when

both the Maleficks are Lords of the Anaretick

places, or are joined, fquare, oppoſe, or otherwiſe

evilly affect both the Lights, or the Sun alone, or

the Moon, or both, or one of the two : for then

the miſchievoufneſs of Death proceeds from the

congreſs of the Maleficks : but the # of the

Death, from the Testimony of the Lights. ; il

Its Quality is known from the reſt of the

ir; Stars, and the Signs containing the Mal -

aturn therefore fquaring or oppofing the Sun

contrary to condition, in Fixed Signs, cauſes Deatli

by ſuffocation, by tumults of the people, by hang

ing, or ſtrangling. In like manner he doth the

fame if he be Occidental, and the Moon follow. If

he be in beast-like formed, either Signs or pla

ces, he cauſeth to periſh by wild beasts. And if

24 favours,and is infe&ted by the Maleficks, itwił

be in publick and celebrated places, fometimes by

« » COll -
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condemnation to die ; if he be in the weſt oppofing

either of the Luminaries, the native will end his

life in prifon; being configurated to g, eſpecially

about the Serpents which are in his Sphere, or if

found in earthy Signs, they will die by poifon.

uAnd 2 being joined to them, Death will occur

by poifon, and the treachery of women, in my or

>e, or in most Signs configurated to the Moon, he

will cauſe Death by water, being fuffocated and

drowned. If he be found about Argo, by

fhipwreck. If he be in Tropical or Equinoxial

Signs, and instead of Go, 3 be there, he will caufe

Death from falling. If they culminate, Deatli

will happen by precipitation from on high : ;

therefore will cauſe fuch things being configurat

cdrivith them, as is faid. " : ,

-ÄNðarstíguaring or oppofing the Sun or Moon

contraryota condition in Signs of human form, he

will caủfe“Death by flaughter, either, civil, hof

tile; orłby himſelf. · . , !

stiif e give Testimony to them, Death will en

fue by women, or killers of women. , ,

If y be configurated to them, Death will hap

Þém by robbers, evil-doers, and pyrates. If he be

ia miutilate or imperfect Signs, or with the Gör

gon of Perfeus, or Caput Meduſæ, he will induce

Death by beheading, or cutting off of members :

being foùnd in m and t, he will cauſe Death by

medicalcutting, burning, or contractions : but if

he be found in the Mid-heaven, or oppofite to

the Mid-heaven, he will cauſe Death by crucifix

ionly and chiefly if found about Cepheus and An

dromeda. If he be found in the west, or oppoſite

tofthor Horoſcope, he will cauſe Death by burning
- of

*** ?
-
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of fire : in four-footed Signs bv falling and the

breaking " ' nbs. ,

if 2 evilly a e&, d, or de rived of all his dignities,

give teit mony to 8 , 1Death will happen theo the

anger of Princes ang Kºngs, are condemnation,

If the Mialeficks especially agree gebrº, and fo

oppoſe any of the far, places, they me ke the cru

elty of the Death the more : but the Quality of

Death and the Dominion, will offet near that

which is in the Anaretic. - -

When both the Malcficks have refpe& to the

A naretic Places, fuch ſhall be ca, out unburied,

and be contumed by beaſts and birds ; and chiefly

when the Malefics are found in Signs, in the torm

of Beaſts or Birds, none of the fiere ficks giving

teſtimony.to the place above the Earth* which

occurs as the Anaretic i lace, : ’

Death happens in ſtrange places when the Stars

which poffets the Anaretic Places fali from Angles,

and eſpecially when the Moon either is found

with, or in fquare, or oppoſe the taid places.

A N N o T A T I o N s.

By this and the 14th chapter o he Third Book,

before going, it is plan, Firſt, tha Ptolemy, whoin

the generality of Aftrologers by one con nt, have

owned to be the Prince and Principal of their Pro

feffion, had not the leaft regar to the 8th Houte,

or its Lord, for the Cauſe a: " Qyality of Death,

as is moſt abfurdly taught , Vulgar Aítrology :

but in ai! vital Nativities to la rections either Di

rećt by which the Anaretic point is carried to the

- place

* That is, the M, C, 3 hurts molt in M. C. Iz in

the 7th,
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*

place of the Givers of Life, or Converſe by the

Hyleg's being carried to the weit Angle, which a

lone of all Conv ile i ) ir &ions hath power to cut

off life. And how far he is frem regarding

the 8th or its i ord to rich as are not vital, fee

chapter X. of the preceding Third Book, con

cerning thoſe that are not nouriſhed.

Secondly, in fuch is ativitics as are vital, one

Direćtion, how malevo, nt toever, rarely kills :

but in all or moſt Nativities whatſoever, there is

required a train of malevolent Dire&ions to con

cur to Death : for it hath been moſt admirably

proved by the laborious Partridge in his Opus Re

formatum and Deft ćtio Geniturarum, even but ons

- fingie Direćtion, though it be a Square or Oppo

fition of the Benevolents, intervening among ſuch

trains of malevolent Direćtions at the Anaretic

pent, generally preferves life : but where feveral

malevolent Dire&tions, (that is Directions of the

malevolents) concur to together with the aid or

intervenings of the Benevoients, they fail not to

destroy life. -

Thirdly, In fuch trains of Dire&tions, the

author he re distinguiſh h between the Killing

Planet and the Caŭfer of the Quality of Death ;

for e ne Planet doth not give both. T he foremoſt

of the malevol nt train is the Killir g Place, and

fh, ws the Time of I le th ; but the following Di

rećtions, though den volent, ſhew the Quality.

If the train fali ail te gther, and none follow, for

the Quality obierve th te which precede, though

at a di tance and benevolent alſo : for though the

Benevolent contribute to the pe ſervation of life

as aforefaid, yet they frequently Ipecify the
- * - CA1C

*
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eaſe which is the Cauſe of Death. And with thefe:

our author tells us concur the configurating Stars,

the Quality of the Stars and Signs, and the terms

in which their Lords happen. -

Fourthly, ln violent Deaths the Genethliacal

poſitions of the Lights are to be obſerved, and

how the Malefcks af ét them, and are alſo con

cerned by Direćtions in the Quality of Death.

C H A P. XI. -

Of the Diviſion of Times.

HAVING diſcourſed about the Kind of Death,

we have yet remaining the Divifion of Times,

which ought to be added and confidered according

to Natural Order. And as in all Genethliacał

Places, a certain more General Difpofition is ſup.

poſed, to which peculiar ſpeculations, (and accord

ing to each both of the countries and genitures

about the form of the body, and the Quality of

the Mind, the more peculiar manners and cuf

tom of the country, and the mutation thereof) are

fubje&t: therefore as in theſe the more general

and principal, are preſuppoſed to the particular,

fo ought he that naturally conjećtures, always

obſerve the firſt and more principal cauſe, and not

to forget it, left the fimilitude of the Genitures if it

fo happen, caufe us to fay, that the blackamore

born is white in colour, or long-hair’d, the firſtand

more principal caufe being unknown to us. Or

again to fay a German or a Frenchman is black

, în colour, or curl'd hair, or thoſe to be of gentle

- - - II) an IlCIE
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männers, and lovers of learning; but they in Greece

rude and unlearned, and fo in others, whoſe differ

çnce and change of life are according to the coun
tries,

After the fame manner it is neceſſary to pre

fuppofe and confider in the divifion of times, the

diverſity of ages, and the fitneſs of each age for

giving judgment, leſt we wholly forget at any time,

and from the alone common confideration, apply

tO infant-age fotne more perfećt and manlike aćtion:

and to an old man through ignorance, attribute

procreation or fome other youthful deed : but the

things that are fit and convenient for every age,

confidered in theinfelves, we ſhould apply.

There is therefore generally one and the fame

confideration in hum, n nature, likened to the order

of the feven Planets. And this confideration

ifbegins from the first age and the firſt ſphere from

, war; that is of the ), and it ends in the age

kad the laſt ſphere of the Planets, that is of ,..

» And it happens inteed that the properties of each

teſphere to which each age is attributed, occur in

tach age. -

sa Let it ther:fore be obſerved, that we affume the

auniverfals of the divifion of time from the ſpheres

e as from the firſt order, but the fmall diverfities

from the properties found in the Geniture.

to . Therefore the first age to four years, which is

Infantile, according to the number of the four years

i of the ) , and is adapted to it, being moiſt and

incorrupt and increafeth ſwiftly, and is nouriſhed

with moiſt things, and the habit very mutable.

In like manner the mind is imperfeết according

i to the proper and effećtive ſtate of the } . . .

, , P - The
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The age from this to ten years is applyed to the

fecond ſphere of y, therefore the cogitative and

rational part of the foul begins to be informed,

and receive feeds of learning, and that as it were,

manifeſts the principals and beginnings of manners,

ſtudies, and property, And the mind is stirred

up by diſciplints, institutions, and the firſt exer:
cifes. - - * * * *

Venus affuming the next age, and the third, ta

the following eight years, according to the number

of her proper courſe, begins to cauſe a motion in

the feminal paſſages, eagerneſs and intemperance

in love matters, and rafhneſs. , y (, ; **

Thc fourth and juvenile age following from the

fourth ſphere, that is of the G, is indeed according

to the number of him nineteen years. . . . . . .

Now begins the authority of the aćtions of the

foul and the conſtitutions of life, and the defire of

glory, and a tranflation from childiſh diforders to

that which is more orderly and honourable- ,

After the Sun, Mars the fifth, affumes the virile

age according to the number of fifteen years, his

proper courte, and cauſeth a more auſtere life, folir

citous, troublefome, änd laborious. " . - A

Jupiter the fixth, takes the older age, and he

alto according to the equality of his circuit, (twelve

years, adds Cardan.) and cauſeth labour, danger

in a&tions, and troubles to be removed : but it

conduceth to more modeſty, and providence, and

prudence, anđ confideration, and cauſeth men to

Book after honor, and praife and liberty. J

Saturn being laſt, affumes the laſt and old age

which is cold, hindering the animal - motions,

* . . - - l IR-*
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inclinations and pleaſures; making them weak and

dull, becauſe of the dullneſs of his motion.

« Therefore the univerfal property of times is thus

generally laid down And properly the particular

confiderations of nativities, fhall be taken from the

principal prorogators, from all of them, and though

in the fpace of life from only one.

Therefore from the Horoſcope, the Prorogation

is taken for bodily accidents and travelling. That

from Part of Fortune, for ſubstance. That from

the ), for affe&ions of the mind, familiarities and

focieties. That from the Go, for dignities and

glory. And that froin the Mid-heaven, for other

particular institutions of life; as for profcffion,

friendſhip, off-ſpring- / * - - -

For thus at the faine time and ſeafon, one Star

whether Benefick or Malefick will not bc ruler.

For, for the moſt part, many accidents happening

(which are) contrary at the fame time, neither will

any one loofing a kínfman, afiume an inheritance,

be fick at once, or do well and gain, nor doing

ill or being in want ; nor is feen a father being

without children. - , , ; : :

Nor doth it happen that fome be happy in the

fame things and unhappy, cither in reſpect of the

body or mind, or dignities, or poffestions. There

fore many times in thoſe that are very happy or

unhappy fome fuch things happen, when the oc

courſe of all the Beneficks or all the Maleficks

came to all the Prorogators or moſt of them. But

this is feldom, becauſe human nature is not fo dif

poſed either to the extremity of good or evil, but

to change moderately to good or evil. .

*

There
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Therefore the Aphetic-Places ſhall be determih«

ed as is ſaid, and all the occurfes to the Prorogators"

are taken, but not only the Anareticks as in the

fpace of life, or only the Oppoſite or Terragonal

Configurations, but alſo the Trines and Sextiles. así:

· And firſt, he fhall affume the times according too

cach Prorogation which is in the Aphetic Degree,

or configurated to it. If there be none for found,

he fhail be taken that next precedes that which

beholds the following degree in the Confequents,

and this again to the following, and in like manner

all the Stars that are affumed for dominion, and

alfo they which poſſefs the terms. viti :

Again, the degrees of diſtances are taken that

follow according to the Prorogation of the Horofie

cope, equal to the aſcending times of the proper

climate ; but according to the Prorogation of ther
Mid-heaven, a number equal to the times of ther

Culminations. But in other Prorogations accords:

ing to the analogy or nearnefs of aſcenfions, which

is in reſpeĉt of the Angles, or of Defcenfions, or of

Culminations, as hath been faid about the ſpace of:

life. . ^ . - * -

Therefore the general Chronocrators ſhall be

affumed after the mentioned manner. But the

Annual thus, numbering the years that are from

the birth, how much fhall be that number; this we

projest from each Aphetic-place, in the Subſe

quence according to a Sign (for a year) and affumei

the Lord of the laſt Sign.

Afid in Months the fame, for there we proje&tº

the humber found from the month of birth, from

the places that poflefs the ruler of the year, accord

ing to a Sign twenty-eight days. And fo likewife”
- - I Il

- 4 - re--

- - --* *
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in Days, for we proje& the days collećted from the

nativity, from the Menstrual places, for a Sign

two days and a third.

We ought alſo to obſerve the Ingreſſes made to

the places of the Times, for they do not a little

contribute to the events of ſeaſons. But chiefly to

obſerve the Ingreffes made to the places of h,

which he makes to the general places of the Times:

Of 2ț, to the places of annual Times. Of 3 and

G) and ? and ķ to the Menſtrual, and the tranfits.

of the D to the Diurnal.

And this ought to be known that the general

Chronocrators are more strong to the (production

of the) effećts, the particular either co-operate or

oppoſe, according to the proper nature of each,

But; the Ingreffes (that is Tranfits) cauſe increaſes

and decreaſes of events. Therefore the place of

the Prorogation, fhews the univerſal property of

the quality, and the extenſion of Time, and alſo

the Lord of the general Times, and that which

poſſeffeth the terms, becauſe of the familiarity :

which the Stars have each of them from the birth,

to thoſe places of which they took dominion at the

beginning. , , , ' ” ',

º Moreover, that the accident will be good or evil,

the Chronocrators will manifeſt by their natural

property and temper, whether Malefick or Benefick;'|

and by their familiarity from the beginning, to the

place of which they become Lords, or by their

antipathy. But in what times the effect will

chiefly happen, the Configuration of the Annual

and Menſtrual Signs, by which they behold the

places that are cauſes, and the Ingreffes of the Stars:

doth fhew. . . |
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... And moreover the G and » thro' their dif

poſition (that is Radiations) to the annual and

inenſtrual ſigns. Fou theſe being agreeably cón-

figurated to the Places that are the Cauſes from thé

Beginning of the Nativity, and at the Ingreiſes ob

ferving an agreement, they do good, as they do

evil if they be contrary. But if they difagree with

the faid places, and contrary to condition, op

poſe or ſquare in tranfits, they are caufers of È :

but neither fquaring nor oppoſing, but making

other configurations, they are not fo nsalęfic.

if the fame Stars be lords of the Times and In

greffes, the quality of the evil will be ſuperabund-

aạt and imunoderate, if it be good; but much

more, if it be evil. But if they be not only Lords.

of the Time, but alſo have the dominion in the

beginning at the Birth, and alſo if all the Proro

gators or moſt of them are taken in one and the

iàme place, or if the Prorogations are not fo, and

the times be found, having all or moſt of the Öc

curſes benefick or malefic, they will make men

altogether fortunate or unfortunate. . . . ' 4*

Seaſons ſhall thus be confilered according

to the practice which obſerves a Mutual Confe

quence. But the kinds of the effects which happen

in the times, I will ceaſe to apply here largely, for,

the reaſon we have ſpoke of in the beginning. For

the effective quality of the Stars which they have .

in Univerſals, and alſo in Particulars, may bé adap

ted in order, conveniently joining the mathematical

Cauſe, with the Cauſe arifing from the Mixture. ::

Asso
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A N N o T A T 1 o N s.

The first three Paragraphs of this Chapter tend

wholly to fhew, how abſolutely requifite it is, in

all Particulars relating to Aſtrology in genèral, büt

in Nativities more eſpecially to have a peculiar

Tegard to Generals; and how impoſible it is with

out fuch an eſpecial regard, to avoid errors in judg=

ment common to the Vulgar Aſtrology, The next

nine Paragraphs particularize the number of years

attributed to each Planèt in its firít order in the

age of mankind, as firſt to the » 4, to 4 to to ? 8,

to the © 19, to 3 15, to 2, 12, in ali 68, and

thence to the end of life to h .

In the 13th, 14th and 15th Paragraph, the au

thor tells us, that tho' in the Space of Life we re

gard only one Prorogator, yet that for other parti:

culars relating to Nativitics, we are to direct all

the Prorogators for finding out thc times of particu

lar Aceidents, and that too, to all Rays and Con

figurations as well mundanc as zodiacal, and con

verſe as direćt. - -

The 16th and 17th Paragraphs tend principally

to explain the former. But by the 18th and 19th

we are to obſerve in Dire8tion (which is to be con

tinued from Birth) that the Star in exact Ray with

the Prorogator, ſhall be Ruler until the Prorogator

meets another Ray; that then the Planet whofể

Ray it is, íhall take the Dominion, and fo on:

But that if no Planet aſpećt the Hyleg exactly, that

which casts its rays before the Prorogator, is to be

taken for Ruler of the Time, till another Planet's

Ray comes in by Dire8tion. And the Lord of the

Term in which the Direćtion falls, muft be con

fidered as a Co-partner in this Dominion.
lOW
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, how theſe Rulers are affeĜted in the Nativity muft
alſo be confidered. - -

By the General Chronocrators, mentioned in

the beginning of the 2oth Paragraph, we are to

the Rulers of the times; and by the

Annual, the Author intends Profećtions, for the

taking of which, for every year from the Birth,

add one Sign to the Sign in which the Aphetics

are at Birth, and the Sign which ends at the Year

defired, is the Sign Profectional for that year, and

the Lord of that Sign is Chronocrator for that year,

viz. So far as the Degrees of that Sign doth reach.

As for example, If a Prorogator at Birth, be in

15 of II to 15 of g5 ferves the firſt year, but the

firſt fix months are ruled by ; , and the laſt Six by

the D and 2Į, and fo on. * -

For Menstrual Profections, Paragraph the 21st.

allowing 28 Days for every Month, let a Sign be

added for each Month, to the Sign of the Year. So

in the example before propoſed the laſt 15 of II,

and the firſt 15 of g5, ſhall ferve for the firſt

month : the laſt 15 of gs, and the firſt 15 of R»,

for the fecond month, and fo on. And for Days,

from 15 of II to 15 of gē, rules Two Days and

Eight Hours after Birth, &c. . . . . . '

Ingreffes Paragraph 22. are no more than the

Rays of the Planets by Diurnal motion to the pla

ces of Direćtion of the Hyłegiacal points, and are

Aćtive and Paffive. . - -

Ingreffes Aćtive are the Rays of the A&ti ve Stars,

which by univerſal daily motion come to the places

of the primary or fecondary Direćtions and . Pro

grestions of the Significators. The Paffive are the

- Ravs
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Rays of the Prorogators by Univerſal Daily Mo

tion with the aĉtive Stars of Direćtions and Pro

greffions. -

By A&tive Stars are meant, thoſe to which Power

is given to aćt, and are put in the place of Pro

mittors, as h , 24, 3, &c. * A

And tho’ the author here takes fuch notice of

Ingreffes, yet he is not to be understood to fuppoſe

them of themſelves ſufficiently powerful to produce

any eminent effećts, but that when they are made

to the Places of the Times, in this Chapter often

mentioned, (that is to the places where the Direc

tions in Time fall) they add to the Effects of fuch

Directions either Good or Evil, according as the

Stars by whom they are made are benefic or male

fic, ſtrong or weak, and fo make the Direćtion

more or lefs powerful, according as they are of the

fame or of a contrary kind, but of themſelves their

Influence hath no fuch power over Life, &c. as is

attributed to them by ſome of our Common Aſtro

logers.

T H E E N D.
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